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When, in 1936, as requested by my teacher, Louis de La Vallée Poussin, I published the Tibetan version and the French translation of the *Karmasiddhiprakarana*, I only hoped to bring out of obscurity a small work, long lost to view, of the great *ācārya* Vasubandhu. Great was my surprise to learn that my learned colleague and friend, the Rev. Susumu Yamaguchi, was likewise interested in this treatise and had made a fresh start in studying it. With the utmost consideration engendered by the best traditions of Buddhism, he asked me to write a Preface to his work claiming that I had been the *pravartaka* or the first one to initiate the study of this text. I could not but accede to a request so amiably formulated, although I consider myself very poorly qualified to present this new and entirely original work of Professor Yamaguchi to the educated public. Nevertheless my task will be brief, for Prof. Yamaguchi is universally known for his numerous and learned works on Buddhist philosophy. His publications on the *Ālambanaparikāsa* of Dignāga, the *Vigrahavyāvartani* and the *Mahāyānavimśāka* of Vasubandhu, and the *Śānyatāsaptati* and the *Yuktisāstikā* of doubtful authorship—are as widely known in the West as in the East, particularly to the French public. These works have drawn the attention of Indian scholars to long-forgotten texts: one of them, the Ven. Rāhula Sāṁkṛtyāyāna had the good fortune to discover in Tibet, in the Sha-lu Monastery, the Sanskrit original of the *Vigrahavyāvartani*, which he immediately published in the *Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society* in 1937; another pandit, Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, relied on the work of Professor Yamaguchi in his Sanskrit reconstruction of the stanzas of the *Mahāyānavimśāka*. But the major work of Prof. Yamaguchi is without contradiction his edition of the *Madhyāntavibhangāṭikā* of Sthiramati, based on the manuscript of this text discovered in Nepal in 1928. This manuscript, in a very bad state, presented numerous lacunae: this Japanese scholar, with his well tested knowledge and admirable patience, succeeded in using the Tibetan version of this work to thus restore to the academic community the original text of Asanga’s *Madhyāntavibhaṅga* as well as the *Ṭikā* to this work by Sthiramati. This second volume, which contains the Tibetan and Chinese versions of this text, contains, in addition, a detailed index which continues to render the most signal service to scholars in the field.

Without wishing to revive a controversy which has abated today, I shall content myself with mentioning the extremely clear position taken by Prof.
Yamaguchi with respect to the question of the historicity of Maitreya: in contrast to many historians, ancient as well as modern, Prof. Yamaguchi refused to see Maitreya as a historical personage. According to him, the five treatises which are attributed to Maitreya, the *Sūtrālāṁkāra*, etc., are in reality the work of Asaṅga, who wrote them under the real or supposed inspiration of the great Bodhisattva. In order to defend this thesis, Prof. Yamaguchi based himself on the formal declarations of Vasubandhu and Sthiramati in their concluding stanzas (*abhyārā-nakārikā*) where they designate Asaṅga as the true narrator (*vaktā*) of the works upon which they are commenting. If the Hinayānists could legitimately consider their Scriptures as the very word of the Buddha himself transmitted down through the ages by a succession of masters and disciples, the masters of the Māhayāna found themselves in an infinitely more delicate situation since the Māhayāna sūtras, which mark a considerable progress from the original doctrines of the Buddha, appeared only at a relatively late date, perhaps around the beginning of the Christian era. Not being able to place their texts within the authority of an uninterrupted oral tradition, the Māhayānists sought to authenticate their scriptures by means of different strategems. The compilers of the *Prajñāpāramitā* and the masters of the Madhyamaka traditions claimed that the sūtras which they required had been miraculously discovered within some deep hiding place where they had lain since the beginning: Sadāprarudita, they said, discovered the *Prajñāpāramitā* in a tower at the village of Gandhavatī in Gandhāra: it was written on golden leaves with a metal stylus and locked up in a precious casket which rested on a litter set with jewels; the Bodhisattva Dharmodgata had sealed it with seven seals.¹ The venerable Manjuśrī, disguised as a bhikṣu, gained entrance into the abode of King Candragupta, in the land of Odīvīśa (Orissa), presented him with different texts of the Mahāyāna and left with him a work which the Sautrāntikas affirm to be the *Aṣṭasāhasrikā Prajñāpāramitā*.² From his stay in the subterranean palace of the Dragons, Nāgārjuna brought a quantity of profound and obscure sūtras back to Jambudvīpa, which the king of the Nāgas had preciously preserved in his coffers.³

But because these sensational discoveries did not obtain great credence among the public, these masters soon returned to a more traditional conception of a "holy book," by presenting their writings as inspired, directly or indirectly, by the future Buddha Maitreya who is presently awaiting, in Tuṣita Heaven, the time for his earthly birth.

It is possible for anyone who possesses the supernormal knowledges (*abhijñā*) to fly up to Tuṣita Heaven in order to consult with the Bodhisattva there and to receive his teachings. After the death of Puṣyamitra, the five hundred Arhats who
had taken refuge in Daksinagiri ascended to the Heaven of Maitreya and there again took possession of the Sutra and Vinaya which the Bodhisattva had saved from being burned. One Arhat, asked a difficult question by Sarīghanandin, divided his person and flew off to Tuṣita Heaven in order to consult with Maitreya; provided with the correct answer, he returned to Jambudvipa and transmitted the explanation to him. The Chinese monk Chih-yen who had been formally ordained into the Order, asked his master Sarīghanandin if he had truly seen the results of the religious life; Sarīghanandin then undertook a second trip to India and there questioned all of the learned persons that he met concerning this subject; finally, in order to reassure him on this subject, an Arhat consented to go and ask Maitreya; he then entered into meditation and went to Maitreya's Palace in Tuṣita Heaven in order to study there the marvellous characteristics of his divine model. In the land of the Cojas, the Arhat Uttara, nonplussed by the questions of the Bodhisattva Deva, caused himself to be secretly transported into the presence of Maitreya who then furnished him with the correct answer; but when Uttara transmitted his explanation to Deva, the latter immediately discovered the divine origin of this answer. The Bodhisattva Maitreya does not always show himself so good-natured: struck by the arrogant attitude of Guṇaprabha who had come to ask concerning the conduct of Devasena, he refused to answer him.

These examples show that at a relatively late date the belief in the interventions and in the revelations of Maitreya was general in the Buddhist Sarīgha. Asaṅga and the masters of the Yogācāra Tradition, exploiting this state of mind, affirmed that the sūtras and the śāstras which they had written had actually been composed under the inspiration of Maitreya and thus enjoyed an authority equal to that of the older "Twelve-Part Scripture" (dvādasāṅga pravacana). According to Paramārtha (AD 500–569) Asaṅga utilized his Hīnayānist supernatural powers in order to ascend to Tuṣita Heaven; he asked Maitreya questions and received the Mahāyāna doctrine of Emptiness (śūnyatā) from him. Returning to earth, Asaṅga meditated on this teaching. He continued to go to Maitreya in order to consult with him, with the hope of propagating this doctrine; but humanity refused to be convinced. Asaṅga then begged Maitreya himself to come down to earth. The Bodhisattva descended at night, on rays of light; he called together a great assembly and began to recite the Yogācārabhūmi, giving the commentary to this work as his recitation progressed. This continued night after night and was completed in four months. Of the whole assembly present, it was only Asaṅga who approached Maitreya; the others did nothing more than listen. After each session, Asaṅga spent the day in compiling the text
and interpreting it. Hsuan-tsang (602–664) locates in an area five or six li southwest of Ayodhyā the site where Asaṅga asked Maitreya his questions and where he instructed the multitude; at night he would ascend to the palace of the gods and receive from the Bodhisattva Maitreya the sacred texts, the Yogācārabhūmi, the Śāravālīkāra, the Madhyāntavibhaṅga, etc.; in the daytime, he would develop the correct explanation of this teaching for the multitude. This tradition persisted over the centuries and is found, argued by supplementary details, among the Tibetan historians Bu-ston (1290–1364) and Tāranātha (1575).

Under these conditions, there is nothing surprising in the ancient sources attributing such and such a work either to Maitreya or to Asaṅga depending on whether they had in view the deity who inspired it (praneta) or the one who narrated it. As Prof. Yamaguchi has indeed seen, the real author is Asaṅga who, in order to give more weight to his teaching, presents it as inspired by Maitreya. The modern authors who regard Maitreya, or Maitreyanātha as they call him, as an historical person, appear to misunderstand the real role played by this great Bodhisattva in the Buddhist religion. Residing in the tenth bhūmi, he is an ekajātipratibaddha, that is, on the verge of succeeding to Buddhahood. Now, from the eighth bhūmi onward, a bodhisattva abandons his flesh body (māṃśakāya) born from his father and mother, produced by his karmic actions, and subject to birth and death, in order to be clothed in a body born of the Absolute (dharma-dhātu-jakaka). Henceforth, in a perfect state of absorption and concentration, going from Buddha land to Buddha land (buddhaksetrād buddhaksetram sanākramaṇa), he can penetrate into the minds of all beings (sarvasattva-cittānapraveśa), know the degree of their faculties (indriyaparāparajñāna) and purify them as befits them by assuming if needed a fictive (nirmāna) existence which permits him to "ripen" (paripācana) the roots of good (kusalamāla) which he discovers in them. By this use of his miraculous powers (abhiñāvikṛtana), the great bodhisattva leaves the rank of common humanity and moves outside history.

***

To return to the Karmasiddhiprakarana, Yamaguchi did not restrict himself, as I did, to a study of the Tibetan version of this work and to the Chinese translation of Hsuan-tsang. He also used the Chinese translation of this work by Vimoksaprajñā (the Ye-ch'ēng-chiu lun, TD 31, number 1608), and the commentary on this work composed by Sumatiśila and preserved in the Tibetan
Vimoksaprajñā (or Vimoksasena?, Ch: P'i-mu-chih-hsien), a native of North India, arrived in Lo-yang in 516, and worked with Prajñāruci in Ye in 541. He translated into Chinese various works of Vasubandhu as well as the *Vigrahavyāvartani* of Nāgārjuna (*TD* 32, number 1631), a version which Yamaguchi used in his study on the Treatise "In order to avoid vain discussion" (*Journal Asiatique*, 1929, p. 1–86).

Vimoksaprajñā is scarcely known, except for a short, but interesting, notice in the *K'ai-yuan Shih-chiao lu* compiled in 730 by the monk Chih-sheng: "The frāmaṇa Vimoksaprajñā," this catalogue says, "was a native of the land of Wu-ch'ang (Uḍḍīyāṇa) in the North of India; he was of the royal family of kṣatriyas and a descendant of the Śākyans. In ancient times, King Pi-liu-li (Virūdhaka, or in Pāli: Viḍūḍabha) destroyed the city of Kapilavastu and massacred the Śākyans At this same time there were four Śākyaputras who, provoked in the face of this oppression, and without dreaming that they were violating the precepts (sīla), raised an army in order to resist the invader; Virūdhaka then fought a retreat. But when the four Śākyaputras wanted to return to their city, the inhabitants would not admit them and said to them: "We are a religious clan and we have pledged ourselves never to engage in combat. You have brought about the retreat of the army of Virūdhaka; you no longer belong to our clan." Banished from their native land, the four Śākyaputras took refuge in different countries, but as they were of the ancient noble lineage, the countries vied with each other over what positions of responsibility the four would be given. Each of the four Śākyans ruled over different lands. At the present time the kings of Wu-ch'ang (Uḍḍīyāṇa) and Fan-yen (Bāmyān) are all their descendents; they have transmitted their power from age to age and their posterity has known no interruption. The Dharmācārya Vimoksaprajñā belonged to this royal family."^{14}

The antiquity of this legend is guaranteed by the Buddhist scriptures, most notably by the *Vinaya of the Mūlasarvāstivādins*,^{15} the *Ekottarāgama*,^{16} and the *Ch'ü-yao ching*.^{17} According to these sources, when Virūdhaka, King of Kośala, made war upon the Śākyans, the latter, who had taken upon themselves the vows of upāsakas, locked themselves up within the city walls of Kapilavastu, deciding to oppose him with only passive resistance. However one Śākyan named Šamba(ka) or Šāma (She-mo or She-ma), finding himself outside the city walls, ignored the decision taken by his countrymen, and vigorously attacked the troops of Virūdhaka and put them to flight. When, after his victory, he wanted to return to Kapilavastu, the Śākyans refused him entry claiming that he had violated the Law. Forced to go into exile, Šambaka, taking with him some relics of the Buddha, went
to the land of P'o-chü-ch'a (Bakūḍa); the inhabitants immediately chose him to be their king, and he constructed a stūpa which bore the name Śambakastūpa.

But the oral tradition recorded by Hsüan-tsang in Nepal and in Uḍḍīyana is even closer to the notice preserved in the K'ai-yuan Shib-chiao-lu. According to the Hsi-yü-chi in fact, the resistance opposed to Virūḍhaka was done, not by Śambaka acting alone, but by four Śākyan heroes. These four men were banished by their countrymen and they then went north, to the Mountains of the Snows: the first became King of Wu-ch'ang-na (Uḍḍīyana), the second of Fan-yen-na (Bāmyān), the third of Hsi-mo-chü-lo (Himatała, a district of Kaśmīr), and the fourth of Shang-mi (Śāmbi). Still according to Hsüan-tsang, the first of these four Śākyans travelled over different regions on the back of a wild goose, eventually arriving in Uḍḍīyana, on Mount Lan-po-lu, close to the celebrated Lake of the Dragons (in the Valley of Aushiri); he married the daughter of the dragon, assassinated the King of Uḍḍīyana and mounted the throne. His son succeeded him with the name of Uttarasena, a person well known in Buddhist folklore. The Dharma master Vimokṣaprajña was thus one of his descendents.

Surhatiśīla, the author of the commentary on the Karmasiddhiprakarana, was a scholar-monk (acārya bhikṣu) of the great monastery of Śrīnālandā, an important intellectual center of Buddhism from the sixth to the twelfth century. We know from Taranātha that he lived in the time of King Devapāla (ca 815–845), a successful king as well as a fervent Buddhist, whose history is known through abundant epigraphical material. A copper plaque dated in the 39th year of his reign tells us that at the request of the King of Suvarnadvīpa, Bālaputradeva, Devapāla gave some ten villages for the upkeep of the monastery that Bālaputradeva had just had constructed in Nālandā. It is at this time that Śāntarakṣita, the abbot of Nālandā, founded, with Padmasambhava, the Lamaist church of Tibet, strongly colored with Tantrism. The Tantrayāna, a mixture of Buddhism and Śaivism, dominated at Nālandā, whose monks are given, on the aforementioned copper plaque, the name of “tāntrikabodhisattvas.” The fact that Sumatiśīla was as interested in a work as serious as the Karmasiddhiprakarana proves however that academic studies were not neglected as such and that the monks of Nālandā did not place their faith exclusively in esoteric works, magical diagrams and feminine energies.

One of the great difficulties of the Karmasiddhiprakarana lies in the imprecision of its references: the work mentions a large number of theories and systems without designating them other than with the phrase “some say”. In my notes I have tried to identify the authors and schools to which this work is alluding, but such attributions remain conjectural and doubtful. Professor Yama-
guchi will no doubt find more positive references in the commentary of Sumatiśīla. In the Tanjur and the Chinese Tripiṭaka the *Karmasiddhiprakarana* is included among the works of the Vijñānavāda school, and, in the very title of his translation, Hsuan-tsang insisted on stating that the work is indeed a Mahāyāna treatise. However the work limits itself to presenting and to criticizing, from the Sautrāntika point of view, various Hinayāna systems, Sarvāstivāda-Vaibhāṣika, Vātsiputriya-Sāṁmitīya, Sauryodayika-Dārśāntika, etc. With the exception of two quotations from the *Samdhinirmocana*, the author always refers to Hinayāna sūtras. The theories developed in this work are closely related to those of the Abhidharmakośa and, the problem of the Alayavijñāna, one of the major thesis of the Mahāyāna such as that of Śūnyatā or Vijñāptimatrātā, is nowhere mentioned. Under such conditions, one may ask whether the *Karmasiddhiprakarana* truly presents Mahāyāna doctrines rather than those of the Hinayāna. Would it not be, rather, a bridge between the old and the new Abhidharma? An authoritative response to this question will be found in the work of Professor Yamaguchi. It is very pleasant for me to wish this new work the happy destiny it appears to me it indeed deserves.

Etienne Lamotte
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2. Tārānātha, tr. Schiefner, p. 58.
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17. *TD 4*, p. 624c11. The *Ch'ü-yao ching* is the Chinese translation of Dharmatrata’s *Udānavarga*, together with an anonymous commentary.


INTRODUCTION

A. HISTORY OF THE TEACHING OF KARMA


The teaching of karma, or action, forms the cornerstone of the whole Buddhist doctrine: action is the ultimate explanation of human existence and of the physical world, and it is in terms of karma that the Buddhist masters have constructed their philosophy.

I. THE CANONICAL TEACHING

The teaching of karma was fixed as early as the first Buddhist documents: it is found in proto-canonical Maghadan (Vinaya Piṭaka or “Discipline,” Sūtra Piṭaka or “Discourses”), in the Pāli Canon begun by the communities of Kauśāmbī-Saṇchi-Mālava, and in the Sanskrit Canon of the communities centered around the Yamunā and in the Northeast.

This very simple doctrine can be expressed in a few words:

1. Action is thought, volition. Contrary to what the most primitive thinkers, or even the Jains believed, action is not a material substance; sin is not a fluid, or a sickness which one should “wash away” through ritual baths in sacred rivers or “burn up” through penitence or fasting. Action is essentially thought, voluntary and conscious, and as a consequence morally qualifiable as good or bad. We read in the Aṅguttaranikāya, iii., 415: cetanāhaṁ bhikkhave kammaṁ vadāmi, cetayitvā kammāṁ karoti kāyena vācāya manasā: “Oh monks, I say that action is volition; after having willed it, one accomplishes action by means of the body, the voice and the mind.” We can thus distinguish two or three types of action: 1. two actions: volitional action (cetanākarman) and action-after-having-been-willed (cetayitvā karman); 2. three actions: mental action (manahkarman) volitional action; bodily action (kāyakarman) and vocal action (vākkarman), which are action-after-having-been-willed (see translation, Para. 1,
2. Action produces a fruit or result of retribution (vipāka-phala) either in this life, or in a future life. The Buddha is categorical about this:

\[
na \ pranāśyanti karmāṇi kalpakoṭiṣatair api
sāmagrīm prāpya kālaṁ ca phalanti khalu dehinām
\]

"Action does not perish, even after hundreds of millions of cosmic eras. When the complex [of conditions] and [favorable] times come together, they ripen for their author" (Para. 15, note 48).

This means that the retribution of action is certain: there is a necessary relationship (karmaphalasambandha) between an action and its result. But this relationship is not always immediate: action does not necessarily ripen in this life; more frequently, it gives forth its result in the course of a future existence. If we thus suppose that action is accomplished, then there will be a transmigration (saṁśāra) during which the result of retribution (vipākaphala), agreeable or disagreeable, will appear.

3. Actions ripen for their author, or more exactly, where it has been accomplished. In other words, there is a retributed entity.

This doctrine, so simple in appearance, gives rise to three complicated problems which Buddhist scholasticism resolved in different ways.

1. The nature of action. There is agreement on the nature of mental action: it is volition pure and simple. But of what exactly do bodily and vocal actions, which constitute the action-after-having-been-willed mentioned by the Buddha, consist? It is admitted that they are preceded by, or issue from, a volition, but their nature is the subject of much discussion. For some, it is matter (rūpa) distinct from volition (a Vaibhāṣika position); for others, a simple movement (gati): actions of the body and vocal sounds (a Vātsiputiṇīya position); and finally, for others, a special type of volition: a volition which moves the body and voice (a Sautrāntika position). And the Mādhyamikas, for their part, do not recognize karma as having any self-nature in the absolute level of truth.

2. The mechanism of retribution. It is given that a completed action gives forth a result. The Mādhyamikas deny that action is ever really completed and so avoid the problem of its retribution.
But the Buddhist masters for whom action is really completed admit its retribution and attempt to explain it. They ask if action exists even when it ripens. Some say that action is eternal, that it gives forth its result when it is past (a Sarvāstivādin position). Others hold that it perishes immediately upon being completed, but leaves after it a “non-destruction” (avipraṇāśa) of itself, an obligation to its retribution (a Vātsiputriya position), or, rather, that it sets into motion a complicated process of evolution (parināma) the end point of which is a state of retribution (a Sautrāntika position).

3. The nature of the retributed entity. If action is never completed, there will be no retribution and it is useless to discuss the nature of a retributed entity (a Madhyamaka position). But, if one admits the fact of retribution, one must define the nature of the agent (kartr) and of the enjoyer (bhoktr) who “eats” the fruit of retribution. Some see in this a substantial entity, a soul (a Vātsiputriya thesis); others, a momentary (ksaṇika) series (saṁtāna) of psychophysical aggregates (skandha) which continues and renews itself unceasingly. One may ask what this series transmigrates and adapts to retribution. For some, it “eats” the result after having “possessed” (prāpti) it after the completion of the action (a Vaibhāṣika thesis). For others, the action, when it is completed, has “perfumed” (vāsanā) the series by depositing a seed (bijā) in it, by determining in it an internal evolution (saṁtānapariṇāma) the culminating (viśeṣa) point of which is a state of retribution (a Sautrāntika thesis). Another group of masters sees in this series a subconscious receptacle-consciousness (ālayavijñāna), comparable to a river whose eternal and unceasingly renewing waters carry along the traces of its conscious life which it sustains and reproduces in an uninterrupted cycle (a Sūtrapramāṇika and Vijñānavādin thesis).

II. THE SARVĀSTIVĀDIN-VAIBHĀṢIKA SCHOOL

All of these problems, susceptible of so many different solutions, are raised in the Abhidharma writings which the Sarvāstivādin School of the Northeast added to the Sanskrit Canon. Among its seven Abhidharma books, written near the beginning of the Christian era by historical or semi-historical masters, it is proper here
to mention above all the *Karmaprajñapti*, the third part of the *Prajñaptiśāstra* (see *Kośa*, Introduction, pp. xxxvii-xxxviii), as well as the controversy on Time and on the Pudgala in the *Vijñānakāya* of Deśavarman (*Études asiatiques*, Paris, 1925, I, pp. 343–376).

A commentary on the first of these Abhidharma texts, the *Vibhāṣā*, presents the official doctrines of the Sarvāstivādins of Kaśmir near the end of the 2nd century of the Christian era. The *Vibhāṣā* masters, or Vaibhāṣikas, continuators of the Sarvāstivādins, elaborated some moral theories, and it is fitting that we bring together here the references scattered in the Introduction and in the Index of the *Kośa* under the entries Vasumitra, Ghoṣaka, Buddhadeva, Dharmatrāta, the Bhadanta, etc.

In their summaries on the *Vibhāṣā*, the masters Dhramaśrī, Upaśānta and Dharmatrāta are especially interested in the problem of the nature of action (see *Kośa*, Introduction, pp. lxxi-xlxxii); but all of these summaries have been eclipsed by the *Abhidharmakośabhāṣyam* of Vasubandhu (4th century?), the “Summa” par excellence of Hinayāna Buddhism.

Chapter IV of the *Kośa* is devoted to a study of action, or karma. We find, in Chapters II and V, precise information on the mechanism of fruition and retribution. Finally, Chapter IX studies the entity which transmigrates. The *Kośa* was abundantly commented upon and, eventually, amended by later scholar-monks (i.e., by Sarīghabhadrā).

1. The nature of action. The Sarvāstivādin-Vaibhāṣikas found fault with the threefold division of action posited in the Canon: they attempted to incorporate it into their classification of things into five aggregates (*skandhas*) and twelve spheres (*āyatanas*).

Mental action (*mano-karman*) is solely “volition” (*cetanā*), that is, a mental state (a certain mental entity, *caitattadharma*) which accompanies the mind (*citta*) and which makes it (*abhisaṃskṛt*) or gives it a morally good or bad nature (*Morale bouddhique*, pp. 136–137).

Bodily action (*kāya-karman*) and vocal action (*vāka-karman*) arise from a volition, but are not themselves volition. Either one of them can be information (*vijñapti*) or non-information (*avijñāpti*), depending on whether it does or does not inform another with respect to the volition from which it proceeds.
a. Bodily viññapti. This is movement of the body (vispanda, śarīraceṣṭa), a “shape” (sarīsthāna) which has arisen from a volition and which informs another with respect to this volition.

This is a shape: a dimension, long, short, etc., distinct from the color (varṇa) with which it forms the “visible” (rūpāyatana), which is itself placed in the aggregate of matter (rūpaskandha) together with audible things, etc. Arising directly from a volition, this shape is distinguished from all others: the dimensions of inanimate objects, reflexes, etc. Finally, this shape of the body informs concerning the volition from which it proceeds: a killing action informs us with respect to the killing volition which has set it into motion. It will thus be called bodily viññapti (Para. 2, note 8).

b. Vocal viññapti. The distinct pronunciation of syllables (vyaktavarnoccaraṇa), it forms part of the sphere of sound (śabdāyatana) which is itself placed in the aggregate of matter (rūpaskandha). “Voice” issues from a volition and informs concerning this volition: the order to kill proceeds from a volitional desire to kill and causes us to know of this desire.

c. Avijñapti. This is bodily or vocal action which causes no one to be aware of anything. Some examples will not be without value here (see translation, Para. 14, note 36).

In presenting himself before the community, by undertaking the solemn obligation to renounce killing, stealing, etc., the future monk accomplished a bodily and vocal viññapti. At this same moment there arises in him a permanent action called “discipline” (saṁvara) or “the renouncing of sin” (virati) which makes a monk of him, even when he does not think of his vows. This permanent and invisible action, which causes no one to be aware of anything, is called “non-information,” avijñapti.

By taking up the occupation of killing or of stealing, and by laying up a store of arms, a man accomplishes a vocal and bodily viññapti. At this very moment there arises within him a permanent action called “indiscipline” (asaṁvara) or “consenting to sin” (avirati), which makes him a murderer or a thief, even if circumstances hinder him from exercising his trade. This permanent and invisible action which causes no one to be aware of anything, is called avijñapti.

By giving Paul the order to kill, Peter commits a vocal vi-
jnāpā: he has been ordered to kill, but he is not yet a murderer. When he obeys, Paul commits a bodily vijñāpā, killing. At this very moment, Peter may be asleep or distracted; nevertheless, as soon as his order is carried out by Paul, Peter himself becomes a murderer: a permanent action arises in him, an action which no one sees and which, for this reason, is called avijñāpā.

Avijñāpā, non-information, is called bodily or vocal avijñāpā depending on whether the vijñāpā from whence it proceeds is a bodily or a vocal action.

Posited in this way, the Vaibhāṣikas defined avijñāpā as a permanent action, invisible but material, which causes nothing to be known to another, but which stays with its author, even if the latter is distracted or momentarily deprived of thought.

This action is invisible and, as such, solely “cognized” by the mental consciousness: it is thus included within the sphere of “cognized things” (dharmāyatana) together with sensation, ideas and conditioned things. On the other hand, it is matter, and forms part of the aggregate of matter (rūpakṣandha), because the bodily and vocal vijñāpā from whence it proceeds is matter, or because the primary elements upon which it is supported are material (Para. 14, note 38).

Whereas the vijñāpā can be good, bad or morally neutral (avyākṛta), avijñāpā is never neutral, but must be either good or bad (Para. 14, note 43).

There are three types of avijñāpā: discipline (samañvara) or the renouncing of sin (virāti), non-discipline (asaṁvara) or consenting to sin (avirāti), and the avijñāpā which differs from both discipline and from non-discipline (Para. 14, note 37).

The beginning of discipline is not the same in all of the different worlds. Here, in the world of desire (kāmadhātu), discipline always results from a bodily or vocal vijñāpā: by a formal undertaking, man creates in himself a permanent avijñāpā which makes him a monk, a novice or a pious layman. On the contrary, in the higher world of form (rūpadhātu), discipline is subordinated to a mind (cittanuparīvatīn) strong enough to create discipline by itself, without the intervention of a vijñāpā (Para. 14, note 39).

2. The mechanism of retribution. The Buddha said that action does not perish; so too the Sarvāstivādins, and whence their name “Those who affirm the existence of all things,” believing as they
do that all things exist at all times, that past and future things exist. Action in and of itself, considered in its being (svabhāva or svalakṣaṇa), exists at all times, but its present, past or future mode of existence (bhāva, Chinese lei-yu 類有) varies. Hence the stanza of the Kośa, V, p. 58: svabhāvaḥ sarvadā cāsti bhāvo nityaś ca nesyate, “being always exists, but we do not hold that its mode of existence is eternal” (see MCB V, p. 110).

According to the School, the eternal action, during its present existence, at the moment in which it is completed, “projects” (āksipati) or “grasps” (pratigṛhṇāti) its result: it becomes the cause of the result (hetubhāvenopatiṣṭhate), it establishes (vyavasthāpayati) the result in such a way that it arises later.

This same eternal action, during its past existence, when it is past, “gives forth” (prayacchati) its result: at the moment when the future result is directed towards arising, close to arising (utpādābhimukha), the former action gives it the force which causes it to enter into the condition of the present (para. 15, note 45).

3. The retributed entity. Conforming to the general tendencies of the Canon, the Sarvastivādin-Vaibhāṣikas do not believe that the agent destined to “eat” the fruits of action is a substantial soul. “Man is only a succession of physical and mental states. There is no vital principle, no self, but only a series (saṁtāna) of thoughts, consciousnesses, sensations, desires, volitions, supported by a body endowed with organs. When the body dissolves, the mental series reproduces itself automatically and continues in a new womb. There is no transmigration (saṁkrānti), but there is a new existence” (Morale bouddhique, p. 138; cf. Nirvāṇa, pp. 39, 45).

The dharmas, real but impermanent entities whose uninterrupted succession constitutes the series, are momentary (kṣaṇika), but this instability does not hinder the play of the four characteristics of a dharma. Even though instantaneous, a dharma arises through the action (saṁskāra) of arising (utpāda), lasts or stabilizes itself through duration (sthiti), deteriorates through old age (jarā), and disappears through impermanence (anityatā) (MCB V, p. 139). Let us not forget, however, that this momentariness, conceived here as the very short duration of a dharma, is the fact of its mode of existence, or: a dharma in and of itself is, in its own being, eternal.

It remains to explain how the series so conceived is retributed:
the action which "projects" or "grasps" its result when it is present, at the moment A of the series, "gives forth" this same result, when it is past, at the moment N of the same series.

But thoughts in a series follow one another and yet do not resemble one another: each one of them has an object, an aspect, an action of particular consciousness. How can thought N eat the fruit of the action projected by thought A?

In the series, each thought has for its condition the immediately preceeding thought which is its equal and immediate antecedent (samanantarapratyaya). Furthermore, in the series, there exist non-material entities (but not associated with the mind = non-consciousness) which are called prāpti, "possessions." Every action creates, in him who accomplishes it, a "possession of this action"; in this same way, every thought, every desire creates a possession of this thought, and of this desire. The "possession," scarcely arisen, perishes; but it engenders a "possession" similar to itself. We continue to possess our actions up to the moment when we "cut off" the possession of these actions or, more exactly, up to the moment when we interrupt the unceasing generation of this possession. This then explains the fact that an action gives forth its result to the benefit of him who has accomplished it and who keeps it in his possession (Morale bouddhique, p. 197; cf. Kośa, II, pp. 179–195).

We should note finally that the mental series can be interrupted in certain cases, notable during the "absorption of extinction" which we shall examine later. But, as the thought before the absorption is the antecedent cause of the mind after the absorption, and as the mental series is taken up again after the absorption, one can say with the Buddha that "during the absorption of extinction, the consciousness does not leave the body" (Para. 22, note 72).

III. THE VĀTSĪPUTRĪYA-SĀMMITĪYA SCHOOL

Consult J. Masuda, Origin and Doctrines of Early Indian Buddhist Schools, the treatise of Vasumitra (Asia Major, vol. ii, 1925, pp. 53–67); P. Demiéville, L'origine des Sectes bouddhiques d'après Paramārtha (MMB., vol. 1, 1931, pp. 57–58); the Nikāyabheda of Bhavya (M. Walleser, Die Secten des alten Bud-


Principal doctrines: duration and movement (Karmasiddhi, Para. 6, n. 21); the Avipraṇāśa (ibidem, Para. 18, n. 57); the Pudgala (footnotes to Kośa, ix pp. 227–9; later, St. Schayer, Kamalaśīla’s Kritik des Pudgalavāda, in Rocznik Orjentalistyczny, vol. viii, 1932, pp. 68–93).

1. The nature of action. Bodily action or information through the body is not a thing in and of itself, a physical matter, as the Vaibhāṣikas would have it: it is a simple movement (gati), a displacement of the body, arisen from a volition and which informs with respect to this volition.

But arguments are not lacking. If the bodily vijñapti were a separate substance, distinct from movement, it would have, like all substances, a certain characteristic (laksanaviśeṣa), a cause of extinction (vindsahetu) and a cause of arising (janakahetu). Now bodily movement does not manifest any specifically defined unique characteristic; it disappears without cause and arises spontaneously. It is thus simple movement.

But movement, measured in time, supposes in the moving object a certain duration (sthiti): the school admits that all dharmas are impermanent (anitya), but it denies that they are totally momentary (ksanika). By virtue of their characteristic of impermanence, certain dharmas—the mind, sound, a flame—perish immediately (ksananirodha) without the cooperation of external causes: these dharmas are momentary and are refractory to movement. Some others—wood, a pot, etc.—perish by virtue of the same characteristic of impermanence, but only with the cooperation of external causes—fire, a hammer, etc. These latter objects are not momentary: they last. Since there is duration, movement is possible. Thus matter, the body, with its specific characteristic,
its cause of arising and its cause of extinction, truly moves. This movement constitutes bodily viññāti (Para. 6, note 21).

2. The retributed entity. They, Vatsiputriya-Sāmmitiyas, who are "personalists," believe in the existence of a soul (ātman) or a person (pudgala). They can bring certain passages of the Canon to the support of their thesis, like the sermon on the burden and the bearer of the burden (La Vallée Poussin, Nirvāṇa, p. 35; Dogme et Philosophie, pp. 99–101). Nevertheless, the Canon, in its totality, does not recognize any reality apart from the impermanent skandhas, with the exception of Nirvāṇa. This is why the Vatsiputriyas, in the period when they elaborated their system, proposed a hybrid definition of the person: the inexpressible (avācyā) pudgala, neither different from the skandhas which it supports nor identical to them. Such as it is, this pudgala moves, eats the fruit of its actions, transmigrates, and arrives at Nirvāṇa.

3. The mechanism of retribution. For the reasons that we mention in Para. 18, note 57, we are warranted in attributing to the Sāmmitiyas, among other doctrines, the curious theory of aviṇaśā: a good or bad action perishes as soon as it arises, but it deposits in the series of the agent a certain entity called aviṇanasa, comparable to a sheet of paper upon which debts and the rightful owners of the fruit are inscribed (Para. 18, note 57). Aviṇaśā is a dharma disassociated from the mind (cittaviprayukta): if it were a thought, it would be good or bad and, consequently, the aviṇaśa of a good action could not be found in a bad person, and, vice versa, the aviṇaśa of a bad action could not be found in a good person. This is why it is disassociated from the mind, and as it is unconscious, it is morally neutral (avyākṛta). Whether it comes from a good or a bad action, it could thus reside within the sinner as well as within the saint.

It is fourfold, for it can bring forth the result of action in one of four worlds: the world of desire, of form, of non-form, or in a pure world.

Constituting a result in its own right, it always subsists but it is no longer active when it has given forth its result (phalotpāda-na); it is not active when one goes beyond its result (phalavyayati-krama) as when, before having enjoyed the fruit of the action, one raises himself through meditation to a sphere of existence superior to the retribution of the action.
IV. THE SAUTRÄNTIKA SCHOOL


The Sautrāntikas have had a long history in the course of which they received different names: Sāmkṛantivādin, Sūtrāntavādin, Sauryodayika, Dārṣṭāntika, Sautrāntika, Sūtraprāmaṇika. They reject the Abhidharma of the Sarvāstivādins and recognize only the Sūtras as authoritative.

We can sum up as follows the scattered references that we possess with respect to this school:

1. In the first century after Nirvāṇa, the Sauryodayikas (nī-ma 'char-ka pa, jih-ch'ù lun 日出論) Dārṣṭāntikācārya or simply the Dārṣṭāntikas, with Kumārata, (Young Man Head) named as Mūla-ācārya, who composed 900 śāstras, notably the Chieh-man-lun 喧鬘論 or the Yu-man-lun 結鬘論 (Malyagranthasastra), and the Kuang-shou p'i-uy 廣說比喩 (Avadana . . . ).

   Principle theories: the wind element moves the body which is renewed in a series and which constitutes bodily viññāṇī (Karmasiddhi, Para. 11, note 31); the rūpa of the flesh of the heart (ḥṛdaya-māṁsarūpa) contains the seeds of the mind after Nirodhasamāpatti (root-opinion: Karmasiddhi, Para. 23, note 74).

2. In the fourth century after Nirvāṇa, the Sautrāntikas properly so-called, with Kumārata (Young Man-Acquisition = Kumāralāṭa). His student was the founder of the School (Sautrāntikādi): Śrīlāta (Excellent Acquisition) = the Kaśmirian Mahābha-
danta Sthavira (according to Tāranātha) = the Sthavira (according to Saṅghabhadra). He composed the Sautrāntikavinbhasā.

Principle books: [lun] dpeñi hphren ba (drśṭāntamālā), and the sde snod ḍasīn pañi dpe khyud (piṭkasamgrahamuṣṭi).

Principle theories: negation of bodily action and of avijñapti (Karmasiddhi, Para. 3, note 13; Para. 10; Para. 12; Para. 14, note 36); the subtle transformation of the series (Karmasiddhi, Para. 20, note 67); the presence during Nirodhasamāpatti of a subtle mental consciousness (branch-opinion: Karmasiddhi, Para. 24, note 77) or of a mind without mental states (variant branch opinion: Karmasiddhi, Para. 26, note 82).

3. The “only one termed a Sautrāntika,” the Sautrāntika “easy to know” (K’uei-chi), the Ching-chu 经主 or “Sūtrācārya” whom Saṅghabhadra refutes: Vasubandhu, the author of the Kośa and of the Karmasiddhiprakaraṇa (see below, Section ii). In this last work, he imputes the theory of ālayavijñāna to the Sūtraprāmāṇikās (Karmasiddhi, Para. 30, note 100).

1. The nature of action. The Sautrāntikās knew and refuted the theories of the Vaibhāṣikās and of the Vātsiputriyās on bodily vijñapti. This, they say, is not a shape distinct from volition, because shape does not exist as such, but only results from a special disposition of colors (Para. 3–5). Nor is it a movement of the body, because the argument of the Vātsiputriyās does not stand examination (Para. 6–9), and because movement is impossible (Para. 10).

The Sautrāntikās equally reject the definitions of their ancestors, the Sauryodayikās and the Dārśṭāntikās. The wind which moves the body renewing itself in a series does not constitute bodily vijñapti, for one does not see how an irrational element could furnish any information whatsoever and constitute a morally qualifiable action, good or bad (Para. 12–13).

The Sautrāntikās saw indeed that any attempt to separate vijñapti from volition would be bound to certain failure. There is no action apart from volition. Consequently the vijñapti which the early masters defined as shape, movement or breath, does not exist; the avijñapti which derives from it is also totally unreal.

It is important therefore to return to the major principles that the sūtras clearly posit: action as volition and action-after-having-been-willed. There are three types of volition: deliberation (gati-
cetanā), decision (niṣcayacetanā), and movement-volition (kiraṇace-
tanā). The first two constitute volition-action (cetanākarman); the third, that action-after-having-been-willed (cetayitvākarman) of which the Buddha speaks (Para. 46 at the beginning, 47 at the end). The first two volitions, actions of reflection (manaskāra) or actions associated with reflection (manahsamprayuktā), constitute manaḥkarman, mental action (Para. 49). As for movement-volition, it is twofold: volition which moves the body, called kāyatkarman or bodily action (Para. 46), and volition which emits a voice (vāksamutthāpikā), called vākkarman or vocal action (Para. 48). An example will help us to better understand this. According to the Vaibhāṣikas, Vātsiputriyas* and Sauryodayikas, there must be two things in order for there to be murder: a volition to murder (mental action) and a killing action (bodily action) proceeding from the volition to murder, but distinct in itself from this volition, being shape, movement or wind. The Sautrāntikas distinguish two volitions in a killing: the will to murder (mental action) and the volition which moves the hand of the assassin (bodily action). If the deed of killing were not essentially a volition, it would not be a morally qualifiable action, since intention is at the basis of morality.

Avijnāpti is perfectly explained in the Sautrāntika system. The two types of volition bearing on bodily movements and vocal emissions – volitions improperly called bodily action and vocal action – are capable of producing a volition sui generis which is the avijnāpti. The ancient schools singularly triumphed in affirming that avijnāpti derives from a vijñāpti distinct from volition.

2. The mechanism of retribution. The Sautrāntikas easily refuted the Sarvāstivāda-Vaibhāṣikas who posited the thesis of the efficacy of past action and the existence of the prāptis (above, Para. ii, 2, 3). When the Buddha affirms the duration of action, he intends solely to affirm the unavoidable character of its retribution. From the terms that he employs, it cannot be concluded that action is eternal, that it “projects” its result when it is present, or that it “gives forth” its result when it is past. In fact, action is present or past according to whether it is active or whether it has ceased to act: if past action gives forth a result, it thus acts and is then present.

In whatever manner one chooses to understand prāpti, it
appears not as an entity, a thing in and of itself, but as an imagined being, a purely gratuitous invention of a hard-pressed philosophy (Para. 15–17).

The entity "without extinction," postulated by the Sāmmitīyas, also rests on nothing. The phenomenon of memory, of ecstacy, or even of farming can be considered in this same way: nothing permits the establishment of an entity which causes the result or the retribution to arise (Para. 19).

The mechanism of the ripening of action is to be sought in the internal evolution of the mental series. The action, which is a thought associated with a special volition (see above, Para. iv, 1), is momentary (kṣanika): it perishes immediately upon arising. But it "perfumes" (vāsanā) the mental series (cittasamītāna) which is its point of departure; it creates in it a special potentiality (śaktiviśeṣa). The mental series thus perfumed undergoes an evolution (parināma) occasionally long, the end point (viśeṣa) of which is a state of retribution, a result. The process is thus the following: an action (thought), a mental series in evolution, a state of retribution of the action, and ultimate transformation of the mental series. In this same way, the seed is the cause of the fruit, but there is a series with all of its transformations placed between the seed and its fruit: shoot, trunk, branch, leaf, flower. When one paints the seed, the plant gives forth a flower the same color as the paint, but one would search in vain for this color in the shoot, the trunk or in the leaves (Para. 20).

The ingenious theories of the action-seed and of the "subtle transformation of the series" are to the credit of the Sautrāntikas, but, before them, some other schools had already produced some very slightly similar hypotheses: the Kāśyapiya-Kassapikas and the Vibhajyavādins recognized the existence only of the present action and the past action which has not yet given forth its fruit; the Mahāsāṃghikas and the early Mahāśāsakas had an imperfect notion of a theory of seeds (see Para. 15, note 45); and the Pāli Scriptures distinguish kleśa, "active defilement," from anusaya, "sleeping defilement."

3. The retributed series. From the above, we can see that the Sautrāntika series is a mental series perfumable by the mind and in perpetual transformation.

A second characteristic should be mentioned: all of the
dharmas which enter into the composition of this series – mental dharmas and the material dharmas which support them – are instantaneous (kṣaṇika): their nature is to perish immediately after having arisen (upādānantaravāsīṣvabhāva); their extinction is spontaneous and does not depend on a cause. It is thus immediate, and, contrary to what the Vaibhāṣikas and the Sāṁśītics have said, things do not last even for an instant.

The Sautrāntika series should not only respond to the exigencies of psychology and of morals, but must also adapt itself to the mystical experience. There are certain ecstasies, certain divine realms in which there is no mind: for example, in the absorption of extinction (see Para. 2, note 71). If the mental series is interrupted for a certain time, won’t the potentialities deposited in it by this perfuming disappear? Will the series never arrive at the end point of its evolution which assures retribution? We have seen (above, II, 3) how the Vaibhāṣikas answered this question. The Sautrāntikas took up the problem again and gave different solutions to it.

a. Root-opinion of the Dārṣṭāntikas. Two series rest on one another: the mental series (made up of the visual, auditive, olfactive, taste, touch and mental consciousnesses) and the material series (made up of the organs). After having been interrupted during the absorption of extinction, the mental series is reborn from its own seeds which have been preserved in the material series. However, when one passes from a nonmaterial world where the body was lacking into the two lower worlds which suppose the existence of a body, the series of material organs is reborn from its own seeds which have been preserved in the mental series (Para. 23, note 74).

But one is at pains to see how the material organs could contain the seeds of the mind, and vice-versa. On the other hand, if the states “deprived of mind” are lacking any conscious consciousness, they could very well hide a subtle mind (sūkṣmacittta), and it is not without reason that the Buddha said: “During the absorption of extinction, the consciousness (vijñāna) does not leave the body.” Thanks to this subtle mind, the mental series continues without interruption throughout all of transmigration.

b. Branch-opinion and variant branch-opinion of the Sautrāntikas. Sautrāntika scholars have attempted to define the subtle mind
present in the states deprived of mind. For some masters, this
would be a mental consciousness (manovijñāna) lacking the two
“mental states” of ideas (saṁjña) and of sensation (vedita); for
others, a mental consciousness without mental states (Para. 25,
26). All are in agreement, however, in saying that the object and
the aspect of this consciousness are imperceptible (asaṁvidita).

We may ask if this mental series, even thus reexamined and
corrected, is capable of undergoing the “perfuming” of the action
and of proceeding, through an internal evolution, towards the
state of retribution of action. It is, in fact, a succession of active-
consciousnesses (pravṛttivijñāna): visual consciousness, etc., each
having its organ, its object, its particular aspect, and a definite
moral value. It is quite difficult to admit that these consciousnesses
are able to influence one another. How could a good mind be
affected by defilement? And here again the different explanations
proposed by the Sautrāntikas reveal their uncertainty. Some say
that the active-consciousnesses mutually perfume one another.
Others hold that, in the series itself, the former moment (pūrva-
ksaṇa) perfumes the following moment (uttaraksana). And finally,
for others, the moments of the active-consciousness change their
individual reality, but all these moments are similarly conscious-
ness. The species consciousness (vijñānajāti) to which they belong
does not change, but remains the same. It is perfumable and
bears the seeds (see Saṅgraha in MCB vol. III, pp. 242, 246;
Siddhi, p. 185).

It is now necessary to find another thing, and we can ask if
the mental series susceptible of being perfumed and of bearing the
seeds is not a subconsciousness, a “receptacle-consciousness” which
supports the active-consciousnesses by preserving the impressions
(vāsanā) which are the seeds (bijā) or the forces (śakti) of the
new active-consciousnesses.

Earlier, certain schools had already introduced into their
psychology certain elements which resembled the receptacle-con-
sciousness; let us mention the “member-of-existence consciousness”
(bhavāṅgavijñāna) of the Tāmraparṇīyas, the “root-consciousness”
(mūlavijñāna) of the Mahāsāṃghikas and the “element which
lasts until the end of Sāṁsāra” (āsamsārikaskandha) of the Mahiśāsa-
kas (Para. 35, note 116–130). But, if we are to believe Vasuban-
dhu, it is to the Sautrāntikas and not to the Vijñānavādins that
the honor accrues of having first systematized the psychology of retribution-consciousness.

c. The subtle consciousness (sūkṣmacitta) of the Sūtrapramāṇikas. In examining the ideas of a “subtle mental consciousness” and of a “perfuming of the series,” Sautrāntika masters, after a great many detours and endless self-correction, constructed a psychology of the subconsciousness, the support of experience. The School, it appears, never called the subconsciousness the “receptacle consciousness” (ālayavijñāna); in the sources at our disposal, it is known by other names: 1. Ekarasaskandha, “the aggregate of a single flavor,” the cause and the origin of the five adventitious aggregates (mūlāntikaskandha); 2. Paramārtha-pudgala, “the true person” which the Shu-chi defines as a “real ātmān extremely subtle and not able to be grasped” (see J. Masuda, Origin and Doctrines, pp. 68–69); and 3. Sūkṣmacitta, “subtle mind” (Para. 30).

Vasubandhu, who adopts this psychology, gives a remarkable presentation of it in Para. 30–32. There are two types of mind: a multiple mind (nānācitta), comprised of the six active-consciousnesses, and a store-mind (ācayacitta), of subtle mind.

The active-consciousnesses and the dharma which is simultaneous to them, good and bad, perfume (bhāvayanti) the subtle mind: they deposit therein the seeds of the different consciousnesses and of the different dharmas. Thus perfumed, the subtle mind forms a store-mind filled with all of the seeds (sarvabijaka).

The subtle mind “subdues” the seeds deposited in it (it hinders them from ripening); but its “series” evolves: its power of domination diminishes whereas the force of the seeds grows larger. The result of the evolution is a state of retribution of the series, i.e., wherein finally ripened, the seeds of the consciousnesses and of the good or bad dharmas give forth a result, that is, produce consciousnesses and agreeable or disagreeable dharmas. The subtle mind is thus a result-of-retribution-consciousness (vipākaphalavijñāna). From birth until death, it forms a continuous series free from any interruption. From the fact of retribution, it passes (saṁkrāmate) from existence to existence, grasping different aspects. Arriving at Nirvāṇa, it is definitively cut off. Among the Sautrāntikas, this psychology of the subconsciousness agreed perfectly with the realistic ontology of the Hinayāna. It was adopted by the
Vijñānavādins (Asaṅga) and by some Mādhyamikas (Bhāvaviveka) who adapted it respectively to their idealistic or pseudo-nihilistic metaphysics.

V. THE VIJÑĀNAVĀDIN-YOGĀCĀRA SCHOOL.

This school of meditators became a philosophic school under circumstances still poorly understood, but primarily under the influence of Maitreya-Asaṅga, as is well known. Setting aside its mystical aspect (the career of the Bodhisattva with its spheres and its perfections; the doctrine of the three bodies of the Buddha), it presented itself as a Sautrāntika accommodated to an idealistic ontology: the existence of only the mind (cittamātra). One should note also that the doctrine of the sole existence of the mind, of the nonexistence of matter, is the logical end of the Abhidharma theories concerning the “predominating force” and the “retributive force” of action.¹

In their doctrines concerning action, the Vijñānavādins propagated the theories of the Sautrāntikas, even if with some retouches.

1. Action, which is essentially volitional, justifies the doctrine of “mind-only.”

With the mind as cause, the hand, which is a development of the mind (whatever the Vaibhāṣikas may say), arises and dies (against the Sāṁmitiyas) in a series which propagates itself in space as if it were moving. This movement appears to “inform,” indicating the mind from whence it arises. One can thus metaphorically give it the name of bodily vijñapti.

With the mind as cause, a voice or a series of syllables developing from the mind, arises and disappears. As it appears to “inform,” one metaphorically gives it the name of vocal vijñapti.

The volitions of deliberation and of judgment, actions of the mind, do not allow any development of the mind under an external appearance, and so receive the name of mental action.

Since vijñapti is not real, how could avijñapti, which deprives from it, exist? Nevertheless, one metaphorically gives the name of avijñapti, non-information, to a volition or to a resolution to do good or evil during a long period of time (see Siddhi, p. 50).

2. The Vijñānavādins explained the mechanism of retribution
by means of the combined play of the active-consciousnesses and the receptacle-consciousness (ālayavijñāna): they propagated and developed the psychology of the "subtle mind" of the Sautrāntikas.¹

VI. THE MADHYAMAKA SCHOOL.²

Madhyamaka philosophers followed the "middle path" between the two positions of philosophical extremes: eternalism and nihilism. This attitude excused them from expressing their opinion on the three great problems of morality: action, retribution, and the retributed entity.

1. From the absolute point of view, one should say that action, a relative entity dependent on an agent, does not "arise" in and of itself, that is, it does not exist in and of itself, it is "empty" (śūnya) of any self-nature, of any autonomous nature. One sees consequently that an entity without self-nature arises from causes equally lacking any self-nature, and in reality does not arise. One can conclude from this that action does not arise. To be sure the Buddha said that actions do not perish, but this does not prove that they exist; on the contrary, they do not perish because they do not arise (Madhyamakavṛtti, pp. 323–324).

It is impossible to pretend that action arises. If it were to truly arise, one would have to say that it exists in and of itself, and thus that it is eternal. Now to affirm the eternity of action would lead one to absurd conclusions. If action were eternal, it would never be completed, for an eternal entity, existing forever, is not susceptible of being completed. If action were to exist without being completed, one would be the beneficiary of merit or guilty of a sin without having done anything. Being rewarded or punished unjustly for an action that one has not committed, one would always remain exposed to retribution, for, even after a first retribution, the eternal action would continue to exist. If action were to exist without being completed, all work would become useless: pots and cloth would exist before they had been created (pp. 324–326).

All this proves that action does not exist. The cause whence it arises, namely the defilement, is unreal, for it rests on a basic ignorance. Its effect, for example the body created by action in
the present life, is nonexistent, for one cannot recognize any reality in a body created by a nonexistent action arising from a nonexistent defilement. If action does not exist, is it not useless to discuss the agent, the result and the “enjoyer” who partakes of the fruit of the action (pp. 326–329)?

2. From the relative point of view, in practice, one should recognize that action, although lacking a self-nature, nevertheless accomplishes its effect. In fact, it enjoys an efficacy which is sought for in vain in an eternal and immutable entity.

The action lacking the self-nature of action produces a result as if it were an action. Nothing is impossible to such an efficacy. Scripture mentions the case of magical Buddhas and Bodhisattvas illusively creating food for the community, or debating with the monks. In everyday life, mirages and dreams, nonexistent in and of themselves, produce illusive effects which are experienced as real (pp. 329–336).
Sources. For the study of the Karmasiddhiprakāraṇa, “A Treatise on the Proof of Action,” by Vasubandhu, we have at our disposal two Chinese translations and one Tibetan translation.

1. Yeh ch'eng-chiu lun (業成就論) = the Karmasiddhiprakāraṇa, a translation in one volume by Pi-mu-chih-hsien (毘目智仙) of the Eastern Wei Dynasty (541); Nanjio no. 1222, Taisho vol. 31, no. 1608, pp. 77b16–781a21.

2. Ta-ch'eng ch'eng-yeh lun (大乘成業論) = the Mahāyāna Karmasiddhiprakāraṇa, a translation in one volume by Hsuan-tsang of the T'ang Dynasty (651); Nanjio no. 1221, Taisho volume 31, no. 1609, pp. 781a23–786b14.

3. Las grub pa'i rab tu byed pa = the Karmasiddhiprakāraṇa, Mdo lviii, no. 8, pp. 156a6–168b6 (Cordier no. 253, 8; p. 386). Author: Vasubandhu; translators: the upādhyāya Viśuddhasimha, and the lo-tsā-ba bhikṣu vandya Devendrarakṣita of rTsaṅs; corrector: the zhu-chen-gyi lo-tsā-ba vandya Śrīkūṭa.

There exists a Tibetan commentary on the Karmasiddhiprakāraṇa entitled the Las grub pa'i bead pa = the Karmasiddhi Čikā or the Las grub pa'i rab tu byed pa'i 'grel pa = the Karmasiddhiprakāraṇa Vṛtti, Mdo lxi, no. 2, pp. 69a6–117b1 (Cordier no. 256, 2; p. 389). Author: the ācārya bhikṣu Sumatiśila residing in the great vihāra of Śrīnālandā; translator: the upādhyāya Viśuddhasimha, the lo-tsā-ba bhikṣu Devendrarakṣita of rTsaṅs; corrector: the zhu-chen-gri lo-tsā-ba vandya Śrīkūṭa.

Character of the work. External testimony. Both the Chinese as well as the Tibetan tradition regard the Karmasiddhi as a Mahāyāna treatise.

1. In his life of Vasubandhu (T'oung-pao, 1904), Paramārtha (499–569) does not mention this work, but Hsüan-tsang (602–664), by the very title of his translation, places it among the treatises of the Mahāyāna.

2. The Tibetan tradition (Bu-ston, I, pp. 53–57; Tāranātha, p. 123, 317–318) has drawn up a list of twenty works “explain-
ing the Scriptures of the last period” and connected with the teachings of Maitreya: the five works of Maitreya, the five volumes of the Yogācāryabhūmi, the two summaries of Asaṅga and the eight treatises (prakaraṇa) of Vasubandhu.

These eight treatises are five independent works: Trimśikā-kārikāprakaraṇa, Viṃśikākārikāprakaraṇa, Paṅcaskandhaprakaraṇa, Vṛyākhyāyukti and Karmasiddhiprakaraṇa, and three commentaries: on the Śūtrālaṃkāra, on the Pratītyasamutpādasūtra, and on the Madhyāntavibhaṅga.

One can see how defective this list is. As Tāranātha remarked, one cannot give the name of treatise to commentaries and to a lexical work like the Vyākyāyukti. Also, one may ask why the three commentaries quoted above have been chosen from among so many others which are equally from the pen of Vasubandhu.

The Karmasiddhi is presented as a “presentation of the actions of the three means from the point of view of idealism” (Bu-ston, I, p. 57), probably because it deals with the receptacle-consciousness (Para. 33–40) and because the definition of the three which it proposes (Para. 46–49) bears some resemblance to the presentation of this given in the Siddhi, p. 51.

But in the light of internal criticism, this tradition (venerable though it may be) cannot be maintained.

Internal testimony. The Karmasiddhiprakaraṇa is a Hinayāna treatise presenting the point of view of the Sautrāntikas.

1. With a single exception, the sūtras quoted with or without references in this work all belong to the Hinayāna Canon. The author quotes, with the title of sūtra, extracts from the Daśaparipṛcchāsūtra on sparśa (Para. 27b), from the Mahākauṣṭhila-sūtra on the three types of sparśa (Para. 28) and nirodhasamāpatti (Para. 29), and from the Karmapathasūtra (see note 147) on the first three karmapathas (Para. 47):

Under the vague reference of “sūtra,” the author refers to canonical texts: Aṅguttara, iii, 415, on the three types of action (Para. 1, 41, 47); the ancient and celebrated stanza: na prapaṇyanti karmāṇi . . . (Para. 15, 41; see note 48); Saṃyuktāgama, 11, 2; 13, 4 (Saṃyutta, ii, 72; iv, 33 et passim) on the trikasamānipāta (Para. 23, 25); Madhyama (cf. Majjhima, i, 296), on the presence of the vijñāna in Nirodhasamāpatti (Para. 24); Saṃyuktāgama 2, 4 (Saṃyutta, iii, 96), on avidyāsaṁsparśajā vedanā (Para. 25);
Madhyama, 24, 1 (Majjhima, i, 53) on Vijñānopadānakāndha (Para. 37); Samyutta, iii, 60, on sāmākārakāndha (Para. 37); Saṁyuktāgama, 10, 7: sarve dharmā anātmānaḥ (Para. 40); Aṅguttara, i, 230: the three śikṣā explained to the Vajjiputtaka (Para. 42); Karmapathasūtra compared with the Saṁcetaniyaśūtra (Madhyama, 18, 4; Aṅguttara, v, 292; Majjhima, iii, 207) on the karmapathas (Para. 47).

The author quotes twice (Para. 32, 37) the Saṁdhinirmocana, v. 7, a Mahāyāna śūtra which teaches the receptacle-consciousness. But he quotes this work as an illustration of his thesis and not as a scriptural authority. In fact, in Para. 37b, he states that the śūtras existing in his day do not speak of the receptacle-consciousness. By a stratagem common enough in exegesis, he pretends that some Hinayāna śūtras which have disappeared would prove the existence of this consciousness.

2. The masters and the schools that the author mentions all belong notably to the Hinayāna: Vasumitra, the author of the Paripṛcchāsūtra and of the Pañcavastu (Para. 24), Sauryodayikas (Para. 11), Tāmraparṇīyas, Mahāsāṃghikas, Māhiśāsakas (Para. 35). He only presents and refutes Hinayāna positions; the theories of the Sarvāstivādin-Vaibhāṣikas on vijñāpītī-as-shape (Para. 42), on the existence of past action (Para. 15–17), on nirodhasamāpatti (Para. 22); the theories of the Vātsiputriya-Saṁmītīyas on vijñāpītī-as-movement (Para. 6), on aviprarāśa (Para. 18), on the ātman (Para. 40); and the theories of the early Sautrāntikas, Sauryodayikas and Darṣṭāntikas on the vijñāpītī-as-wind (Para. 11), on nirodhasamāpatti (Para. 23–26). Nowhere does he deal with the Prajñāpāramitā system. The author appears to totally ignore the Mādhyamikas and their “emptiness” (śūnyatā), and the Vijñānavādins and their “true nature” (tathatā).

3. The positions taken by the author on the three great problems of morality are Sautrāntika positions.

a. He is Sautrāntika when he denies that shape is distinct from color (Para. 4), when he posits spontaneous extinction (Para. 8), when he denies any duration to the dharmas and the possibility of movement (Para. 10), when he sees in volition the very essence of bodily and vocal action (Para. 46–48), and when he makes avijñāpītī proceed from volition and not from matter (Para. 14).
b. He is Sautrāntika when he denies the existence of past action (Para. 15–17) and when he explains the ripening of action by means of the subtle evolution of the series (Para. 20).

c. Finally, when he sees in the series a retribution-consciousness perfumed by the active-consciousnesses, he adopts, by his own admission (Para. 30), the theory of certain Sautrāntikas (mdo-sde-pa kha-cig) or, according to the Chinese version, of a certain category of Sūtrapramāṇikas (i-lei ching wei liang chei 類經為量者). Now the Vyākhyā of the Kośa defines the Sautrāntikas: ye sūtraprāmāṇika na tu śāstraprāmāṇikāḥ: “those who recognize the authority of the sutras but not that of the śāstras.”

4. The discoverers of the ālayavijñāna belonged to the Sautrāntikas; the Vijñānavādins borrowed this theory by adapting it to the doctrine of mind-only. The Sautrāntika ālaya described here is to be distinguished from the ālaya presented in the Saṁgraha and in the Siddhi.

   a. Nowhere here does it say that the consciousness, when it arises, develops into two parts (bhāga, amśa): an image part (nimittabhāga), the thing seen, and a vision part (darśanabhāga), an act of consciousness (see Siddhi, p. 128; Viṃśikā, 9). In other words, our author recognizes the reality of the external object (artha). Together with the early schools of Buddhism (see Siddhi, p. 127), he discovers in all consciousnesses: 1. an object (ālambana), an external thing; 2. an aspect (ākāra) or internal image of this thing; 3. a particular consciousness (viśeṣa), action properly so-called. Para. 37b allows no doubt with respect to this.

   b. The ālaya appropriates the body to itself, as defined in Para. 44: an accumulation of atoms of both primary and derived matter. Their reality is not placed in doubt as in the Viṃśikā, 12–13, and the Siddhi, p. 39.

   c. One asks why the Buddha did not teach the ālaya to his first disciples. In the Saṁgraha (MCB, vol. III, p. 203–207), Asaṅga answers as follows:

   The first disciples, the Śrāvakas, had only one purpose: to destroy the hindrance of the defilements (kleśāvaraṇa) which opposed their deliverance. To this end, there is no need to know the receptacle-consciousness, and the Buddha did not mention it in his preachings. Later, the Bodhisattvas, followers of the Mahāyāna, looked not only to the extinction of the defilements, but
also to the attaining of the omniscience (*sarvajñatva*) of a Buddha. This omniscience is confused with the knowledge free from imagination (*nirvikalpakajñāna*) in which there is neither a subject (*grāhaka*) nor an object (*grāhya*). In order to attain this, it is indispensable to comprehend the ālaya; this is why the Buddha taught it to the Bodhisattvas."

The Sautrāntika who believe in the reality of the external object cannot subscribe to such an explanation. And our author also, in Para. 37b, gives a totally different answer. The Buddha, he says, taught only the six consciousnesses; he said nothing about the ālaya in order to avoid any confusion, because the ālaya is very different from the ordinary consciousnesses.

In short, the doctrines of the ālaya presented here constitutes a realistic and not an idealistic psychology. Let us state, however, that, towards the end of this period, Sautrāntika realism is almost dead; the wall that separates it from idealism is tottering. There is nothing to be surprised at in the fact that Vasubandhu, the last Sautrāntika, passed over to the Vijñānavāda: Asaṅga gained a convert through his teachings.

**Author and date.** The *Karmasiddhiprakarana* is the work of Vasubandhu, an enigmatic person who may be placed in the fourth century of the Christian era (bibliography in *Kośa*, Introduction, pp. xxiv-xxviii). His biographers, from the time of Paramārtha up to the authors included in the Lanman collection, demand too much of our credulity: who can believe that Vasubandhu, without mentioning his acquaintance with the Sāmkhyā, was a Vaibhāṣika in his youth, a Sautrāntika in his mature years, a Vijñānavādin in his old age, and a Pure Land follower of Amitābha at this death? In our opinion, Vasubandhu lived too long, thought too much, and wrote too much; and before giving a verdict with respect to his personality, one should have read, criticized and compared all of his works. And we are now far away from being able to do so.

Limiting our ambitions, let us merely attribute the *Karmasiddhi* to "the Sautrāntika Vasubandhu," the author of the *Abhidharmakosabhāsyam*. In fact, both in essence and in form, these two works are very closely related.

1. The first twenty-five paragraphs of the *Karmasiddhi* are directly inspired by the *Kośa*; certain of them are reoroduced almost
literally. Compare Para. 4 = Kośa, iv, p. 9; Para. 5 = Kośa, iv, p. 11–12; Para. 24–25 = Kośa, i, pp. 212–213. We have given all of these borrowings in the Notes to the translation.

2. A clear indication of the interdependence of these texts is the similarity of the comparisons in these works. All those of the Karmasiddhi are taken from the Kośa: the colored cloth (citrāstarana or pipilaka), Para. 4 = Kośa, iv, p. 10; the row (pañkti) of trees (vṛkṣa) and of ants (valmika), Para. 4 = Kośa, iv, p. 12; the items cooked (pākaka) due to the action of fire, sun, snow and vinegar, Para. 7, 8c, 8e = Kośa, iv, p. 7; the flame of the lamp (dīpajvāla) and the sound of the bell (ghanṭā-śabda), Para. 8a = Kośa, iv, p. 6; milk (kṣira) and curdled milk (dadhi), Para. 9 = Kośa, v, p. 53; ix, p. 239; wine (mṛdvikā), Para. 9 = Kośa, iv, p. 246; the shade (chāyā) which moved, Para. 10 = Kośa, i, p. 16; the flower of the citron tree (mātuluṅgapuspa) painted with lacquer (lākṣārasa), Para. 19, 20, 32, 40 = Kośa, iv, p. 299; boiling water (āpaḥ kvāthyamānāḥ), Para. 32 = Kośa, iv, p. 8; the arrow (isu) which falls, Para. 32 = Kośa, ii, pp. 200, 217; iv, p. 102.

3. The Karmasiddhi and the Kośa are conceived in the same spirit and pursue the same end: to combat, within the framework of the Hinayāna and relying on the best of the Sautrāntika teachings, the exaggerated realism of the Vaibhāṣikas and the spiritualism of the Vātsiputriyaśas. The author appears to totally ignore the philosophical systems constructed by the Mahāyāna: the nihilism (śūnyatāvāda) of the Mādhyamikas, and the idealism (vijñānavāda) of the Yogācārins.

Even though the Karmasiddhi was translated into Chinese in 541, approximately twenty-five years before the Kośa, we are tempted to consider it to have been composed later than the Kośa. In fact, it appears to evidence in its authorship a greater width of philosophical conception, less hesitancy, and a better ordered, more systematic presentation.
Homage to the Royal Prince Mañjuśrī

FIRST PART
ERRONEOUS THEORIES WITH RESPECT TO THE NATURE OF ACTION

A. THE VIJñAPTI

1. In different Sūtras, the Blessed One said, "There are three actions (karman): bodily action (kāyakarman), vocal action (vāk-karman), and mental action (manahkarman)."

I. THEORY OF THE SARVĀSTIVĀDIN-VAIBHĀŚIKAS: (VIJñAPTI-AS-SHAP').

1. Presentation.

2. Here, some say: Action done by the body (kāyakṛta) is called bodily action; the voice (vāc), being action, is called vocal action. These two are information (vijñapti) and non-information (avijñapti) by nature (svabhāvatas). Action associated with the mind (manahsamprayuktā) is called mental action. This action has only volition (cetanā) for its self-nature (svabhāva).

What is the dharma called information? The action of bodily information (kāyavijñaptikarman) has rūpa-shape (sāmsthānarūpa) for its nature. It issues from a thought . . . which desires this shape (tadālambakacittād utpannam).

Of what is this the shape? It is the shape of the body which affects the body, action, etc.

If it is the shape of the body, why did one say above that action done by the body is called bodily action? Because this action [this movement] is related to one part (āṅgā) of the "body" in general, it is called the shape of the body; since it depends (āśrita) on the primary elements (mahābhūtā) of the body in order to arise, it is called action done by the body. That which is said of the body in general is equally applied to [all] its parts. Thus people (loka) say, "I live in a village (grāma)," or "I live in a
forest (vana)" [when they reside in a house or under a tree].

Why does one say that this information issues from a thought . . . that it desires it? In order to exclude the shape of the lips, etc. (oṣṭhādisamsthāna): these do not issue from a thought . . . which desires them, but from a thought . . . which desires language (pada). It is also in order to exclude shape resulting from a mind . . . from former vows (pūrvapranidhānacitta): this shape does not issue from a mind . . . which desires it, but a totally different mind, a retributive cause (vipākahetu).10

Why is it called information (vijñāpapti)? Because it informs vijñāpayati) with respect to the mind to which it leads (tatpravartakacitta) in such a way that another person is conscious of it. In order to explain this, we quote the stanza (gāthā):

"External (bāhyā) motion, of the body and the voice, inform with respect to the intentions (āśaya) of the mind. In this same way the fish (matsya) hidden in the sea moves the waves (taraṅga) and reveals its presence."

What is shape (samsthdna)? It is the nature of "long," etc. (dīrghādi).11

What is "long," etc? It is that to which one applies the idea (saṁijñā) of long, etc.

In which sphere (āyatana) is it included? It is included within the sphere of form (rupāyatana).12 [781b18]

2. Refutation:13

3. Here we must reflect and choose. Length . . . is either a specific atom (paramānuviśeṣa, an atom of shape), like rūpa-color, or an aggregate of special atoms (paramānuviśeṣasatāṅghāta), or a unique and distinct substance (ekam anyad dravyam) penetrating the mass of rūpa, etc. (rūpādisaṅghātavyāpi).

What fault (doṣa) is there in admitting this?

a. If length . . . were a special atom [a rūpa-shape], this definition would also apply to rūpa-color: in each small part (ekaika avayava) of the mass of rūpa, length . . . would be present.14

b. If length were an aggregate of special atoms, what difference would there be between the aggregate of the atoms of rūpa-color? [There would be none] and, as a consequence, the the different aggregates of rūpa-color should be long, etc.
c. Let us suppose that length is a unique and distinct substance penetrating the mass of rūpa. Being unique and penetrating, it should be found in each of the parts (avayana) separately and in all parts at one and the same time. Or rather this substance would not be one, residing separately in all of the parts. Furthermore, [such a hypothesis] destroys the established truth (siddhānta) which holds that the ten spheres (daśāyatana) are all the aggregates of atoms (paramāṇusañghāta)\(^{15}\); it confirms the theory of the disciples of Kanada for whom composite things (aṅgin) are real substances penetrating its parts (aṅga). [781b28]

3. Conclusion.

4. When a mass of form appears in one direction (ekadigmukhe) in a great quantity (bhūyas, bahutaram), it calls forth the idea of long (dirgha); when it appears in one direction in a small quantity, it calls forth the idea of short (hrasva). When it appears equally in the four directions, it calls forth the idea of quarter (vrutta); when it appears equally in all directions, it calls forth the idea of round (parimandala). When it appears convex in its center, it calls forth the idea of high (unmata); when it appears concave in its center, it calls forth the idea of low (avanata). When it appears in a single direction, it calls forth the idea of unequal (viśāta); when it appears in all directions, it calls forth the idea of equal (śāta).

Even when, on a variegated carpet (citrāstaraṇa), one sees various brocades, one produces different ideas of shape (nāna-dhasainsthanaprajñā); but it is impossible (ayukta) that these different rūpa-shapes are found together in a single spot (ekadeśa): this is the same for rūpa-colors. For, if this were the case, one would conceive in any place whatsoever the idea of all types of shapes. Now this is not the case. Thus rūpa-shape is not a substance distinct (anyad dravyam) [from rūpa itself]. When rūpa-shape is arranged in squares, it does not call forth at one and the same time the idea of long, etc., as these ideas are called forth for example by a row (pankti) of trees (vrksa), a line of ants (valmika), etc. There is no difficulty to be found in this. [781c8]

4. Answer to an Objection.\(^{16}\)

5. If this is the case [if shape is not distinguished from color],
how is it that, from a distance (dūrāt) and in the darkness (tamasi), one does not discern (avadhr) rūpa-color, but one discerns rūpa-shape? How, without discerning the rūpa-shape of the trees (vrksa), etc., does one discern the rūpa-shape of their row (paṅkti)?

There is no distinct row of trees, etc. But, in these distant or obscured masses, color and shape are not discovered at the same time. One grasps (grhndti) something, but this is indistinct (avyakta): one asks himself what it is, or what is it that he sees. We know thus that one grasps solely the rūpa-color, but as it is distinct and obscure, one sees only indistinctly. It is thus not proven (asiddha) that information (vijñapti) is shape (saṁsthāna).[781c14]

II: THEORY OF THE VĀTSĪPUTRĪYAS AND SAṀMITYĪYAS:
(vijñapti-as-movement).

1. Presentation.

6. Some say: Bodily information (kāyaviñapti) is a movement (gati) arisen from a thought . . . which wants this movement (tadviṣayālambakacīttāder utpannā).

Why does one say that it arises from a mind . . . which wants this movement? In order to exclude the movement of the lips (oṣṭhādi-kampita) . . . arisen, not from a thought which wants it, but from a thought which wants language.

What is movement (gati)? A displacement (deśantarasarinkrānti). In which sphere (āyatana) is it included? It is included within the sphere of form (rūpāyatana).[781c19]

2. First argument; Refutation.

7. How do you know that information is a displacement? Because one does not see (na avadhrta) that it has a particular characteristic (lakṣaṇaviśeṣa) [apart from displacement].

This argument does not hold. Thus the products of cooking (pākajādṛavya), immediately in contact (saṁyoga) with one of the conditions of cooking (pākapratyaya) – fire (agni), sun (sūrya), snow (hima), vinegar (kaṭuka), etc. – have some particularities (viśeṣa) without which one cannot recognize their particular characteristics (lakṣaṇaviśeṣa). However, there is no difference between before and after. The same holds here. Thus again equal piles
(tulyabhāga) of herbs to be burned (dirghendhanatṛṇa), which each separately produce their flame (jvāla), have some particularities without which one cannot recognize their particular characteristic. Yet, these different piles are not without differences. The same holds here.23

If, at the first contact between the product of cooking and its condition, the characteristic of being cooked were not to appear, neither would it appear later (paścāt), for the condition of cooking does not vary.

If the similar piles of herbs to be burned did not produce, pile by pile and separately, their flame, these flames would not have anything which would serve to distinguish them by means of dimension (pramāṇa), of light (dyuti) and of heat (uṣman). Thus it is not because a particular characteristic [other than displacement] is invisible [in the information] that one can say that information is displacement. One should become conscious of this particular characteristic. [782a1]

3. Second Argument; Refutation.

8. Since information is not a cause of extinction (vināśahetu), we know that it is a displacement.

This argument no longer holds. Let us take for example the mind (citta), mental states (caitta), sound (śabda), a flame (jvāla), etc. What causes of extinction do they have? [We know that they do not have any] and that they perish immediately (ksananirodha). The same holds for all of the rest: extinction does not depend on a cause (na hetum apekṣate).24

But the mind, etc., also has a cause of extinction: its own impermanence (svānityatva).

If this were the case, then why not reason in this same way for things other [than the mind, etc.]? [From this point of view], other things are not distinguished [from the mind]. Why? You know that for the mind, etc., extinction does not depend on a cause, but this holds for all of the rest as well as for the mind

If the extinction of dharmas other [than the mind, etc.], were not to depend on a cause, the material cause (rūpādisvabhāva) . . . of fuel (indhana) would no longer be perceived (grhīta) before the contact (sānyoga) with the fuel . . . with the fire (agni) . . .
as well as after this very contact; or rather, it would be perceived as well after as before.  

a. When wind (vāyu) does not reach the lamp (dīpa), when a hand (pāni) does not grasp the bell (ghanṭa), the flame of the lamp (dīpajvalā) and the sound of the bell (ghanṭāśabda) are clearly perceived; afterward, they are no longer thus. However, [even according to you], the extinction of the flame and of the sound depend neither upon the wind nor on the hand. The same holds for the fuel, etc.; there is no difficulty here.

b. Let us suppose that the fuel . . . perishes in the fire . . . , and that, in this manner, its material nature is no longer perceived. Immediately after its contact with the fire (saṃyogānanta-ram), one should no longer perceive it, for after coming into contact with it, it is modified.

c. The external condition (bāhyapratyaya) of cooking remains unchanged (nirviṣṭa), giving rise [successively] to different cooked products (pākaja) with the characteristics of being cooked (pākajalakṣaṇāviveśa) more and more pronounced (lit: of inferior, medium, or superior category). But how could they arise, later, from the same cause [from the same condition of cooking] which formerly caused them to perish? It is impossible (ayukta) that the dharma which brings about arising is confused with the dharma which causes extinction: two dharmas of opposite (viruddha) characteristics do not form a single cause: this is known by everyone (lokaprasiddha). Thus conditioned (saṃskṛta) dharmas do not depend (nāpeksante) on a cause of extinction (nivāsahetu): they perish spontaneously (svarasena nirudhyante).

Whether things are perceived (grhita) or are not perceived as formerly (yathapūrvam), is, let us remember, the specific characteristic (lakṣaṇāviveśa) of the continuation (anuprayṛtti) and of the extinction (nirodha) of the series (saṅtāna): it enjoys a subtle increase.

d. If extinction (vīnaśadharma) had a cause, it would not be a dharma perishing without a cause; the mind (citta), the mental states (caitta), etc., which depend on a cause in order to arise, would also depend on a cause in order to perish. Now, [from your very own admission], the mind and the mental states do not have any other cause of extinction than their own impermanence (svānityatva), as everyone knows (lokaprasiddha).

3. Since the causes [of extinction] would differ [according
to the case], there would be different extinctions (*vīnaśaviśeṣa*).
Fire, sun, snow, vinegar, etc., being different, would produce different cooked foods.²⁹

f. Finally, with respect to the dharma which has already perished, one would have to find a cause which would cause it to perish anew, as with rūpa, etc.

This is why extinction absolutely does not have any cause, and as extinction does not have a cause, everything perishes as soon as it arises (*utpattyanantaravināśa*). One can know then that there is no displacement. [782a25]

4. Third Argument; Refutation.

9. Since information does not have any generating cause (*janakahetu*), we know that it is a displacement (*desāntarasāṅkrānti*).

This argument no longer holds, for information has a generating cause. The earlier (*pūrva*), with respect to the later (*paścima*), constitutes a generating cause. Thus, for example, the mind of the earlier moment (*pūrvakṣaṇacitta*) with respect to the mind of the later moment (*pascimakṣaṇacitta*); the product of an earlier cooking (*pakaja*) with respect to the product of a later cooking; milk (*ksira*) with respect to curdled milk (*dadhi*); grape juice (*drakṣarasa*) with respect to wine (*mṛdvika*); wine with respect to vinegar (*katuka*), etc.³⁰ Thus there is no dharma which changes place. Since there is no displacement, how could there be movement? [782a20]

5. The Impossibility of Movement.

10. Furthermore, [from two things the one]. If a dharma is stable (*asasthita*), it is without movement (*agatika*); being without movement, it should always remain in one place. If a dharma is not stable, it is also without movement, for, perishing as soon as it arises (*utpattyanantaravināsin*), it does not include movement.

*If this is the case, what is this movement that you speak of? That which one sees in another place is not the same thing as before (*yad desāntare drṣṭaṁ tan māladravyam na bhavati*).

*How does one know that this is no longer the same thing? Because in such and such a place, there is arising which is always renewing itself: such as the flames of a pile of straw on fire (*trṇajvāla*), or the play of the shade (chāyā). The shade seen
in such a place is not that of another place; if the umbrella remains unmoving, the light of the sun (sūryādidyuti) . . . becomes more distant, comes closer, turns, and then one sees that the shade becomes larger, becomes smaller, or turns. If one hides the light, no shade would appear.

Our opponent (paravādin) objects: Why is there this subtle objection against displacement? How does one know that that which one sees in one place is not the same thing as before?

But this again touches on our dilemma presented above:
"If a dharma is stable, it is without movement, etc."

Furthermore, the external condition (bāhyapratyaya) of cooking, fire (agni), etc., does not vary (abhinna) and, nevertheless, later (paścāt), different cooked products are perceived (grhīta). By this proof, we know that, in each instant (kṣāne kṣāne), there is a different cooked item [and not the same item more and more cooked].

Under the pretext that there is no cause which makes these items different, you pretend that the item moreover is the same item as before. But as there is no reason why this [new item] should be identical to the former one, why not admit (kenanistam) that this is no longer the former item. These two hypotheses cannot both be held, and so movement (gati) is not proven (siddha). [782b13]

III: THEORY OF THE SAURYODAYIKA-
DĀRŚṬĀNTIKAS:
(VIJÑAPTI-AS-WIND).

1. Presentation.

11. The Sauryodayikas say: Operations (saṁskāra), in reality, do not displace themselves (deśāntaram na saṁkrāmantī), for, by their nature (svabhāvatas), they perish instantly (kṣāne kṣāne nirudhyante). But, separately, there is a dharma. It has for its cause (hetu) a certain thought (cittavīsesa) which produces it by relying (niśrirya) on the hand (pāṇī), the foot (pāda), etc. It is the cause which causes the hand, or the foot . . . [to renew themselves in a series] arising in another place. It is called movement (gati) and also bodily information (kāyavijñāptī). In which sphere (āyatana) is it included? It is included within the sphere of visible
things (rūpāyatana).

Then why does not the eye (cakṣus) see it in the same way in which it sees rūpa-color (varnarūpa)? Since it is not seen, it does not inform another: why call it information? How do you know that this dharma really exists? How does this dharma cause the body to displace itself and "another" to arise?

*This is explained by the wind element (vāyudhātu) which has arisen from a certain thought (cittaviśesād uppannah).* The wind element, by its nature (svabhāvatas), is mobile (cala). It is the cause which causes the foot to renew itself in another place. Apart from wind, where is there to be found a dharma endowed with mobility? Grasses (trna), leaves (parṇa), etc., do not have any other mobility than the external wind. How could they move themselves? It is when the wind moves (cal-) them, projects (ākṣip-) them and touches (saṁyuyi-) them that they move. One should thus admit that the wind can cause the hand, etc., to stir and to arise in another place. Why do you tire yourself out searching for any other thing which, neither by its nature (svabhāva) nor through its activity (kriyā), is able to constitute a dharma capable of movement? [782b26]

2. Refutation.

12. a. According to you, the wind element (vāyudhātu) which has arisen from a certain thought (cittaviśesād uppannah) and the cause of the arising of the hand . . . in another place would be bodily information (kāyavijnapti). But how can this wind element, which is not information, be called information? Furthermore, to desire that the sphere of tangible things (sparśāyatana), which includes the wind,32 be good (kusala) or evil (akuśala) is not Buddhist (na śākyaputrīyam).33

b. According to you, a certain thought (cittaviśeṣa) causes the body to arise in another place, and this arising of the body is bodily information. But such bodily information is imagined (kalpita), non-existent in and of itself (na dravyasat), for the body is by nature a composite of multiple dharmas (sambhuladharmasamgāta). Furthermore, how can [the body], which is not information, be called information? Smell (gandha), etc., do not inform another. Finally, to desire that smell, etc., be good or evil is not Buddhist.34

c. According to you, rūpa-color (varnarūpa) which has arisen from
a certain thought is bodily information. But this rūpa-color does not arise from a certain thought: it arises from its own seeds (svabhāja) and from a certain wind (vāyūviśeṣa). Furthermore, to desire that rūpa-color be good or evil is not Buddhist.

13. If this rūpa-color itself is not bodily information, its arising in another place would constitute bodily information.

O great fool (devanāpriya)! Arbitrarily (jen), you exhaust your forces on this act of information (vijñāptikarman) and with much ardor you accumulate various hypotheses (ch'uan-chi 轉計); but, when something cannot be acquired through effort, why should one persist in it (prayatnato'sādhyesu kim prayatnena)? Who can demonstrate (vyavasthāp-) that this arising [of the rūpa] is a reality distinct (anyad dravyam) [from the rūpa itself]? If the arising of the rūpa which is perceived is not similar to the rūpa, etc., if the organ which sees it is not similar to the eye, etc., how would the seeing subject recognize its existence? If it is invisible, how can one call it information? We have said above that it does not inform others. Finally, if rūpa-color can be good (kusala) or evil (akusala), one could say that its arising constitutes bodily information. But rūpa-color is neither good nor evil: we have said this above. Thus its arising likewise [is neither good nor evil, and does not constitute bodily information]. Consequently, there is no true action of bodily information. [782c15]

B. THE AVIJÑĀPTI

14. If this were the case, bodily action (kāyakarman) is solely non-information (avijñāpti). What dharma is this non-information? It is a rūpa, discipline (saṁvara), etc., contained in the sphere of intelligence (dharmāyatana). But how, in the realm of desire (kām-ahātu), does non-information arise without [preliminary] information?

If there is, in the realm of desire, such non-information, what is the error (doṣa) in this? Non-information would there be subordinate to the mind (cit-tānuparivartin), as in the realm of form (rūpadhātu). But then, in a man who has a different thought [from that which produces the avijñāpti] or who is without thought (acittaka), there would neither be any discipline (saṁvara) nor non-discipline (asaṁvara).

We say that non-information [called discipline] is projected for
a fixed time \( (kālasamādānā) \), and thus we avoid this error. (You yourselves, Vaibhāṣikas, are forced to admit that, in the realm of desire, a non-information of lying can arise without preliminary vocal information). If not, then when one recites the Prātimokṣa and a monk keeps silent and does not confess, how could he commit the transgression of lying \( (mṛśāvādāpatti) \)?

[If non-information always results from information], there would not be any morally neutral \( (avyākṛta: \) indifferent from the moral point of view) bodily action, since the action of non-information has only two moral types [good or bad].

Finally, there would not be at one and the same moment \( (ekaksane) \) good and evil bodily actions, since non-information necessarily endures, in the sense that a weak mind \( (mrducetanā) \) does not project \( (āksipati) \) non-information, but non-information projected by a strong mind \( (tīvracetanā) \) necessarily endures.

Even thought, one arbitrarily \( (anurucim) \) posits the existence of material actions \( (rūpakarman) \), bodily and vocal, one cannot prove that they are good or evil. Why? Because material action, at the end of one’s life, will be entirely abandoned. How then could one produce \( (abhinirvṛt) \) later an agreeable \( (manojña) \) or disagreeable \( (amanojña) \) result \( (phala) \)? [782c28]
SECOND PART
THE MECHANISM OF THE RETRIBUTION OF ACTION

I: THE THEORY OF THE SARVĀSTIVĀDIN-VAIBHĀŚIKAS:
THE EXISTENCE OF PAST ACTION

15. Some\textsuperscript{45} say: Why would this be impossible (ayukta)? Past action (attakarman) in and of itself (svabhāvas) really exists (asti), and it gives forth (prayacchati) its fruit (phala) realized in the future (andgatādhvany abhinirvṛttatāḥ).

Pustules (visphota) growing on a tumor (ganda)! You now pretend that past action exists in and of itself.\textsuperscript{46} But that which no longer exists after having existed (yad bhūtāprūvaṁ paścān na bhavati) is called “past.”\textsuperscript{47} How can you admit that it exists in and of itself (svabhāvas)?

But the Bhagavat said:

“Actions do not perish, ever after millions of cosmic eras. When the complex [of conditions] and the desired time come together, they ripen [for the series].”\textsuperscript{48} The Bhagavat said that action does not perish. How do you explain this?

This means that completed action (kṛtakarman) is not without fruit (nīḥphala), as the second half of the stanza explains. Who does not admit (kenāniṣṭam) that good or bad (kuśalākuśala) action, even a long time afterwards (yun riṇ por yañ), gives forth (prayacchati) its fruit? It only remains to ask (vicārayitavyam) how it gives forth its fruit. Does it give forth its fruit like the rice seed (śālibīja), etc., by a special evolution of the series which it modifies (sarītānaparināmaviśesa)\textsuperscript{49}? Or does it give forth its fruit because its being (svalakṣaṇa) subsists for a long time (dīrghakālam avatīṣṭhate) and does not perish (na vinaśyate)\textsuperscript{50}? If it is by a special evolution of the series that it gives forth its fruit, this is fine, but if it gives forth its fruit because its being (svalakṣaṇa) subsists for a long time, one must say that the action in and of itself (t'i 體 = svabhāva) avoids extinction for a long time (dīrghākalam na vinaśyate) and that thus it gives forth its fruit. But it is not because action no longer has any being (svalakṣaṇa) that it is called “destroyed” (vinaṣṭa); it is because the
action no longer exercises any activity (kriyāṁ na karoti) that it is called destroyed\textsuperscript{51}. Why does the action no longer exercise any activity? Because it no longer projects (āksip-) any future fruit. Why does it no longer project any future fruit? Because it has already formerly projected this fruit and, after having projected it, it can no longer project it anew; in the same way a dharma, after having arisen, does not arise anew. [783a16]

16. Why does this action not project any other fruits, fruits of out-flowing (nisyaṇḍaphala), etc.\textsuperscript{52}? Because the fruits of out-flowing have no limit.\textsuperscript{53} 

Should not the action existing at the present moment (vartamāna), which has already projected its fruit, no longer project it anew? The action in and of itself (karmasvabhāva) does not perish, but remains eternally (nityam) present. Why does it not eternally project the fruit that it gives forth?

Have we not said above that after having projected its fruit, it can no longer project it anew? In the same way a dharma, after having arisen, does not arise anew. Why does it lead to this difficulty?

Even though we have mentioned this above, you have not resolved this difficulty. If action in and of itself (karmasvabhāva) were constantly present, it should, as at the very center of its present [existence], always be called present and always project its fruit; it should, as at the beginning [of its present existence], always be reborn.

But even though past action in and of itself (atitakarmasvabhāva) really exists (asti), it no longer has any activity (kārita) and consequently is not present. Not being present, it no longer projects any fruit.

This is not at all correct, for if [action] in and of itself (svabhāva) were always to exist, it should, as during its present [existence], always exercise its activity. Otherwise, if the past dharmas admitted by you were to have the capacity (sāmarthya) of giving forth (prayam) a fruit, how would they not be present?

But the expression “present” is applied exclusively to the dharmas which grasp (pratigrhnanti) – or which project – their fruit.

This is not at all correct, for if the [ripening] activity is the same we would have some dharma present (vartamāna) and past (atita) at one and the same time.\textsuperscript{54} A dharma which no longer
exercises the activity of grasping (pratigrah-) a fruit is called “past”; a dharma exercising the activity of giving forth (prayam-) a fruit is called “present.” When this activity is exhausted, it is called “destroyed” (vinaśta). If the dharmas, after having perished, were to perish anew, it would also have to be the case that, after having arisen, they would arise anew. Thus your theory [that a past action causes a fruit] is not proven (asiddha). [783b1]

17. How does a dharma “project” (ākṣipati) its fruit?

By setting it up (vyavasthāp-) in such a way that it arises later.

But then at the very last moment of its existence, [the Arhat] freed from the impurities (kṣināsrava) does not project any fruit, since this fruit will not arise later. Consequently, the mind of the Arhat, not being present, will not be destroyed (vinaśta) and will not enter the past. If, in the present, it is without activity (kārītra), how, in the future, could one say that it is destroyed?

Even though it is without activity [at the present moment], it will be thus when it is destroyed [later].

Then, while being past, it would be able to be destroyed again! If the thing already destroyed could again be destroyed anew, the thing already arisen could arise again. This is in contradiction (virodhadosa) with that which has been said above.

The mind of the Arhat exists; it has the power of engendering a fruit in the future; nevertheless, if the conditions (pratyaya) are lacking, this fruit will not arise.

This is not at all correct. If the fruit should not arise, how will one know if the mind [which projects it in vain] exists and is capable of engendering it? One should say that this mind contradicts the law of twofold conditions (pratyaya), for [at one and the same time] it is and it is not: even though arisen from a cause (hetuta utpānam), it is not capable of engendering its fruit later. This is why the system according to which a [mind] of this type can project a fruit, does not hold. It must absolutely be the case that the seed (bijā) causes the fruit to grow (vṛdh-) in order that it be called “projector of the fruit.”

Furthermore, the School [of the Vaibhāṣikas] holds that the past (attā) and the future (anāgata) exist in and of themselves (svabhāvatas). But then how would the future not be present and a projector of fruit? If all things (sarvadravya) were to exist at all
times (*sarvakāla*), at what moment would there be anything not existing in and of itself? However, according to the sutra, [action] ripens only when it encounters the complex of conditions (*prayyasāmagri*) and a favorable time (*kāla*).

Finally, the [Vaibhāṣikas] should tell us what this principle is, this state (*avasthā*), this power that "sets it up in such a way that it arises" and is called for this reason "the projector of the fruit"; in fact [according to them] everything exists always.

Thus their theory which holds that past action (*atitakarman*) exists in and of itself (*svabhāvatas*) and gives forth (*prayam*) a fruit realized in the future (*anāgatādhwany abhinirvṛttam*) is not proven (*asiddha*) [783b19]

II: THE THEORY OF THE EARLY SĀMMĪṬĪYAS: AVIPRAṆĀŚA.

1. Presentation. 57

18. In this case, one should admit that the two actions, bodily and vocal action, good or bad, deposit (*ādadhati*) in the psychophysical series (*skandhasaṃtāna*) a separate dharma, existing in and of itself (*dravyasat*) and classed among things not associated with the mind (*cittaviprayuktasamskṛta*). For some, this dharma is called increase (*upacaya*); for others "without extinction" (*avipraṇāśa*) By reason of this dharma, one realized (*abhinirvṛt*), the future agreeable or disagreeable fruit. In order that this should equally be mental action (*manahkarman*), one should admit the existence of this dharma. If not (anyatra), when another mind arises and when the mental action has disappeared (*nivṛtta*), if this particular dharma were not deposited in the mental series (*cittasamātāna*), how could one realize the future fruit? Thus it is necessary (niyatam) to admit the existence of such a dharma. [783b26]

2. Refutation.

19. a. When, first, one has studied (*abhyas-*) a text (*grantha*) and when, a long time afterwards, one recalls it to memory (*smṛtī*); when, first, one has seen or heard . . . objects (*viśaya*) and when, a long time afterwards, one reproduces them in the memory, at what moment (*kṣaṇa*) what dharma is produced (*upādayati*) which permits later the calling up of these memories?
b. With respect to the mind of entry into the absorption of extinction (nirodhasamāpatticitta), what dharma does it produce by virtue of which, later (paścat), upon leaving this absorption, there will appear the mind-of-leaving-the-absorption (vyutthānacittta)?

c. Finally, when one paints the flower of a citron tree (mātulungapuṣpa) with the red essence of paint (lāksārasarakta) – when both of them [the paint and the flower] perish together – what dharma is produced by virtue of which, later, when the fruit arises, the pip (kesara) will be of red color (raktavarṇa)?

III: THEORIES OF THE SAUTRĀNTIKAS: SAMṬĀNAPARIṆĀMA

1. Presentation.

20. This is why, with the exclusion of this separate imaginary (parikalpita) dharma arisen from the two actions, bodily and vocal action, it suffices that a special type of volition (cetanāviśeṣa) exercises a perfuming (bhāvanā) on the mental series (cittasaiṁtāna) and creates a potentiality (śakti) therein. Through a special evolution (parināmaviśeṣa) of this potentiality, a certain fruit (phalaviśeṣa) will arise later. Thus when one paints the flower of the citron tree (mātulungapuṣpa) with the red essence of paint (lāksārasarakta), the series of the flower evolves (parinamate) and, at the moment when the fruit is formed, the pip (kesara) is of red color (raktavarṇa). We can know that the perfuming (bhāvanā) of the internal (ādhyātmika) dharmas occurs in the same manner.

2. Answer to the Objections.

21. Why not admit that the two actions, bodily and vocal action, perfume the mental series (cittasaiṁtāna)?

a. Because it is by virtue of a mind (cittam apeksya) that bodily or vocal action is good (kuśala) or bad (akuśala). It is impossible (ayukta) that, rendered good or bad by a mind, it would be able [in its own right] to give forth (prayam-) a future agreeable or disagreeable fruit to a distinct series. In fact, it is not one thing which does the action and another which gathers the
fruit. (Tibetan version: That by which something is rendered good or bad is capable of giving to the series of this thing an agreeable or disagreeable fruit, but the series cannot do [anything similar]).

b. Let us suppose that the being (t'i 體, svabhāva) of the completed action is destroyed (vinasta), but that, nevertheless, the mental series (cittasamtana) perfumed (bhavita) by this action could, by a special evolution of its potentialities (ṣaktipariṇāmaviśeṣa), give forth (prayam-) an agreeable or disagreeable future fruit. But then, after the absorptions lacking mind (acittakasamāpatti) and after existence among the non-conscious gods (asamjñideva) wherein the mental series (cittasamtāna) is cut off (chinna), how could action anterior [to these states] later bear an agreeable or disagreeable fruit? [783c14]
THIRD PART
THE “SERIES” OR THE RIPENING ACTION

I. PRELIMINARY QUESTION: NIRODHASAMĀPATTI.\(^{71}\)


22. Some\(^{72}\) say: *In the present life (iha janmani), the mind (citta) perfumed (bhāvita) by former actions again takes up its course (pratisamādadhāti) after absorption; thus, it gives forth agreeable and disagreeable future fruits.*

But since the mind has been interrupted (samucchinnā) [during the absorption], how can it again take up its course?

*It has the “mind of entry into the absorption” (samāpatticitta) for its equal and immediate antecedent (samanantarapratyaya) and thus it again takes up its course.*

But the mind of entry into the absorption has been destroyed (vināṣṭa) for a long time. How could it constitute an equal and immediate antecedent? We have excluded the hypothesis that past action (atītakarman) is able to give forth (prayam-) a fruit. This exclusion should equally be applied here.\(^{73}\) Thus the “mind of leaving the absorption” (vyutthānacitta) does not take up again the course of the mind. [783c19]

2. Root-opinion of the Dārṣṭāntikas.

23. Some\(^{74}\) say: *It is through the force of its seeds (bijavaśāt) supported on the material organs (rūpindriyāśrita) that the mind posterior to the absorption comes into existence. In fact, the seeds (bijā) which give rise to the mind and to mental states (cittacaitta) rest according to circumstance (yathāyogam) on [one] of the two following series (saṁtāna): the mental series (cittasaṁtāna) or the series of the material organs (rūpindriyasamāntāna).*

But does not the sūtra\(^{75}\) say that the manas and the dharmas are the conditions (pratyaśya) which give rise to the mental consciousness (manovijñāna)? [If, during the absorption, only the material organs bear the seeds of the future mental consciousness], if there were no manas [to bear these seeds], how would the mental consciousness arise?
Know this: it happens (syāt) that, by "manas," the sūtra designates the seeds of the manas (manobija); in order to designate the cause [namely the seeds of the manas], it employs through metaphor (upacāra) the name of the effect [namely the manas itself].

In this same way, in order to designate the tangible (spṛṣṭavya), one employs through metaphor the name [of the results of the tangible]: hunger (buhuksā) and thirst (pipāsā).

But how could each mind and each mental state arise from two series of seeds (bijasāṃtāna)? We do not see, in the dharmas issued from seeds, any stalk (aṅkura), etc., nor that there is anything similar to them. There can be many conditions (pratyaya) for the same fruit, but it is false that a single fruit arises from two seeds (bija).

In admitting this, you do not avoid the difficulty mentioned above (Para. 21): “But then, after the absorptions lacking mind (acittakasamāpatti) and after existence among the nonconscious gods (asamjñideva) wherein the mental series (cittasāṃtāna) is cut off (chinna), how could action anterior [to these states] later bear an agreeable or disagreeable fruit?” [783c29]

3. Branch-opinion of Vasumitra, of the Sautrāntikas, etc.

24. But, say some, this error (dosa) is due to the theory (pakṣa).
   To what theory?
   To the theory of those who admit that these states (avasthā) of absorption and of non-consciousness are lacking mind (avivтика).
   Some say that these states are endowed with a mind (sacittaka) and they thus avoid the error mentioned [in Para. 23]. Thus the Bhadanta Vasumitra in the treatise (śāstra) entitled Paripṛcchā says: “Those who consider the absorption of extinction (niruddhasamāpatti) as being deprived of mind (acittaka) run afoul of the difficulty [of explaining how the mind is taken up again after the absorption]. But I maintain that this absorption of extinction is endowed with a subtle mind (sūkṣmacitta). The difficulty does not exist for me.”
   Vasumitra again quotes the sūtra in order to establish his theory, such as the sūtra which says: “The bodily energies (kāyasaṁskāra) of him who resides (viharati) in the absorption of extinction do not let themselves be destroyed (niruddha),” etc., up to: “his organs do not deteriorate (praluj-), his consciousness (vijñāna) does not leave his body.” [784a6]
25. With what consciousness is this state endowed?

Some say: *It is endowed with the sixth consciousness, the mental consciousness* (manoviñjñāna).

But⁹ does not the sūtra say: “By reason of the manas [mental organ] and the dharmas, there arises the mental consciousness; from the coming together of the three, there is contact; and at the same time as contact, there also arises sensation, ideas, volition” (manah pratītya dharmāṁs copadyate manoviñjñānam. trayānāṁ saṁnipātāḥ sparśāḥ, sahaジャた vedaṇā saṁjñā cetanā ca).⁸⁰ How could this state (the absorption of extinction) be endowed with a mental consciousness without the coming together of the three [manas, dharmas, mental consciousness]? How could there be the coming together of the three without a contact? How could there be contact without sensation and ideas? Now this state is called “absorption extinguishing sensation and ideas” (saṁjñāved-ītanirodhasamāpatti).

We are presented with the objection: *Why does the Bhagavat say: “By reason of sensation, there is thirst” (vedaṇāpratyayāṛṣṇā), whereas any sensation is not indifferently the cause of thirst? The same holds for contact (sparśa). No contact of any kind is indifferently the cause of sensation (vendanāpratyaya).*

The Bhagavat himself, in another sūtra, distinguished (visīṣṭ, prabhid) the circumstances. He says that “sensation arisen from contact accompanied by ignorance (avidyāsaṁsparṣajā avedanā) is the cause of thirst (ṛṣṇā),”⁸¹ but nowhere does he distinguish a particular contact which would [alone] be the cause of sensation. Since he does not distinguish any separate one, your objection is not good. [784a14]

4. Variant Branch-opinion of the Sautrāntikas

a. Presentation.

26. Some⁸² say: *The phrase: “From the coming together of the three (trikasamnipāta), there is contact (sparśa)” signifies that, when the three substances [manas, dharmas and mental consciousness] are capable of uniting, contact arises. But, in this state (ava-sthā: absorption of extinction), they are not capable of producing (utpād-) contact nor, moreover, sensation (vedanā) and ideas (saṁjñā) [which result from contact], for the mind of entry into absorption (samaपatticitta) is lost (dūṣita). If, in this state of absorption, there
is no contact, how much more so (kim uta) will sensation and ideas be lacking? Thus, in this state, there is only a mental consciousness (manovijñāna) without mental states (caitta).

In this case, is the mental consciousness of this state good (kuśala), is it defiled (kliṣṭa), or is it morally neutral (avyākṛta)?

What errors are there in admitting this? [784a18]

b. Refutation.

27. This manovijñāna can neither be kuśala, nor kliṣṭa, nor avyākṛta.83

a. If this mental consciousness were good (kuśala), how could it be good without being associated (saṁprayukta) with the roots of good, non-greed, etc. (alobhādikusalamūla)? To suppose that it is associated with these roots of good, non-greed, etc., how could there not be contact?

But, being projected (ākṣipta) by a good "similar and immediate antecedent" (kuśala samanantarapratyaya), this mental consciousness is good.85

It is not, for immediately after a good mind, three types of minds [good, bad, neutral] can appear.86

Furthermore, a good mind projected by the force of the roots of good is not capable of dispelling (nivṛt-) non-greed (alobha), etc.

Finally, without the roots of good, it cannot be good. Now the absorption of extinction, like Extinction [Nirvāṇa] itself, is good. [784a25]

b. If this mental consciousness were defiled (kliṣṭa), how could it be defiled without being associated (saṁprayukta) with defilements, greed, etc. (lobhādikleśa)? To suppose that it is associated with the defilements, greed, etc., how could there be a contact [involving the presence of mental states]? Thus, the Bhagavat himself said in the Daśaparipṛchchhāṣṭra: "No (anyatama) sensation-aggregate (vedanāskandha), no idea-aggregate (saṁjñāskandha), no volition-aggregate (saṁskāraskandha) has contact (sparśa) for its condition (pratyaya)."

Furthermore, if the absorption of non-consciousness (asaṁjñīsamāpatti) is not considered as defiled, how much more so (kim uta) the absorption of extinction. [784a28]

c. But, you say, this mental consciousness is neutral-non-defiled (avivṛtāvyākṛta).
Has it arisen from retribution (vipākaja) either relative to the attitudes (airyāpāthika), relative to the fine arts (śailpasthānika), or relative to objects of creation (nairmita, nairmāṇika)?

What errors are there in admitting this? [784b1]

28. This manovijñāna is not vipākaja.

a. Let us suppose that this mental consciousness has arisen from retribution (vipākaja). How, after an absorbed mind in the summit of existence (bhavāgrasamāpatticittānataram), and after having itself been discarded (nīvārita) during eight successive spheres (bhūmi), could a mind of the realm of desire produced from retribution (kāmāvacara vipākaja citta) arise?

Contrarily, how, afterwards, could the non-agitated (ānīñyādi-citta) mind [of the two higher worlds] arise? Thus, in the Mahākauṣṭhila, it is asked: “Upon leaving the absorption of extinction, how many contacts (sparśa) will one touch?”

Answer: “Oh Mahākauṣṭhila, one will touch three contacts: contact with non-agitation (ānīñyasparsa), contact with nothing (ākiñcanyasparsa), and contact with no-marks (animitasparsa).”

b. Furthermore, supposing that this mental consciousness is a retribution-mind (vipākacitta) projected by former actions (purvavakarmākṣipta), for what reason does it not go beyond the limit, the moment of leaving the contemplation fixed by the resolution to enter it? [784b8]

c. Moreover, how does a mind absorbed in the summit of existence (bhavāgrasamāpatticitta), having extinction for its object (niruddhālambaka), and having arrived at the end (niṣṭhāgata), in order that a mind arisen from retribution (vipākaphalacitta) projected (ākṣipta) by the impregnations of former actions (purva-karmavāsanā) of the realm of desire (kāmadhātu) happen to manifest itself, whereas it does not manifest itself in earlier states? [784b10]

d. If finally, among beings here, matter arisen from retribution (vipākajārūpa), after having been cut off (samucchīna), is not taken up again (na pratisamadadhāti), why could the mind arisen from retribution, once it is cut off, not be taken up again? [784b11]

29. This manovijñāna is neither airyāpāthika, nor sailpasthāni-ka, nor nairmita.
But this mental consciousness is relative to the attitudes (air-yāpathika), relative to the fine arts (śailpasthānika), or relative to objects of creation (nairmita, nairmānika).

a. How could this mind bear (ālambeta) on the attitudes, etc.? In the absence of contact (sparśa), how could it carry them out (abhisamskr-)?

b. Furthermore, it is admitted (iṣyate) that the nine successive absorptions (navānupūrvavihārasamāpatti)95 and the eight liberations (vimokṣa)96 are good (kuśala) by nature. Thus it is not possible (ayuktā) that these states (avastha) present a defiled (kliṣṭa) or morally neutral (avyākṛta) mind.

c. Finally, it is by utilizing the summit of existence (bhavāgra), by grasping extinction (nirūdha) as its object (viṣaya) and reflection on calm (sāntamanasikāra) for its point of support (āśraya), that one enters into the absorption of extinction of ideas and of sensation (sānjñāveditanirodha-samāpatti).97 Thus, in the Mahākausthila-sūtra, this question is posed on the absorption of extinction: "How many causes (hetu), how many conditions (pratyaya), are the base permitting one to enter into the absorption on the element-without-marks (anīmitadūtusamāpatti)?"

Answer: "Oh Mahākausthila, two causes, two conditions, are the base permitting one to enter into the absorption on the element-without-marks: the absence of reflection on all ideas (sarvanimittanamāsanikāraḥ) and reflection of the element-without-marks (anīmitadūtumāsanikāra)." If, in the absorption of extinction, there were a mental consciousness, what would be its object (ālambana), and what would be its aspect (ākāra)?

It has extinction (nirūdha = nirvāṇa) for its object and calm (śama) for its aspect.

Then, how could it not be good? If one admits that it is good, why does one not admit that it is associated (samprayukta) with the roots of good, non-greed, etc. (aloḥhādikuśalamūla)? If one admits that it is associated with them, why does one not admit that it arises with contact (sparśa) as its condition?

But what if it has another object [than extinction] and another aspect [than calm]?

Then how, after the mind of entry into the absorption of extinction (nirūdha-samāpatticita), could a distracted mind (vikṣip-tacita) arise, without there being a contradiction (virodha)? To
arbitrarily posit the existence of another type of *avyākṛta* [distinct from the four known *avyākṛtas*] is not correct (*ayukta*) for these two reasons.

Thus you do not correctly (*yathābhūtam*) understand the meaning of the Āgama [according to which the consciousness does not quit the body during absorption]. With conceit (*āhopuruṣīkā*) you figure that the sixth consciousness, the mental consciousness (*manovijñāna*), is present in the absorption of extinction, etc., and that thus these states are endowed with mind (*sacittaka*). *99 [784b27]

5. Theory of the Sūtraprāmāṇikas and of Vasubandhu.

30. *In this case, according to you, is the absorption of extinction a state (avastha) lacking mind (acittaka) or endowed with mind (sacittaka)?*

We answer that this state is endowed with a mind: the subtle mind (*sūkṣmacitta*) admitted by a group of the Sūtraprāmāṇikas. *100* The fruit-of-retribution consciousness (*vipākaphalavijñāna*), endowed with all of the seeds (*sarvabijaka*), from the time of coming into existence (*pratisamāndhibandhu*) until death (*cyaṭi*), continues in a series (*saṁtānena pravartate*) without being interrupted (*saṁucchinna*). In such and such an existence (*janman*), from the fact of retribution (*vipāka*), it flows on in a series under different aspects (*ākāraviśesa*) until Nirvāṇa where it is definitively destroyed (*niruddha*). Since this consciousness is not interrupted [during these absorptions], these states which are called lacking mind are also called endowed with mind. As the six bodies of consciousness (*saḍvijñānakāya*) no longer exist in these states, they are called lacking mind. *101* Through the force of the mind preparatory (*prāyogikacitta*) *102* to the absorption of extinction, etc., it happens that the seeds (*bijā*) of the six consciousnesses are temporarily subdued (*vinaṣṭa*), and no longer manifest themselves; thus the absorption is called an absorption lacking mind. But it is not lacking any mind at all. *[784c7]

31. *There are two types of mind: a store-mind (*ācayacitta*), because it is the place where innumerable seeds (*apramāṇabijā*) are stored; and a multiple mind (*nānācitta*), because it functions (*pravartate*) with different objects (*ālambana*), aspects (*ākāra*) with different objects (*ālambana*), aspects (*ākāra*) and modalities (*viśeṣa*). *103* Since this second mind is lacking in these states of absorp-
tion, etc., they are called free of mind. Thus when a chair (āsana) has only one foot and when the other feet are missing, one says that it is without any feet. [784c10]

32. In the states wherein the seeds of the consciousnesses are subdued, the fruit-of-retribution consciousness (vipākapalavājñāna) [undergoes] from instant to instant (ksaṇa ksene) a special evolution (parināmavīśeṣa) and the force which subdues [the seeds of the consciousnesses] diminishes gradually until it disappears entirely, like boiling water (āpah kvāthamāyānāh) or the speed of the movement of an arrow (īsvāvedhavega), which also diminish gradually until they entirely disappear. Then, the seeds of the consciousnesses give forth their fruits: first, by virtue of these seeds, the mental consciousness (manovijñāna) comes into existence; then and following in accord with conditions (anupratyayam), the other consciousnesses successively (krameṇa) arise. The fruit-of-retribution consciousness of which we have spoken above and wherein the seeds of different dharmas lie (āliyate), is perfumed (bhāvita) by such and such another consciousness and by their simultaneous (saḥabhū) dharmas, good or bad. According to circumstances (yathāyogam), the force of the seeds (bijabala) increases. Through a special evolution of its series (saṁtānaparīnāmavīśeṣa), considering the maturity of the seeds and the coming together of its auxiliary cases (saḥakārikāraṇa), this [retribution-consciousness] realizes (abhinirvartate) agreeable (iṣṭa) and disagreeable (aniṣṭa) future fruits.

On this subject, the stanza (gāthā) is quoted:

“The mind (citta) endowed with infinite seeds (anantabijaka,) flows in a continuous current (srotasā vahati). Encountering (prāpya) their proper conditions (svapratyayā), the seeds of the mind (citttabīja) increase.

“The force of the seeds matures gradually (krameṇa) and, when the conditions are brought together, it gives forth (prayachati) its fruit. In this same way, when one has painted the flower of the citron tree (mātulungapuṣpa), the pip (kesara) has a red color (raktavarna) at the moment of the fruit.”

On this subject, the Bhagavat, in the Saṁdhinirmocanāma-mahāyānasūtra, spoke the stanza:

“The appropriating consciousness, profound and subtle, like a violent current, proceeds with all of its seeds. I have not revealed it to the foolish, fearing that they would only imagine that it is a soul.” [784c26]
II. THE ĀLAYAVIJÑĀNA.\textsuperscript{109}

1. Names.\textsuperscript{110}

33. Since this consciousness continues \textit{(pratisamādāhāti)}, and since it appropriates to itself \textit{(upādādāti)} the body \textit{(kāya)}, it is called the appropriating consciousness \textit{(ādānāvijñāna)}. Since the seeds \textit{(bijā)} of all the dharmas lie therein \textit{(ālityate)}, it is called the receptacle-consciousness \textit{(ālayavijñāna)}. Since it is the retribution \textit{(vipāka)} of actions laid down in past lives \textit{(pūrvajāman)}, it is also called retribution-consciousness \textit{(vipākapālāvijñāna)}. \textsuperscript{[784c29]}

2. Proof.\textsuperscript{111}

34. a. If one does not admit the existence of this retribution-consciousness \textit{(vipākavijñāna)}, what consciousness will appropriate \textit{(upādā-)} the body to itself? The other consciousnesses cannot penetrate-grasp \textit{(pien-ch’ih)} the body without ever abandoning it until the end of life \textit{(āyus)}.

b. What is the sphere \textit{(āyatana)} or the aggregate \textit{(skandha)} which, at the moment when the opposition \textit{(pratipakṣa)} of the defilements \textit{(klesa)} and of their residues \textit{(anusaya)} arises, will be capable of cutting them off?

This aggregate \textit{(skandha)} resides in the mind which opposes them \textit{(pratipakṣacitta)}.

This cannot be \textit{(ayukta)}, for, being bound \textit{(baddha)} to the defilements and to their residues, how could it oppose them?\textsuperscript{112}

c. Among beings \textit{(sattva)} born in the world of non-form \textit{(ārūpyadhātu)}, when a defiled \textit{(kliṣṭa)}, good \textit{(kuśala)} or pure \textit{(anāsrava)} mind is produced, where would the dharmas of retribution \textit{(vipākadharma)} abide which constitute their realms of rebirth \textit{(gati)} [if not in the receptacle-consciousness]? Or rather, [if you do not admit this receptacle-consciousness], you should say that their realm of rebirth contains some dharmas which are not of retribution or which are foreign to sāṁsāra \textit{(aparyāppannadharma)}. Now this is contrary to your theories.\textsuperscript{113} Furthermore, Anāgāmins born in the sphere of the summit of existence \textit{(bhavāgrāyatana)} desire to destroy their last impurities \textit{(āsrava)} and so practice \textit{(bhāvayanti)} the path of opposition \textit{(pratipakṣamārga)};\textsuperscript{114} but when the pure
mind (anāsravacitta) of the sphere of nothingness (ākīncaṇyāyatana) arises among them, what is this separate substance (anyad dravyam), proper to the summit of existence by virtue of which their existence (ātmabhava) remains in this place without one saying that they are dead? This is neither the “resemblance” (nikāyasabhāgata) nor the vital principal (jīvitendriya) which forms a distinct substance (anyad dravyam) apart from the mind (citta) and matter (rupa). These two are simply metaphors (upavāra) designating the homogeneous progression (āvedha, pratikṣepa) of the aggregates of retribution (vipākaskandha), and this homogeneous progression is not a real substance distinct [from these aggregates]. In the same way the homogeneous progression of the tare, etc., [is not distinguished from tare]. This is why it is necessary to admit that outside of the six bodies of consciousness (ṣad vijnānakāya), there is, as we have described above, a special consciousness which contains the seeds. [785a 13]

3. Early Sources.116

35. In the sūtras of the Tāmraparṇīyanikāya,117 this consciousness is called limb-of-existence consciousness (bhāvangavijñāna);118 in the sūtras of the Mahāsāṃghikānāya, root consciousness (mūlavijñāna);119 and the Mahāsāsakanikāya call it the aggregate lasting until the end of saṁsāra (āsaṁsārikaskandha).120 [785a15]

4. Ālambana and Ākāra,

36. What is the object (ālambana) and the aspect (ākāra) of this consciousness?

Its object and its aspect are imperceptible (asaṁvidita).

How can a consciousness be thus?

You admit indeed that, in the state of the absorption of extinction, etc., there is a special consciousness the object and the aspect of which are difficult to know. The same holds here [for the receptacle-consciousness].121

Within which aggregate (upādānaskandha) is this consciousness included?

In truth (arthena), one should say that it is included within the consciousness aggregate (vijñānopādānaskandha). [785a20]

5. Answer to Objections.
37. a. In this case, how do you understand the phrase of the sūtra: What is the consciousness-aggregate? It is the six bodies of consciousness" (vijñānopādānaskandham katamah. saṣa viṣṇānakāyāḥ)? And again: “Name-and-form exist by reason of the consciousness and the consciousness is the six bodies of consciousness” (vijñānapratyayam nāmarūpam. viṣṇānaṃ saṣa viṣṇānakāyāḥ).

We should know that this sūtra has a hidden meaning (abhigrahyā, abhisamādhi), like the sūtra which says: “What is the operative-aggregate? It is the six bodies of volition” (saṃskāraskandham katamah. saṣa cetanakāyāḥ), whereas the operative-aggregate also contains dharmas [other than these six volitions]. The same holds here: [the consciousness-aggregate contains items other than the six bodies of consciousnesses, notably the receptacle-consciousness].

b. But the sūtra speaks solely of the six consciousnesses [and says nothing about receptacle-consciousness]; what is its intention? The Bhagavat explains in the Sāndhinirmocana: “I have not revealed it to the foolish, fearing that they would only imagine that it [the receptacle-consciousness] is a soul." Why would the foolish imagine that it is a soul?

Because this consciousness has no beginning (anādikālika) and lasts until the end of saṃsāra: because, very subtle (atisūkṣma) in its aspect, it does not change. But the six consciousnesses, in their points of support (āśraya), object (ālambana), aspect (ākāra) and modality (viśeṣa), are gross (sthūla) and easy to know; as they are associated (saṃrayuktā) with the defilements (kleśa) and with the path which opposes them (pratipakṣamārga), as they are included (vyavasthāpita) within the categories of defilement (saṃkleśa) and purification (vyavadāna), their nature is that of a caused consciousness phalavijñāna. By this argument (aunmāna), one will know that a cause-consciousness (bījavijñāna) exists. Nevertheless the sūtras through expediency (sui so i shuo 隨所宜說), do not speak of this cause-consciousness (hetuvijñāna) because it differs from the aforementioned [six consciousnesses]. Such is the intention of the sūtra when it speaks solely of the six consciousnesses. By this, we have explained why the sūtras of the other schools (nikāya) speak solely of the six bodies of consciousness as limb-of-existence consciousness (bhavāṅgavijñāna), etc; and, considering their circumstances (yathāyogam), they are not in error.

Moreover, we should know that today, in each school, in-
numerable sutras have disappeared (_apramāṇī sūtrāṇy antarhitāni_), as the _Vyākhyāyukti_ explains in detail. This is why one cannot say that the sutras have never spoken of the receptacle-consciousness, for there are reasons for it to exist. [785b5]

38. c. If this is the case, then there will be, in a single person (kāya), two consciousnesses (vijñāna) existing together: the retribution-consciousness (vipākavijñāna) and the other one: the consciousness-in-action (pravṛttivijñāna).

What errors are there in this?

If two consciousnesses were to exist together in a single person, one would have to see (upacar-) two beings (sattva) at one and the same time, as when two consciousnesses exist together in [two] different persons.

This causes no difficulty, for these two consciousnesses, cause (hetu) and fruit (phala), support themselves one on the other (anyonyāniniśrita) and are not separated (bhīnna), for the retribution-consciousness is perfumed (bhāvita) by the other, the consciousness-in-action. When two consciousnesses exist together in [two] different persons, there is nothing identical in them. Thus there is no difficulty here. [785b11]

39. d. But do you not see that the seed (bij) and the fruit of the seed (bijaphala) are of different series (saṁśāna)?

We see also that, in an ordinary blue lotus (niloṭpala), etc., the root (mūla) and the stalk (āṅkura), etc., each have a different series: the same holds true for the seed and the fruit also. Moreover, what difference does it make whether you see it or do not see it? If you do not admit the existence of the receptacle-consciousness, you encounter the problems mentioned above (Para. 34). It is thus necessary to admit the existence of a receptacle-consciousness distinct from the six bodies of consciousness (ṣaḍ vijñānakāya) and existing in and of itself (svabhāvasat). [785b15]

6. Ālayavijñāna and Ātman.

40. Why not admit one soul (ātman) existing in and of itself (dravyasat) and the base (āśraya) of the six bodies of consciousness? What is the characteristic (laksāna) of this soul admitted by you that would permit you to say that it is the base of the six bodies of consciousness? If you admit that this soul, like the receptacle consciousness, is a series of productions and destructions
(upādanirodhasaṁtāna) which transforms itself (parinamate) in accord with conditions (anupatayayam), what will be the specific difference between it and the receptacle-consciousness which would authorize you to believe that this is a soul?

But this soul is one (eka) and absolutely immutable!

Then how can you say that it is a base (āśraya) susceptible of receiving the impregnation of the consciousnesses (vijñānavāsanā)? Impregnation causes the series that it perfumes (tadbhāvitasaṁtāna) to transform itself (parinam-) and to acquire some special potentialities (śaktiviśeṣa), In this same way the paint (lākṣārasa), applied on the flower of the citron tree (mātuluṅgapuṣpa), permits the flower-series to transform itself [and to give forth a fruit whose pips are red]. Without impregnation, no special transformation is possible. But then [if the soul is immutable] how could the difference in practices (abhyaśaviśeṣa), such as the experiences (anubhava), the knowledge (jñāna) and the desires (rāga) of an earlier period, produce, a long time afterwards, difference of memory (smṛti), of knowledges and of desires?¹³⁴

Furthermore, in the states lacking mind (acittakāvasthā) where [according to you] the soul remains unchanged, there is no consciousness. But then, upon leaving these states, with respect to what could the mental consciousness (manovijñāna), etc., arise?

Finally, what is the power of the soul over the consciousnesses, etc., that makes you consider the soul as the base of the consciousnesses?

The consciousnesses arise from the soul which is their cause.

But since the soul always remains immutable, why do the consciousnesses arise from it successively (krameṇa) and not all at one and the same time?

It is because they require (apekṣante) other auxiliary causes (sahakārīhetupratyaya) in order to arise.

But how do you know that, in addition to these causes, the soul intervenes also in their production?

It is because the consciousnesses arise supporting themselves niśritya) on the soul.

All dharmas perish as soon as they have arisen (upattyanantaram nirudhyante). Being unstable, how could these consciousnesses last? It is thus impossible (ayukta) to admit a soul existing in and of itself and as the base of the six bodies of consciousness. Fur-
thermore, to admit the existence of the soul is to contradict the Āgama, which says: “The dharmas are not a soul and do not contain anything pertaining to a soul” (sarve dharmā anātmānaḥ.)¹³⁵

A single soul eternal and existing according to you, is not proven, and is only an invention. Thus it is proven (siddha) that only some special volitions (cetanāviśeṣa) simultaneously perfume (bhāva-yanti) the receptacle-consciousness and cause this consciousness, by a special evolution of its series (saṁtānaparīnāmaviśeṣa), to produce future agreeable and disagreeable fruits (iśṭāniṣṭaphala): these are not bodily and vocal actions as they have been described above. [785c8]
FOURTH PART
THE SAUTRÂNTIKA THEORY ON THE NATURE OF ACTION

41. If you do not admit the existence of two actions, bodily and vocal action, are you not in contradiction with the sūtra which posits three actions?¹³⁶

We do not contradict (nirākr) this sūtra, but we interpret it expediently without committing any error (doṣa).

How do you interpret it without committing any error?

One should avoid grasping the poison (viṣa) of the text. Let us treat of these things in detail: why does the sūtra speak of three actions (Para. 42)? what is the body (kāya) and what is action (Para. 43)? in what sense (kenārthena) should one speak of the body (Para. 44) and of action (Para. 45)? in what sense should one speak of bodily action (Para. 46–47), of vocal action (Para. 48), of mental action (Para. 49)? Let us ask ourselves finally why does the sūtra speak only of three actions, bodily action, etc., and not of visual action, etc. (Para. 4)? [785c15]

I. THE THREE ACTIONS IN THE SŪTRA

42. Why does the sūtra speak of three actions?

In order to show that the three actions embrace (saṁgrhṇanti) the ten pathways of action (karmapatha),¹³⁷ and to reassure those who fear having too much to do (bahukāra). In this same way, [the Buddha] taught in summary fashion (saṁkṣepatas) the three learnings (śikṣātraya) and gave them to the Vṛjiputraka.¹³⁸

Some believe that action is solely completed by the body, and not by the voice (vāc) or the mind (manas). In order to show them that it is completed equally by these two, the sūtra speaks of three actions. [785c18]

II. KĀYA AND KARMAN.

43. The body (kāya) is a special aggregate (saṁghātaviśeṣa) of organic matter (indriya), primary (bhūta) and derived (bhautika)
manner.  
Action (karman) is a special volition (cetanāviśeṣa). [785c19]

III. THE MEANING OF THE WORD KĀYA

44. To the extent that there is accumulation there is a body (ciyata iti kāyah):140 in fact, the body results from an accumulation (ācaya) of atoms (paramāṇu) of primary (bhūta) and derived (bhautika) matter. For some, there is a body to the extent that there is an accumulation of excrement (kuhanācaya), because the body is a reservoir (kūpa) of all types of impure substances (nānāśucidravya).141 But, in this case, the gods would not have any bodies. [785c22]

IV. THE MEANING OF THE WORD KARMAN

45. To the extent that there is activity (abhisamskāra) of the mind-agent (kārakamanas), there is action (karman). [785c23][42]

V. THE MEANING OF THE EXPRESSION KĀYAKARMAN

1. Literal Meaning.
46. Volition (cetanā) which moves the body is called bodily action (kāyakarman).143 There are three types of volitions: (1) deliberation-volition (gati); (2) decision-volition (niścaya); (3) movement-volition (kīraṇa).144 The volition that moves the body is called bodily action, for this volition produces (abhinirharati) the wind element (vāyudhātu), the cause of the arising of the bodily series (kāyasamātāna) in another place (deśāntara). In order to be complete (chū-tsu 具足), one must say “action which moves the body” [and not “bodily action”], but the word “to move” is omitted, and one says simply “bodily action.” In the same way, the oil that increases power is called simply “oil of power” (balatala), and the wind that moves dust is called simply “dust wind” (rajoya).

But one also admits that the first three of the ten pathways of action (karmapatha), namely killing (prānātipata), stealing (adattadāna) and illicit sexuality (kāmamithyācāra), are bodily actions.145 How does the action of volition (cetanākarman) take the same name? Because it is the act of volition which moves the body in
order for it to commit murder, stealing and illicit sexuality. But that which is done by the bodily series (kāyasamātāna) moved by volition is done by the volition. In the same way, one says that brigands (caura) burn a village (grāma) and that the grass (trṇa) cooks the rice (śāli) [because one uses fire in order to burn the village and to cook the rice.]

*Why is volition also called a pathway of action (karmapatha)?*

To the extent that it acts, volition is called "action," but to the extent that it engages in the paths (patha) of good and bad realms of rebirth (sugati-durgati), it takes the name of "pathways of action." Or again, it is the body in movement which is the pathway of action, but the three actions of volition arisen support themselves (niśritya) on the body. [786a6]

2. **Figurative Meaning**

47. Furthermore, killing, stealing, and illicit sexuality, which arise from acts of volition, arise supporting themselves on the body and, by convention (saṁvṛtitas), are also called "bodily actions." However, in and of themselves, they are neither good (kusala) nor bad (akuśala), and it is also by convention that one metaphorically (upacar-) attributes to them these qualifiers, in order that the world (loka), by these means (taddvārēṇa), nourish good volitions and abstain from bad ones. This is why the qualifiers of "good" or of "bad" are metaphorically attributed to them.

*If only the act of volition (cetanākarman) is good or bad, why does the Karmapathasūtra say: "The threefold bodily action accompanied by reflection (kāyasya trividhaṁ saṁcintya karman), completed (kṛta) and accumulated (upacita), is bad (akuśala) and, as a consequence, produces a painful fruit (duḥkhaphala) and a painful retribution (duḥkhavipāka)?"*

The sūtra means here: The act of volition (cetanākarman) which moves the body, which uses the body as a means (dvāra), which employs the body as its support (āśraya), which has for its object (ālambate) killing, stealing and illicit sexuality – this act of volition is a cause (hetu) which realizes a fruit and a painful retribution. This is "the threefold bodily action accompanied by reflection" (kāyasya trividhaṁ saṁcintya karma). The other volitions [deliberation and decision], distinct from this [third] volition [or volitions which move the body], are called "mental action"
(manahkarman), because they are associated (samprayukta) with the manas and because they move neither the body nor the voice.

If this is the case, why does the sutra speak of two actions: the act of volition (cetanakarman) and action-after-having-been-willed (cetayitvākarman)?

Among the three types of volitions mentioned above (Para. 46), the first two volitions are acts of volition (cetanakarman) and the third volition is action-after-having-been-willed (cetayitvākarman). This does not contradict the sutra. [786a18]

VI. THE MEANING OF THE EXPRESSION VĀKKARMAN

48. Voice (vāk) is the pronunciation of sounds (ghoṣaccarana). Because these sounds inform (vijñāpayanti) with respect to the idea that one wishes to express, they are called voice.

The volition (cetana) which emits the voice (vāksam utthāpikā) is called vocal action (vākkarman). Or again, the voice is the support (āśraya) of syllables (vyanjana, aksara), and because these syllables also inform with respect to the idea, they are called voice.

In order to be complete, one should say “action which emits the voice” [and not “vocal action”], but the word, “to emit” is omitted, and one says simply “vocal action.” See the examples [of abridged phrases] above (Para. 46). [786a22]

VII. THE MEANING OF THE EXPRESSION MANAḤKARMAN

49. Manas is the consciousness (vijñāna). Because it reflects (manyate, manute), because it directs itself towards other arisings (jātyantara) and towards objects (viṣaya), the consciousness is called manas. The volition which is an act of the manas (manaskāracetanā) is called mental action (manahkarman), for it causes the manas to accomplish all sorts of good (kusala) and bad (akuśala), etc.

In order to be complete, one should say “manaskārakarman” [and not manahkarman], but the word “kara” is omitted and one says simply “manahkarman.”

Or again, action associated with the manas (manahsamprayukta) is called mental action: the word “associated” is omitted, and one says simply “metal action.” See the examples [of abridged phrases]
Let us admit that the three actions are solely volition; but then, in the state of distracted mind (vikṣipticitta) and in states lacking mind (acittakāvasthā) where the volition is absent, how can there be discipline (saṁvara) and non-discipline (asaṁvara)?

Because the seed [of discipline and of non-discipline] planted and perfumed (vāsīta) by a special volition (cetanāviśesa) is not destroyed [in the above-mentioned states], there can be discipline and non-discipline there: there is no difficulty in this (nāsty atra dosaḥ). One says “special volition,” that is, a strong volition creating (samutthāpaka) an information (vijñāpti) of discipline and of non-discipline. This volition plants two types of strong seeds [seed of discipline and seed of non-discipline]. The state of the non-destruction of these two seeds is metaphorically (upacāra) called “non-information (avijñāpti) of good and bad discipline.”

What is the destruction of the seed planted and perfumed by this special volition?

It is the fact that [the seed] is no longer the cause of the volition of the renouncing (virati) or the non-renouncing of sin (avirati) conforming to the engagement undertaken.

What is it that destroys this seed?

It is the volition (cetanā) capable of creating the information (vijñāptisamutthāpaka) which is the cause of the abandoning of discipline or of indiscipline, or any other cause of this abandoning.

VIII. THE PRINCIPLE OF CLASSIFICATION OF ACTIONS.

50. Why does the sūtra not speak of action of the eye (cakṣuhkarman), etc.? Because this sūtra speaks only of the actions of the activity of beings (sattva-prayoga-karman) and does not speak of the efficacy of the dharmas (dharma-kāritra-karman). What is the action of the activity of beings?

It is that which is created (abhisamskr̥ta) conforming to the intention of the agent (kārakamanas).

What is the action of the efficacy of the dharmas?

This is the power (šakti, prabhāva) particular to the eye (cakṣus), to the ear (srotra), etc.

The Buddha spoke of three actions: the meaning of this is
profound (gambhīra) and subtle (sūkṣma). Basing myself on reasoning and on doctrine, I have explained it and have demonstrated it. I wish to use my merit (puṇya) in order to save beings: may they all obtain the pure mind. [786b13]
I. THE THEORY OF THE EARLY BUDDHISTS

1. The reality of transmigration.

It has been said: There is most certainly transmigration, because it assures the relationship between action and its result. Supposing that, through the uninterrupted evolution of the series, through the succession of births and of deaths, and through the functioning of causes and their results, there is a migration (sāṁsāraṇa) of the component parts [of the pseudo-individual] or of the soul, then there would be a relation between action and its result. Supposing, on the contrary, that the transmigration thus described does not exist, since the mind perishes immediately upon arising, and since, at the moment when the action projects [its result], the retribution has not taken place, then there would be no relationship between action and its result. But if transmigration exists, there would be – perhaps in another life – a relationship between the action accomplished here and its fruit of retribution, and so the relationship between actions and their results will not be impeded. Thus there is most certainly transmigration because it assures the relationship between action and its result.

2. Mind-action, the cause of Dharma

But what are these actions, or what is their result? In order to indicate their type, the author says:

1. The mind (cetas) disciplining the soul (ātmasyamaka) and the [mind] favoring another (parānṛgrāhaka); the friendly (maitra) [mind]: this is the Dharma, this is the seed (bija) of the result, after death and here also.

The soul (ātman) is that to which one applies himself (āhita) or relative to which there is produced the idea of “me” (aham-māna); the person about whom one speaks by reason of the aggregates is called soul. The mind (cetas) is the action which acqui-
res (cinoti) and accumulates (upacinoti) the good and the evil, which establishes it in its capacity to assure a retribution. It has for its synonyms: thought, spirit, consciousness. The mind disciplining the soul (ātmasaṁyamaka) is that which disciplines the soul (ātmānaṁ saṁyamati): that which renders it free with respect to the objects of the senses and which hinders it from acting under the action of the defilements, greed, etc. This good mind disciplining the soul and hindering it from being given over to killing, etc., bars (dhārayati) the path leading to the bad realms of rebirth: this is also called dharma. [304, 2]

This word dharma, in language, is employed in three senses: in order to designate that which bears (dhāraṇa) a self-characteristic, or that which bars (vidhāraṇa) the path leading to the bad realms of rebirth, or that which bars (vidhāraṇa) the path of transmigration to the five realms of rebirth. Thus, because they bear a self-characteristic, all things pure or impure are called dharma.

Because they bar the path leading to the bad realms of rebirth, the ten good [conducts], etc., are called dharma: “Practicing the Dharma, he lives happily in this world and in the other” (Dhammapada, 168-9).

Because it bars the path of transmigration to the five realms of rebirth, Nirvāṇa is called dharma; for example: “He takes refuge in the Dharma.” But here the word Dharma designates exclusively that which bars the path leading to the bad realms of rebirth. [304, 9]

What now! Would only the mind disciplining the soul be Dharma?

No, answers the author, and moreover, “and the mind favoring another with the friendly mind, these also are Dharma.” [In Kārikā 1], with the word “friendly,” the conjunction “and” is implied.

The mind favoring another (parānugrāhaka) is that which favors another (parāṁ anugṛhṇathi): the mind which exerts itself [in practicing] the four means of converting beings and which exerts itself in liberating them from fear is itself also Dharma.

The friendly (maitra) mind is this mind consisting of a sentiment of friendship (mitrebhava) held equally with respect to all beings. This friendly mind is called “friendly mind” (maitracetas) or simply “friendship” (maitra). And this threefold mind in question
is called Dharma. The opposite is the case for Adharma. [305, 4]

This mind, with its different types, is the seed of the result. The principle (or cause: kārana) specified in the realization of the result is only called seed (bijā): such as the rice seed, [the specific principle] of the rice shoot. Contrarily, the common principle, the earth, etc., is not a seed: this is a principle. So thus here, in the realization of the desired retribution, this threefold mind is a seed: contrarily, its virile activity, etc., is solely principle. [305, 8]

But at what moment does the result arise from the seed?
The author answers: after death and here also. After death: in the future life; here: in the present life. This can be seen at length in the Āgamas. [305, 10]

3. The Two Types of Action
It has thus been established that unique action consists only of the mind. Furthermore, it is twofold, according to the Bhagavat:

2. Volition (cetanā) and action-after-having-been-willed (cetayitvā karman), said the Supreme seer.

Seer (ṛṣi), because he sees (darśanāt) the supreme goal. Supreme seer, because supreme and seer together. Since he penetrates the supreme goal in all of its aspects, since he surpasses the Śrāvakas and the Pratyekabuddhas themselves, he is the supreme seer, the Enlightened One, the Lord. This supreme seer spoke in the sūtras of volitional action and action-after-having-been-willed. [306, 3]

4. The Three Types of Action.
As for this twofold action:
From this action, multiple types have been presented.
How is this?
3. Now then (tatra), the action called volition is termed mental (mānasa). Contrarily, [action] “after-having-been-willed” is bodily (kāyika) or vocal (vacika).

Mental (Mānasa): that which is related to the mind (manas). Because it is carried out by the mind alone, because it does not depend on the activity of the body and of the voice, volition as-
sociated solely with the mental consciousness is called “mental action.” [In Kārikā 3], “now then” serves to emphasize this. Contrarily, the second, called “action-after-having-been-willed” is, for its part, bodily and vocal. The action that one accomplishes after having said in his mind: “I shall act in such and such a manner with the body and the voice,” this action is called action-after-having-been-willed. This last, for its part, is twofold: bodily and vocal, because it is related to the body and to the voice, and because it is carried out thanks to them. And thus action is threefold: bodily, vocal and mental. [307, 4]

5. The seven types of action

This same threefold action, always evermore subdivided, becomes sevenfold. It is thus that the Lord described the multiform types of action.

How is this?

4-5. Voice (vāc), deeds (viśpanda), and consenting to sin (avirati) are called non-information (avijñāpī); the same also for the other non-informations called renouncing sin (vīratī), the merit (punya) resulting from the enjoyment (parībhogānvaya) and demerit (apunya) of the same nature, and volition (cetāna): these seven dharmas act as modes of action (karmavyānjana).

Now then, voice (vāc) is the clear pronunciation of syllables. Deeds (viśpanda) are movements of the body. Finally, all good or bad voices, characterized by a renouncing or a consenting to sin and furnishing information, are in general included under the name of voice. In the same way, good or bad deeds, characterized by a renouncing or a consenting to sin and furnishing information, are in general included [under the name of deeds]. [308, 3]

In the same way that there are two types of information, there are two types of non-information: “non-information characterized by consenting to sin” and “non-information characterized by the renouncing of sin”: 1. First, non-information characterized by the consenting to sin. So, by saying: “From this day onward, I shall make my living by killing beings and by stealing,” the man consents (abhyupagama) to a bad action; from this moment onward, even though he does not accomplish this bad action, he perpetually (satatasamitam) contracts the non-information [of killing and of
stealing] which has as its cause the consenting to bad action. Fishermen, etc., from the moment that they prepare their nets, etc., and even though they do not exercise their [trade], contract these non-informations. These are what are called non-informations characterized by consenting to sin.

2. The others are totally identical: non-informations, good in and of themselves and characterized by the renouncing of sin. So, by saying: “From today onward, I renounce killing, etc.”, the man commits (parasamāpti) bodily and vocal information; from this moment onward, even if later he is in a state of distraction, etc., he contracts these non-informations consisting of an accumulation of merits. These are what are called non-informations characterized by the renouncing of sin. Although they are matter and action, they do not inform others as does information: they are non-informations. [309, 1]

Finally, the merit resulting from the enjoyment: the merit (punya) is the good; resulting from the enjoyment (paribhogaṇvaya), because it draws its origin from the enjoyment (paribhogena anvayo 'syā). The enjoyment (paribhoga) is the utilization, by the community, etc., of a thing given. The resultant state (anvaya), that is to say the consequence [of this enjoyment], is an accumulation of good in the “series” of the giver. The demerit of the same nature is the demerit resulting from the enjoyment; thus, for example, the erection of a temple, etc., wherein creatures will be killed. For, to the degree wherein creatures are killed in the temple, to this degree one enjoys this temple, and thus, in the series of those who have built it, there arises a demerit arising from its enjoyment. There is thus a demerit of the same nature. [310, 5]

And the volition (cetanā ca): namely a practical operation of the mind (cittābhisamskāra), an action of the mind. [311, 1]

In summary, this sevenfold action is: (1) good or bad voice; (2) good or bad deeds; (3) good characterized by non-information; (4) bad characterized by non-information; (5) the merit resulting from its enjoyment; (6) the demerit resulting from its enjoyment; (7) finally, volition. [311, 4]

These seven dharmas are called modes of action (karmavyañjana), that is to say, actions in and of themselves, manifested as being actions. [311, 5]
II. THE THEORY OF THE SAUTRĀNTIKAS.

1. Refutation of the Vibhajyavādin theory.

Here some object.

[The Sautrantikas]. Does this so-called multiple action last until the moment of its retribution, or does it not endure because it perishes as soon as it is accomplished? In this case:

6. If action lasts until the moment of its retribution, it is eternal.

If, as you suppose, action, once it is accomplished, remains in its being (śvarūpena) until the moment of its retribution, then all this time it is eternal, for it is free from destruction [to the extent that it is not retributed].

[The Vibhajyavādins.] Since its destruction takes place after [its retribution], it is not eternal.

[The Sautrāntikas.] Wrong! That which is initially free from destruction, as space, will not later be in relation with destruction. That which is free from destruction is by this very fact (prasaṅgāt) unconditioned. Unconditioned things, being foreign to retribution, always endure without being retributed. Consequently the thesis (abhyaupagama) of the eternity of actions is not indispensable (corr. nopapadyate). Such is the difficulty inherent in the eternity of actions. It is thus obvious that actions perish as soon as they are accomplished.

[The Vibhajyavādins.] In this case,

If action is destroyed, how, destroyed, will it engender a result?

This means: Once it is destroyed, the action whose self-nature no longer exists will not engender any result. [311, 17]

2. The theory of seed-action.

Here the followers of another school [the Sautrāntikas], set up a refutation. The impermanence of conditioned things due to the fact that they perish immediately upon arising does not cause us any difficulty. We have been told: “if action is destroyed, how, destroyed, will it engender a result?” To this we would answer:

7. By reason of the seed (bija), the series “shoot, etc.”
(aṅkuraprabhṛtir saṁtānah), develops (abhipravartate): from it, the fruit; but, without the seed, it does not develop.

The seed, even though instantaneous, perishes immediately after having become the cause of the series “shoot-stalk-stem-leaf, etc.” a series which is associated with the special capacity of realizing a special fruit of the same gender as the seed. This series “shoot, etc.” develops by reason of the seed. This is why, successively, if auxiliary causes are present, there will arise even from a very small cause a mass of large fruits. But, without the seed, that is to say in the absence of the seed, it, the series “shoot, etc.” does not develop. Thus since the series exists when the seed exists, and does not exist when the seed does not exist, it is demonstrated that the fruit belonging to the series “shoot, etc.” has the seed for its cause. [312, 12]

This being the case:

8. The series comes from the seed, the fruit arises from the series, the fruit has the seed for its antecedent: thus [the seed] is neither annihilated (ucchinna) nor eternal (śāśvata).

If the seed, without having generated the series “shoot, etc.,” were to perish through the presence of a cause of destruction – a flame, hot coals, etc. – then, lacking the functioning of the series which is effect, the nihilist point of view would be justified. Let us suppose on the contrary that the seed does not perish and that the series “shoot, etc.,” functions: then, admitting the non-destruction of the seed, the eternalist point of view would be justified! But such is not the case. One thus avoids the conclusion (prasāṅga) that the seed is annihilated or eternal. [313, 6]

As we have seen that this holds for the seed, in this same way:

9. By reason of the mind (cetas) the mental series (cittasaṁtana) develops (abhipravartate): from this comes the fruit; but, without the mind, it does not develop.

By reason of mind associated with a special good or bad volition, there develops the mental series which has this mind for its cause. From this mental series perfumed by good or bad volition, there will arise – if the auxiliary causes are present – an
agreeable or disagreeable fruit in the good or bad realms of
rebirth. But, without the mind, that is to say in the absence of the
mind, it does not develop. [313, 12]

This being the case,

10. The series comes from the mind, the fruit arises from
the series, the fruit has action for its antecedent: thus [action]
is neither annihiliated nor eternal.

If a good mind – such as the last mind of the Arhat – were
to perish without having become the cause of a future mental
series forming an uninterrupted connection of successive fruits arisen
from this cause, then this action [namely the good mind] would be
annihilated. Contrarily, if [the action], after having become the
dause of this future series, does not give up its being (svarūpa),
then it would be eternal. Now this is not the case. Thus, even
by admitting that action is instantaneous, the twofold error –
the nihilist or eternalist point of view – is not incurred (prasaṅga)
here. [314, 6]

3. The ten pathways of action.
   Finally, in the presentation of the types of action in question,
ten good pathways of action are mentioned. They are:

   11. The ten clear (śukla) pathways of action (karmapatha)
       are the means of realization (sādhanopāya) of the Dharma.
The five objects of enjoyment (kāmayuṇa) are the fruits of the
Dharma, after death (pretya) and here (iha) also.

The ten good pathways of action are the means of realization,
that is to say the causes of production of the Dharms. Thus,
what is this “Dharma,” distinct from the good pathways of action
which are present as the means of realization of this Dharma?

This is a certain mind designated by the name of Dharma
in Kārikā 1: “The mind disciplining the soul and the [mind]
favoring another, the friendly [mind]: this is the Dharma.” Or
rather, being achieved (parinīṣṭhitarūpa), these ten good pathways
of action are called “Dharma,” whereas, still in the process of
accomplishment (kriyamāṇarūpa), they are called “good pathways
of action.” These ten good pathways of action are present as the
cause of the production of this Dharma so characterized. [315, 3]
How are these ten good pathways of action [mentioned] in the division of actions listed just now? The three pathways of bodily action and the four pathways of vocal action are mentioned [in Kārikā 4]: “Voice, deeds, and consenting to sin are called non-information,” etc. The three mental [pathways of action], non-greed, non-killing and correct views, are mentioned by the phrase “and volition” [Kārikā 5]. Thus all of the ten good pathways of action are mentioned in this passage. [315, 8]

They are the causes of the production of the Dharma in question. It is of this Dharma that one eats the fruit: the five objects of enjoyment, namely form, sound, smell, taste, and tangibles; after death, that is, in another world; and here also, that is, in the present world. [315, 1]

III. THE THEORY OF THE SĀMMITĪYAS.

1. Refutation of the Sautrāntika thesis.

It is thus that there has been formulated by certain masters [the Sautrāntikas] the answer to the objection [posed in 6]. Some other masters, raising difficulties against them, formulate another answer to the objection and say:

12. There would be numerous and great difficulties if your explanation (kalpand) held; thus this explanation does not hold here.

If [you allege] the similarity between the mental series and the seed and the shoot in order to deny (parihāra) that the errors inherent in the two eternalist and nihilist points of view apply (prasaṅga) to the mental series, then numerous difficulties result from your thesis, because they are considerable in number, and great, because they contradict the visible and the invisible [worlds].

How is this? Let us take for example the seed-series: from the seed “rice” there comes out only the series “rice shoot, etc.,” and not a series of a different species; from this series “rice shoot, result “orange” which belongs to a different species. In the same way, here too, from a good mind there would arise only a good mental series, because it is of the same species [as the good mind], and not a bad or morally neutral mental series, because it is not of the same species. In the same way, from a bad or a neutral mind there would arise only a bad or a neutral mental series, not
another which would be of a different species. From minds that belong to the realm of desire, of form, and of non-form, and of pure minds, there would arise only identical minds; minds belonging to the sphere of desire, of form, of non-form and pure minds; not minds of a different species. From the mind of a human there would arise only a mind of a human, not a mind of a god, of one in hell, of an animal, etc. Thus, "a god would only be a god, a human would only be a human, etc." Thus, among gods and humans – even if they were to do evil – there would be differences of rebirth realm, of womb, of caste, of intelligence, of faculty, of strength, of beatuy, of enjoyment, etc., but they would not fall into hell. Now all this [falling into hell, etc.] is admitted. Thus since numerous and great difficulties attach themselves to the explanation taken from the similarity between [the mental series] and the series of the seed, this explanation does not hold. [316, 15]

2. The theory of avipraṇāśa

13. But I should propose the explanation which is called for here, an explanation formulated by the Buddhas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Śrāvakas.

a. Definition and division of avipraṇāśa.

What is this explanation?

The author answers:

14. Avipraṇāśa is like a sheet of paper (pattra) and action is like a debt (ṛṇa). Fourfold with respect to the realms (dhatu-tas), it is essentially neutral.

Good action, once accomplished, perishes as soon as it has arisen, but it does not result from the fact that it perishes, that its result does not exist. In fact, when action arises, it engenders in the series of the agent an avipraṇāśa of itself, an entity dis-associated from the mind and comparable to a sheet of paper whereon one's debts are inscribed (ṛnapattra). We can thus know that avipraṇāśa is like a sheet of paper and that action engendering this entity called avipraṇāśa is like a debt. And in the same way that a rich man does not lose his money when he lends it to someone, because the money-owning is marked on the sheet of paper; in the same way that he retrieves his money and his
accrued fifty-percent interest at the desired moment; in this same way the action which has perished, being marked on the entity avipraṇāśa, brings back to the agent the suitable result. In the same way that the sheet of paper whereon the debts are inscribed is finished when one has returned the money to the lender and it is no longer capable – whether it exists or no longer exists – of causing the money to be returned again; in this same way, when it has assured the retribution, the avipraṇāśa – whether it exists or no longer exists – cannot, like a debt paid off, exhibit a new retribution. [318, 5].

This avipraṇāśa of which we are speaking and which is taught in certain sūtras, is fourfold with respect to the worlds: depending [on whether it belongs] to the realm of desire, of form, of non-form or to the pure realm. It is essentially neutral: not being defined either by goodness nor by evil, the avipraṇāśa is simply neutral. If the avipraṇāśa of bad actions were bad, it would not exist in those who have cast off desire. Contrarily, if the avipraṇāśa of good actions were good, it would not exist in those who had cut off the roots of good. Thus it is essentially neutral. [318, 10]

b. Cutting-off of the avipraṇāśa.

Furthermore:

15. *It is not cut off* (prāheya) *by the cutting off* (prahāna): *it is cut off by meditation* (bhāvanā) *or again* [by a second cause].

Avipraṇāśa is not off by the cutting off [that is to say by the path of seeing]. Ordinary actions are cut off only by the path of seeing, for “the Ṛṣya has cast off ordinary actions.” But avipraṇāśa is not cut off by the path of seeing, even if its action has been cut off [by this path]. The cutting off of avipraṇāśa is due to the path of meditation. *Or again* it is cut off when one goes beyond the realm [wherein it should ripen]: the word “*or*” indicates an alternative. [320, 2]

Because the avipraṇāśa subsists even when the action is destroyed, because it is not cut off even when the action is cut off, 

*for this reason, the fruit of actions arises from avipraṇāśa.*

Objection. If this avipraṇāśa were cut off by the cutting off, that is to say by the cutting off of action, if it were destroyed
by the disappearance (saṁkrama) of the action, that is to say by the destruction of this action and the appearance of another action, what error would there be in that?

Answer:

16. If it were cut off by the cutting off (prahāna) or by the disappearance (saṁkrama) of the action, errors would result: the loss of the action (karmavadha), etc.

If avipraṇāśa were cut off by the path of seeing, exactly like ordinary action, then there would be destruction of action, pure and simple. If action is destroyed, then Āryas would no longer have a retribution embracing agreeable or disagreeable fruits, retribution having for its cause previous action; [or rather], there would be a ripening of an action which has not even been accomplished. Now the thesis of the non-existence of the result of action is a false view. Thus errors would result: the loss of the action, etc., if one were to admit that avipraṇāśa is cut off by the cutting off. The same reasoning can be equally applied to the disappearance of the action. [321, 3]

c. The arising of avipraṇāśa.

17. At the moment of the passage from existence (pratisaṁdhi), there arises an avipraṇāśa different from all dissimilar (visabhāga) or similar (sabhāga) actions of the same realm (sadhātu).

Dissimilar actions: of different species; similar: parallel. When all actions are effaced at the moment of the passage from existence in the realm of desire, of form and of non-form, there arises an avipraṇāśa unique from all of these similar and dissimilar actions. There arises one avipraṇāśa [of all the actions] of the same realm: to the extent that they belong to the same realm and not to different realms. [321, 9].

18. In the present life (dṛṣṭe dharme), there arises one avipraṇāśa from each particular action (karmanah karmanah), from each twofold (dviprakāra) action. Even after retribution, it subsists.

This entity called avipraṇāśa from every action – action which is volition or action-after-having-been-willed, or which presents two
distinct aspects based on the distinction between “impure” and “pure” – arises in the present life (during present existence). For each particular action, there is a special aviprañāsa. This aviprañāsa, even when retribution has taken place, does not necessarily perish: like a paid-up debt, but still existing, it can no longer give forth new fruit. [322, 3]

d. Destruction of aviprañāsa

19. It is destroyed when one goes beyond the fruit (phala- vyatikrama) or by death (maraṇa). It presents a distinction: pure or impure.

It is destroyed when one goes beyond the fruit: see Kārikā 15, where it is said that it is cut off by meditation. It is destroyed by death: see Kārikā 17, where it is said that at the moment of passage from existence there arises one aviprañāsa different from [all actions] belonging to the same realm. The aviprañāsa of impure actions is impure and the aviprañāsa of pure actions is pure: there it presents a distinction. [322, 8]

e. Justification of aviprañāsa.

20. There is emptiness (śūnyatā) and not annihilation (uccheda), transmigration (samsāra) and not eternity (śāsvata). The entity “aviprañāsa of action” has been taught by the Buddha.

Action, once accomplished, perishes and does not subsist in its being: thus, since the action does not subsist in its being, its emptiness becomes necessary. But, from the fact that action does not subsist in its being, it is not for this reason (prasāṅga) annihilated: since it is aided (parigrahaṇa) by [the entity] aviprañāsa, the retribution of action is assured. If the retribution of action were not to exist, the nihilist point of view would be justified. [But this is not the case here]. Since the entity “aviprañāsa” exists, since the [Sautrāntika] explanation based on the similarity [of the mental series] with the seed-series does not hold, transmigration with its realms of rebirth, its births, wombs, and different spheres, with its five realms of rebirth and its variety, is proven. And we do not fall into eternalism, for we deny that action subsists in its being. There is non-destruction of action, since there is an [entity called] aviprañāsa. Since this entity has been taught by the Lord – this Lord who is illumined by the definitive suppression
of the sleep of ignorance – the objection raised above [Kārikā 6] by our opponents does not touch our theory. This objection would say: “If action lasts until the moment of its retribution, it is eternal. [Kārikā 8] If action is destroyed, how, being destroyed, will it engender a result?” Thus the explanation formulated by us is logical. [323, 10]

IV. THE THEORY OF THE MĀDHYAMIKAS

1. The non-existence of action.

What! You are so troubled in mind that the walls of the city of the Gandharvas [that you are erecting] could fall down; in order to maintain them, you expend your pains and efforts, all of you who, although action does not arise, discuss its results and its cause. In fact, if action were to arise in and of itself (svarūpena), it would last until its retribution and it would be eternal; or rather, it would perish [immediately] and it would be annihilated. But, since action does not arise because it is empty of self-nature, whence would this persistence or this destruction come which would result from such a position? [323, 15]

One says:

21. Why does action not arise?

The master answers:

Because it is without self-nature.

Since action is without self-nature, it does not arise. [323, 19]

Objection. Nevertheless, if action does not arise because it is without self-nature, why did the Lord say: “Actions do not perish, even after hundreds of millions of cosmic eras. When the complex of conditions and favorable times come together, they ripen for the soul”? Answer:

And because they do not arise, for this reason it is not destroyed.

Such is the idea of the Bhagavat [in the stanza with which you oppose us]. Consequently this passage does not constrain us. One should necessarily recognize here that action is without self-nature. [324, 5]
For if not,

22. If action were to exist in and of itself (svabhāvatas), it would assuredly be eternal. And action would not be accomplished, for an eternal entity cannot be accomplished.

If action were to exist in and of itself, without any doubt it would be eternal, for a being in and of itself is not susceptible of modification. Thus action would never be accomplished. Action is that which necessarily requires (yad ipsitaman: of Pāṇini, l. 4.49) the activity of a free agent. Now, [if you suppose it to be eternal], it is not explained. Why is this? Because an eternal entity cannot be accomplished. That which possesses a real existence is “eternal.” That which is real goes beyond accomplishment (kāraṇa) and, consequently, does not depend on a cause (kārṇa). Without even having accomplished any good or bad action, every person would be retributed. [324, 14]

And thus,

23. If action were not accomplished, one would fear that a non-accomplished action would be imputed to him (akṛṭābhyaḍga-ma) and that the state of incontinence (abrahmacaryavāsa) would be then contracted (atra prasajyate).

If action were not accomplished, then one would fear that a non-accomplished action would be imputed to him. In fact, to him who had not even committed murder, this sin that he had not committed would even be counted to him, and thus even an innocent person, having freed himself from this sin, would fear that an action that he had not accomplished would be imputed to him. And there would be the state of incontinence then, that is to say in this hypothesis. Why is this? Even to those who live in perfect continence, the sin of incontinence that they had not accomplished would be counted to them, and thus everyone living in incontinence would be able to attain Nirvāṇa. [325, 7]

Furthermore,

24. All daily experiences (vyavahāra) would be assuredly controverted. The distinction between someone meritorious and someone quilty would no longer hold.

Occupations undertaken for profit – agriculture, commerce,
cattle breeding, etc. – would all exist even without being performed, and thus all effort would become useless. And even all of these popular experiences which consist of saying: “making a pot, making a piece of cloth,” etc., would be without foundation, for all these [products], pot, etc., would exist [before being made]. And the distinction which consists of saying: “such a person is meritorious, and such a person is guilty” would not hold, for it would be confirmed to exist respectively in a person meritorious and guilty at one and the same time, before the merit or the sin itself. [326, 4]

Furthermore,

25. *The action already retributed would be retributed again, if it were to exist in and of itself and, consequently, would persist.*

There would be retribution anew for an action already retributed, for it would abide in its self-nature exactly as in the state before its retribution. This would take place if you suppose that action exists in and of itself and consequently persists. Assuredly thus such difficulties would arise, if action were to exist in and of itself. Thus action is without self-nature and, since it is without self-nature, the errors resulting from the eternalist or the nihilist point of view do not apply to us who thus explain [the non-existence of action]. [326, 11]

2. The non-existence of defilement.

Objection. Action exists in and of itself, because its cause really exists. In this world, that which does not exist (the hairs of a tortoise, etc.), does not have a cause, Now action does have a cause: the defilements, for it is said: “Actions exist by reason of ignorance; the act of existence (*bhava*) is by reason of attachment.” Thus action exists in and of itself.

Answer. This is false. Why? Because

26. *Action which results from the defilements, and these defilements themselves, do not really exist. If the defilements were to really exist, how would action really exist?*

The action which results from the defilements, having the defilement for its cause, and these defilements, do not really exist. In fact it will be said [Kārikā xxiii, 2]: “The defilements which
arise supported on the confusion between good and evil do not exist in and of themselves; thus the defilements do not really exist." Thus since the defilements do not really exist, how could the action which has the defilement for its cause really exist? Thus action does not exist in and of itself. [327, 5].

3. The non-existence of the body.

Objection. No! The defilements and actions exist, because their effect is real. Here, in fact, one perceives the effect of the defilements and of actions: "the body." Now the thing the effect of which one perceives exists, for a non-existent entity, a flower in space, etc., does not have an effect.

Answer: Defilements and actions could exist if their effect, bodies, were to exist. But in order to show that they do not exist, the author says:

27. Action and defilements are present as the cause of bodies. But if actions and defilements are empty, how can one speak of bodies?

One affirms that actions and defilements are empty. Consequently, since action and defilements do not exist, their effects, bodies, are non-existent, so how can one speak of them? Since their non-existence has been proven a priori, there is here nothing to say with respect to it: such is the meaning [of the Kārikā]. [327, 14]

4. The non-existence of the enjoyer.

Objection. Action exists in and of itself, because the enjoyer of its fruit is real. That which does not exist has no enjoyer to eat of its fruits, like the fruit of the mango tree which grows in space. Now there is an enjoyer of the fruit of action.

28. The man weighted down by ignorance, having thirst for a fetter, is the enjoyer. He is not different from the agent, nor identical to him.

Here ignorance, non-knowledge, obscurity, trouble are synonyms. Weighted down, that is to say covered by ignorance. The man (jantu) is he who is reborn (jāyate) without ceasing in transmigration in the five realms of rebirth; man, being, person, living
being, are synonyms. Thirst, lust, attachment, desire are synonyms. Fetter, that is to say bond. Having thirst for a fetter, that is to say of whom thirst is the fetter, having thirst for a bond; as the sutra says: "Being weighted down by ignorance, having thirst for a fetter."

Furthermore, it has been said: "From the bad action that he himself has accomplished, he will himself undergo the retribution." He is the enjoyer of the fruit of the action. He is not different from the agent, nor identical to him: for one cannot say that this thirst is another reality. Thus, since the enjoyer of the fruit really exists, action exists. [328, 9]

Answer. The agent and the enjoyer of the fruit of the action would exist if the action itself existed. But it does not exist. How is this?

29–30. Since action is neither "produced by reason of condition" nor "not produced by reason of conditions," for this reason the agent, he also, does not exist. [xvii, 29] If action does not exist, how could the agent and the fruit born of action exist? If the fruit does not exist, how could the enjoyer exist?

If any action whatsoever were to exist, then it would be either "produced by reason of conditions," or "not produced by reason of conditions." Would you have it produced by reason of conditions? This is impossible considering the difficulties mentioned in the Examination of Causes (Chap. I). Would it be "not produced by reason of conditions" or without a cause? This hypothesis has also been presented [and refuted] in detail in the Examination of Action and the Agent (Chap. VIII, 4): "Cause not existing, the effect and the cause (kārana) do not exist," etc. Whether one considers it as "produced by reason of conditions" or "not produced by reason of conditions," action is not explained; consequently, the agent of this action is no longer explained. Thus, since action and agent do not exist, how could the caused fruit, the fruit born of action, exist? If the fruit does not exist, how could the enjoyer of the fruit exist? Thus we know that all of this does not exist in and of itself. [329, 9]

5. Efficacy of a non-substantial action.

Objection. In thus establishing the non-substantiality of es-
sences (bhāva), you reject by this argument all the sayings of the Lord who said: “From the action that he himself has accomplished, he will himself undergo the retribution.” In denying the fruit of action, you are a total denier.

Answer. We are not deniers (nāstikas), but in rejecting the dualist thesis of existence and non-existence (astitva, nāstitva), we illumine the path of non-duality which leads to Nirvāṇa. We do not say that action, the agent, the fruit, etc., do not exist; but we affirm that all these are without self-nature. You perhaps think: “As essences without self-nature cannot have any activity, this position also leads to error.” But there is nothing, for we do not see any essences endowed with self-nature having any activity, and do see essences without self-nature having activity. In fact, since all things do not have any self-nature, pots, etc, in daily life, evidently accomplish their effect. [329, 18]

Furthermore, from the following example, it is very clear that this [efficacy] will appear once more:

31. In the same way that the master, through his miraculous power, creates a thing of magic and this thing of magic creates in its turn another thing of magic . . .

In the same way that the master (the Buddha, the Lord), through his miraculous power (through his miraculous force) creates a single thing of magic, and then this same thing of magic, created by the Buddha, the Lord, creates in its turn (anew) another (a second) thing of magic . . .

The [first] thing of magic, creator of the second thing of magic, is empty, without self-nature, that is to say lacking the self-nature of a Tathāgata. And this second thing of magic which has been created by the first one, it too is empty, without self-nature, that is to say, lacking the self-nature of a Tathāgata. In this same way here (in this example), some things without self-nature realize some effects without self-nature, and then one can speak of action and of agent; [330, 9]

32. in this same way the agent has the aspect of a thing of magic and the action accomplished by it is like the second thing of magic created by the first.

In fact the agent, the author of the action, has the aspect of
a thing of magic (is empty of self-nature); and any action, accomplished by this free agent empty of self-nature is, itself, empty of self-nature. We can know that it is like the second thing of magic created by the first one. [331, 3]

It also says in the Āgama: “When a thing of magic speaks, all things of magic speak, and when one remains silent, all remain silent.” [331, 6]

How thus do the Mādhyaṃkakas, the followers of non-duality, fall into false views? It is also said in the Āryaṃmadhīrāja:

“When the Sugata, the Protector, teaches, full of compassion for persons on the path, the Victorious One creates magical beings and causes them to manifest the excellent qualities of the Buddha.

“One hundred thousand living beings, having heard him, make the vow to obtain the excellent knowledge of the Buddhas: ‘When will we be able to obtain such a knowledge?’ Knowing their intention, the Victorious One makes them preach to them.

“The King of the Law emits from the soles of his feet one hundred thousand immense rays of light. All of the hells are cooled and, their sufferings removed, they enjoy happiness.

“Then, when the Law has been taught by the [Buddha] with his ten powers, the eyes of gods and of men become pure.

“He who invites the Victorious One, the King of Men, has no limit to his merits (dāksina) and he obtains supreme and incomprehensible goods: thinking thus, some attach themselves with devotion to him,” etc. [333, 5]

And this passage from the Āryavimalakīrtinirdeṣa: “Then the magical Bodhisattva prepared the leavings of the meal taken by the Tathāgata Samantabhadra in the world of exquisite perfume: a mixed food of all types of condiments and victuals each [mouthful] of which contained different tastes. In enjoying this Single Food, the people (Śrāvakas, Bodhisattvas, kings, ministers, monks, harem ladies, bearers and camel drivers) obtained the great concentration called Aspect of Enjoyment.” [333, 9]

We also read in the Vinaya: “A monk having the appearance of a bad monk was created by the Lord and taught [the rule], on behalf of a moral monk, by living with him who pretends to be pure.” [334, 2]

But it is not solely through the example of the thing of magic that the thesis of non-substantiality is explained: the non-
substantiality of essences clearly appears from the following examples. In order to point them out, the author says:

33. *Defilements, actions, bodies, agents and fruits have the aspect of a city of the Gandharvas and resemble a mirage, a dream.*

The *defilements (kleśa)*: lust, etc., which soil (*kliśnanti*) the mental series of beings. *Actions*: merit, demerit, and non-agitation. *Bodies*: pertaining to the body. *Agents*: the "self." *Fruits*: the fruit of retribution, of predominance, of out-flowing, etc.

We know that these things, defilements, etc., are without self-nature like a city of the Gandharvas, etc. We see thus that the Mādhya-mikas who deny the self-nature of essences avoid at one and the same time the eternalist and the nihilist points of view. [335, 3]

Finally, the refutation of the other bad objections concerning the relationship between action and the fruit will be fully completed by the Madhyamakāvatāra.
NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION.


2 “After the period of emptiness or of chaos, the universe is created by the predominating force (adhipatibala) of the actions of all of the beings of the cosmos during the course of the former full period, and this with a view to the retribution of the actions of each one of them. In fact, the universe is utilized by the retributive force of the actions of each one in a way that each one enjoys the result which suits it. As in the extreme rigor of the doctrine of action we do not experience the sensation which is a consequence of our own actions, we can say that external things are created only in order to be known or experienced by us. To suppose that action creates a good thing to eat, in order that, in retribution for my merit, I eat it and experience an agreeable sensation of taste, is an odious hypothesis. It is simpler to believe that the result of my action is totally internal: that the good action ripens directly into agreeable sensation, without having to create for this a body, a tongue, or a delicious piece of food.” “Note sur l’Ālayavijñāna,” MCB, vol. III, pp. 153–154).


5 Nanjio has restored this as “Vimoksaprajñā Rṣi or Vimokṣasena (?)” (App. ii, 118); see Bagchi, Canon bouddhique, 267.

NOTES TO THE KARMASIDDHIPRAKARĀNA.

1 The Tibetan translator reads Karmasiddhaprakarāna, but the meaning calls for Karmasiddhiprakarāna, a title attested to by the two Chinese versions. The meaning of siddhi appears to be “demonstration” with perhaps the nuance of “illustration.”

Our translation is based on the translation of Hsuan-tsang, Taishō vol. 31, no. 1609.

2 This stanza of homage is lacking in the Chinese version. Mañjuśrī, the patron of the doctrine and of letters, is considered as a learner residing in the ninth sphere of the Bodhisattvas, that of “royal princes” (Muséon, 1907, p. 251, note 1).

3 On the division into two and three actions, see Introduction, Para. 1;
Anguttara, iii, 415; Atthasālīni, p. 88; Kathāvatthu, p. 393; Madhyamakārvṛtti, pp. 306-; Madhyamakāvatāra, p. 190 (Muséon, 1911, p. 245); Kośa, iv, pp. 1-2, from whence we have borrowed these references.

4 On this school, see Introduction, Para. ii.
5 In fact, the voice is action by its nature, vāg eva karma. Contrarily, bodily action is action by reason of the body or action of the body, kāyena kāyasya vā karma (see Kośa, iv, p. 2).
6 On viññāṇi and aviññāṇi, see Introduction, Para. ii, 1; Kośa, iv, p. 3; Morale bouddhique, p. 131; Madhyamakārvṛtti, pp. 307-9.
7 On cetanā, which is imperfectly translated as “volition,” see Kośa, i, p. 28; ii, p. 154; iv, p. 2, note 3; Morale bouddhique, p. 136.
8 For the Sarvāstivādin-Vaiśbāsikas, bodily viññāṇi is a shape, arisen from a volition, but distinct from this volition. See Introduction, Para. II, 1; Kośa, iv, pp. 9-12; Siddhi, p. 48.

9 This should be understood, when one speaks of “bodily” action. Action is bodily because it is an action of the body, a deed relating to the body in general or to one of its parts, hand, foot, etc. or, rather, the action is bodily because its arising depends on the primary elements (mahābhūta) of the body = earth, water, fire, wind – which are its generating cause, its predominating cause. See Kośa, i, p. 21.

10 In order to be bodily viññāṇi, shapes should be directly willed by the volition: the act of assassination should result immediately from the will to kill. All shapes are not bodily viññāṇi: the movement of the lips is the result of the syllables that the speaker wishes to pronounce, and are not willed in and of themselves.

11 Shape is eightfold: long, short, square, round, high (unnata), low (avanata), same (śāta), different (viśāta). See Kośa, i, p. 16.

12 Being shape, bodily viññāṇi is included within the sphere of form (rūpāyatana) which is twofold: color (vāná) and shape (sāṃsthāna). The sphere of form in its turn is included within the group of physical matter (rūpaskāndha). See Kośa, i, p. 16 and i, p. 14.

13 Here the Vaiśbāsikas have the Sautrāntikas for their adversaries (Kośa, iv, p. 12).

14 For the Vaiśbāsikas, color and shape are distinct things (dravya). But the Sautrāntikas deny that shape is something different from color (Kośa, i, p. 16) and reason as follows: “There is no atom of length. In fact when a mass of color diminishes, there arrives a moment when we no longer have the idea of long with respect to it, but rather the idea of short; thus this idea does not proceed from a rūpa shape existing in the thing. Thus that which we designate as long is a number of real things (dravya), atoms of color, arranged in a certain manner” (Kośa, iv, p. 10).

15 See Kośa, i, p. 25, where it is said that rūpa never exists in the state of an isolated atom, but in the state of agglomeration.

16 On the problem of the whole and of parts (avayavin, avayava), of substance and of quality (gunin, guṇa) in the Vaiśeṣika philosophy, see the Vaiśeṣikasūtra of Kaṇāda, i, l, 15-16; Kośa, iii, pp. 210-211; ix, p. 290; H.
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17 All of this paragraph is taken from the Kośa, iv, p. 9.

18 This is the second argument of the Kośa, iv, p. 10: ‘In a variegated piece of cloth, one sees numerous figures. There would be thus, according to you, many rūpas. of the category of shape, in a single spot (ekadeśa): this is impossible, as for color. [If shape is a real thing, that which, in the piece of cloth, forms part of a long line, cannot at one and the same time form part of a short line].’

19 It is wrong that the Vaibhāṣikas pretend that visible things (rūpa) are of two types, color and shape, for, say the Sautrāntikas, how could a single thing be (vidyate) twofold, color and shape together? (See Kośa, i. p. 16).

20 Same objection and same answer in Kośa, iv, pp. 11-12.

21 The thesis of viññāpātol movement as movement is attibuted to the Vātsalputryas by the Kośa, iv, p. 4, and to the Sāṁmitīyas by the Siddhi, p. 48. But we know that the Sāṁmitīyas are directly linked to the Vātsalputryas (of. J. Masuda, Origin and doctrines, p. 57; p. Demiéville, Origine, p. 58; Tāranātha, pp. 271-2; Bu-ston, ii, p. 99; Vyakhya to the Kośa, iv, p. 232: the Vātsalputryā Āryaśāṁmitīyāḥ).

The thesis of viññāpātol movement as movement is connected with that of the duration (sthiti) of the saṁskāras: By virtue of their characteristic of impermanence, certain dharmas (mind, mental states, sound, flames) perish immediately (kṣa-naniruddha) without the coming together of external causes; some others (wood, pot) are destroyed, after their arising, with the coming together of external causes (fire, hammer). See Kośa, ii, . . p. 234; iv, pp. 4–5; J. Masuda, Origin and doctrines, p. 45 Vātsalputrya (vii, 2): “Some saṁskāras exist for a time while others perish at each moment.” On this subject, the Vātsalputryas are in agreement with the Mahāsāṁghikas (i B, 7 . . Masuda, p. 34) and the later Mahīśāsakas (ix B, 8 . . Masuda, p. 63); their adversaries were the Sarvāstivādins (v, 41 . . Masuda, p. 50), the early Mahīśāsakas (ix A, 23 . . Masuda, p. 62), the Kāśyapīyas (xi, 4 . . Masuda, p. 65) and, above all, the Sautrāntikas.

Presentation summarized in the Introduction, Para. iii.

22 Movement (gati) is included in the sphere of form (rūpāyatana), because it is movement of a body, of visible rūpa.

23 In other words, the nature of the dharmas is subtle (sūkṣma hi dharmaprakṛtayah). Even though one sees them, one does not know their nature. Between the clay and brick, there is an infinity of products of different color: one sees them without being able to define them. In a jungle fire, each bunch of grass gives forth a different flame because of its dimensions, its light, its radiance; each bunch of grass has its own particular characteristic, but one cannot exactly define it.

24 This is an argument ad hominem: you admit indeed that certain dharmas, the mind, mental states, sound, flames, perish without the intervention of external causes. Admit then that all of the dharmas perish in the same way. (See above, note 21.)
25 The Vatsyaputraśyas insist on this point. If wood perishes in and of itself, and by fire, one thing comes from two things: either the wood would already have perished before being placed on the fire, or it would exist even after having passed through the fire. This alternative is contradicted by experience. Thus the wood does not perish in and of itself: it perishes by coming together with fire.

26 Cf. Kośa, iv. p. 6: "Your reasoning is not conclusive. The fact that, after relationship with the fire, we no longer see the wood, is susceptible of two interpretations: either the wood perishes by reason of this relationship, or the wood perishes unceasingly in and of itself, being reborn in and of itself unceasingly under normal conditions, but arrested from renewing itself by virtue of its relationship with the fire. You admit that the extinction of the flame is spontaneous (ākasmika). When, after its relationship with wind, the flame is no longer visible, you admit that this relationship is not the cause of the extinction of the flame; you admit that the flame, by virtue of this relationship has been arrested from renewing itself. The same for the sound of the bell: the hand, placed on the bell, hinders the renewing of the sound; it does not destroy the sound which you admit is momentary. Thus it is reasoning (and not experience) which should determine this question."

27 According to the Chinese; the Tibetan renders the same idea in a different way.

28 Cf. Kośa iv, p. 7: "Cooking (pāka) or relationship with the fire (agnisaṃyoga) gives forth different products (pākaṇa), deeper and deeper in color. The same cause which produces the first color destroys this first color, or, at least – if you object that this refers to a new relationship with the fire, since the fire is momentary – the cause which destroys the first color is similar to the cause which produces it. Now it is impossible that a certain cause produces a certain effect and that later this same cause, or a parallel cause, destroys the said effect."

29 If the dharmas were to perish through external causes, their extinctions would vary when the external cause changes: the extinction of wood by means of fire would differ from the extinction of wood through acid.

30 Some equivalents: ju 乳 = 'o-ma = kṣīra (M.V. 5685); lo 酪 = zho = dadhi (M.V. 5686); p'u-t'ao-chih 菇菇汁 = rgun 'bru'i khu ba = drakṣārasa (M.V. 5715); chiu 酒 = rgun cha'i = mṛdvikā (M.V. 5718); tso 酹 = tshwa = kaṭuka (M.V. 1901).

31 The Jih-ch'u-lin = ŏi-ma-char-ka-pa = Sauryodayika (?), "another name for the root-masters of the Sautrāntika school" (Bukkyō-daijiten, p. 1332), closely related to the Dārṣṭāntikas, are described in a note by K'uei-chi ad Siddhi, ii, 1, 36b: "Here the author refutes the Jin-ch'ú lun 日出論, that is to say the Sūtra-nikāya-mūla-ācāryas. In the first century after the death of the Buddha, in North India at Takṣasila, there was one Kumarata, that is to say Young Man-Head who composed 900 śāstras. In this period, in the five Indias, there were five Mahāśāstrācāryas, like a Rising of the Sun (sūrya udaya), who illumined-guided the world, whence the name of Sauryodayika, because they resembled the sun; they are also called
Dārśāntika-acāryas; or because these masters composed the Drṣṭānta-mālā-sāstra, bringing together the adbhutavastus, they are called Dārśāntikas.

"The seed-[masters] of the Sūtrakāyā gradually became the Sūtrakāyā, for that which they said became doctrine. However, at this time there was not yet any Sūtrakāyā; this appeared in the fourth century." (Siddhi, p. 48).

See also K’uei-chi, commentary on the Siddhi, iv, 1, 53b; Noël Peri, "A propos de la date de Vasubandhu," BEFEO., 1911, p. 360, mentions a Sūrya-udaya-sātra whose title, according to Chi-tsang, is taken from a comparison (Taishō vol. 45, no. 1852, the San-lun hsian-i).

On the doctrine of the Sautrāntikas, see Introduction, Para. iv, 1. It agrees with the Dārśāntika thesis presented in the Siddhi, p. 48: "There exists a certain rūpa which is neither color (varṇa) nor shape (sāṁśhāna), which is produced by the mind. This rūpa sets into motion the hand and the other limbs. It is called an act of information by the body (kāya-vijñānaptikarman).

Compare also Kośa, iv, p. 294: 'What is the principal cause of the beginning of bodily action? Memory (smṛti) causes a wish or desire for action (cāhanda = kartukamatā) to arise; from this desire there proceeds imagination (vītaraka); from imagination there proceeds effort (prāyatna), which gives rise to a puff of wind (vāyu) which releases the bodily action.'

32 According to the Kośa, i, p. 18, wind is one of the eleven tangible things. The tangible sphere (spraṣṭavyāyatana) forms part of the matter aggregate (rūpaskandha).

33 According to the Kosa, i, p. 54, eight dhātus: the five material organs, smell, taste and the tangible are morally neutral (avyākṛta), being neither good nor bad.

34 According to the Kośa, i, p. 54, rūpadhātu, the visible, is good or bad when it constitutes a bodily action arisen from a good or bad mind; it is neutral in every other case. Now, in your hypothesis, rūpa-color does not arise from a mind, but from its own seeds or from a certain wind. Thus it is not morally qualifiable and cannot constitute any kind of action.


36 On the avijnapti of the Sārvāstivādin-Vaibhāṣikas, Introduction, Para. ii, 1; Kośa, i, pp. 20, 26; ii, p. 241; iv, pp. 3, 13–17; threefold, p. 43; tyāga, p. 100; Siddhi, p. 50. Their adversaries were the Sautrāntikas (Viśāsā, Taishō vol. 27, p. 383b; Kośa, iv, pp. 13, 18–25) and the Viṣṇunāvādins (Siddhi, pp. 50–51).

37 Avijnapti is of three types: saṁvara, discipline; asaṁvara, non-discipline; and naivasaṁvaranaśaṁvara, neither discipline nor non-discipline (see Kośa, iv, p. 43).

38 Avijnapti forms part of the physical matter group (rūpaskandha) because it is itself mater (rūpa): the vijnapti from whence it proceeds is matter and the primary elements which constitute its point of support are matter (see Kośa, i, p. 26). But avijnapti is invisible matter: as such, it does not from part of visible things (rūpāyatana) but of the sphere (dharmāyatana) known by the
mental consciousness (see Kosa, i, p. 30).

39 In order to understand this objection, one should remember that, according to the Vaibhāṣikas, the beginning of avijñānti, discipline, etc., is not the same in all of the realms of existence. Here, in the realm of desire, discipline is always produced by a bodily or vocal viññānti. Contrarily, in the higher realm of form, discipline is subordinated to a mind (cittānuparivartin) strong enough to create discipline by itself, without the intervention of a viññānti. Thus, say the Vaibhāṣikas, if the Sautrāntikas deny bodily and vocal viññānti, they should admit that avijñānti does not arise in the realm of desire. Compare Kośa, iv, p. 13: “If the viññānti does not exist, avijñānti of the realm of Kāmadhātu will no longer exist, for this avijñānti of Kāmadhātu depends on viññānti, bodily and vocal action, rūpa; it does accompany the mind like the avijñānti of Rūpadhātu.”

40 The objection follows: If the avijñānti of the realm of desire arises without a preliminary viññānti, one must admit that it is subordinate to the mind (cittānuparivartin) like the avijñānti of the realm of form. Now it is not, for avijñānti of the realm of desire which develops during sleep, distraction, etc., is not subordinate to the mind. Same objection in the Kośa, iv, p. 13.

41 The Tibetan is clearer: dus yoks su gzun bas 'phans pa'i phyir de ltar mi 'gyur la. The discipline of the realm of desire develops even in the state of sleep or distraction, because one has undertaken this discipline for a time determined in advance: for one's lifetime (yāvajjīvam) or for a day-and-a-night (ahorātram). See Kośa, iv, p. 62.

42 Every two weeks, the monks within the monastic boundary come together for the “confession ceremony.” A monk reads the pratimokṣa to his fellow monks, a formulary in which all of the rules that the monks should observe are enumerated. He asks: “Are you pure [of transgressing the rules]?”

If a guilty monk does not confess his fault, he evidently commits a lie, an avijñānti of lying. However, this avijñānti is not preceded by a vocal viññānti. Thus the Vaibhāṣikas are mistaken when they affirm that all the avijñāntis of Kāmadhātu derive from a viññānti. (On the answer of the Vaibhāṣikas, Kośa, iv, p. 163, note 5, and Morale bouddhique (p. 133).

43 How can admit that any avijñānti of Kāmadhātu proceeds from a viññānti, while viññānti is sometimes neutral from the moral point of view, whereas avijñānti is always morally qualifiable, either as good or bad (Kośa, iv, p. 30)?

44 On volition, weak, strong, see Kośa, iv, p. 58.

45 In the Introduction we have given the different theories concerning the retribution of action. We must content ourselves here with some bibliographic and lexicological notes.

a) Action exists in the past, future or present: a thesis of the Sarvāstivādins (v, 1 = Masuda, p. 39; Kośa, pp. 51–65) and of the later Mahāsāsakas (ix B. 1 = Masuda, p. 62).

b) Present action and past action which has not given forth its fruit exists: a thesis of the Kassapikas (Kathavatthu, i, 8) or Kāśyapiyas (xi, 2 = Masuda, p. 65) and of the Vibhajyavādins (Kośa, v. p. 52 and Introduction,
c) Only present action exists. It creates retribution (āvipraṇāśa): a thesis of the Vātslputrīyas, etc. (below, note 57). It modifies the series (sautrāntika) by depositing a seed in it: a thesis of the Mahāśāṅghikas (i A, 45 and i B, 5 = Masuda, pp. 31 and 33), of the early Māhāśāsakas (ix A, 1 = Masuda, p. 59) and of the Sautrāntikas (Kośa, ii, pp. 185, 272; v, p. 63; ix, p. 296; below, Para. 20).

The Vaibhāṣikas have a precise vocabulary with which the translator should familiarize himself. They speak in a general manner of the realization of the result of fruit of action: Phalābhiniṁvṛtti = 'bras bu [mhon par] 'grub pa = te kuo 得果 They say that action is eternal “in and of itself” or “in its being,” that is to say in its self-nature, svabhāva = [tzu] t'i 自體, or in its self-characteristic, svalaksana = raṅ gi mtshan iid = tzu hsiang 自相, but that it varies in its “mode of existence,” bhāva = lei yu 類有. According to them, present action, when it is accomplished, “projects” akṣipati = 'phen pa = yin 引, or “grasps” pratigṛhdāti = 'dsin pa = ch'u 取 its fruit. But it is only when it is past that it “gives forth” prayacchati = 'byin pa = te 得 or, better, yū 與, its fruit.

46 Understand: “You have already affirmed the existence of bodily and vocal action, distinct from volition, and now you pretend that past action exists! This is a case of saying that pustules are growing on the tumor that is consuming you.”

47 Kośa, v, p. 58.

48 na pranāśyanti karmāni kalpakostiṣātair api| sāmagraṁ prāpya kālaṁ ca phalanti khalu dehinām||

A stanza frequently quoted, for example nine times in the Divyāvadāna (see JPTS, 1886, p. 86), Bodhicaryāvatārapañjikā, i, 71; Abhidhamkosavavyākhyā, 221a9, Madhyamakavṛtti, p. 324. There is a variant: api kalpaṣṭātair api or kalpakotiṣṭātair api. The Chinese version does not translate dehinām.

49 This is the Sautrāntika thesis presented below, Para. 20.

50 In Tibetan: “Does it give forth its fruit through a condition of its being (svalaksanavastha)?”

Compare Kośa, v, p. 53: “The Bhadanta Vasumitra defends avasthā-nyathāvā: time periods differ through difference of condition (avasthā). The dharma, traveling through the time periods, having grasped (prāpya) such and such a condition, becomes different through the difference of condition, not through a difference of nature (dravya). Example: the tally piece (vartikā, gulikā), placed on the square of ones, is called one; placed on the square of tens, is called ten; placed on the square of hundreds, a hundred.”

51 Kośa, v, p. 55: “It is the operation which is not done, in the process of being done, or already done, which determines the time period of the dharma.”

52 An out-flowing result is a result which resembles its cause (hetusadṛśa).

See Kośa ii, p. 288; iv, pp. 186, 191.

“In fact, it is difficult to attribute to action an outflowing fruit properly so-called: action does not engender action; the action does not bear any fruit which is exactly similar to the action. But lust experienced has for its out
flowing fruit lust, a predisposition to lust, a certain habitus favorable to acts of lust" (Morale Bouddhique, pp. 182-183).

53 Understand: "Because there is no limit (fen-hsien 分限) to the arising of these fruits the length of transmigration" (see Kośa, text vi, fol. 12a; trans. ii, p. 272, note 1). Whereas the fruit of retribution exhausts the force of retribution of an action, the out-flowing fruit, by its nature, cannot end by itself. (Morale Bouddhique, p. 183).

54 Kośa, v, pp. 55-56: "Would you say that the operation is to project and give forth a fruit (phaladdnaparigraha)? But then, if giving forth the fruit is operation, (sabhāgahețu) causes, etc., give forth their fruit when they are past, and one comes to the conclusion that, past, they accomplish their operation and would be consequent present. Or if the operation, in order to be completed, needs the projection and the given fruit, these past causes will be at least semi-present. The time periods will be thus found to be confounded."

55 No mind, no mental state arises after the last mind and the last mental state of the Arhat. The last mind of the Arhat does not engender a fruit of retribution, but a fruit of disconnection (visamityogaphala): Nirvāṇa (Kośa, ii, p. 305).

56 For the Vaibhāṣikas, the last mind of the Arhat is a manas, that is to say a support mind which would be capable of supporting a subsequent mind should this latter arise. But as, in fact, this subsequent mind does not arise, lacking any other causes necessary for its arising, the manas of the Arhat differs from other minds, not being samantarapratyaya, a condition in the quality of equal and immediate antecedent, with respect to a subsequent mind (Kośa, ii, p. 305).

57 The theory of avipraṇāśa is presented: a. in the Madhyamakavṛtti, pp. 317-323 (translation below) b. in the Madhyamakāvatāra, p. 126, 1. 12 (Muséon, 1910, p. 318): "He who maintains that action perishes, in order to answer this question: How can the fruit of this action which has perished arise?, imagines . . . an entity, the avipraṇāśa, similar to a tally-book of debts"; c. perhaps in the Kośa, ii, p. 304: "According to other masters (Vibhāṣa, 179. 4; Saṁghabhadra, Taishō vol. 29, p. 444b23), there is in the series of beings a certain dharma which is the mark (cihna = liṅga) of the fruits which will arise in the future, namely certain saṁskāras disassociated from the mind."

Since K'uei-chi, in the list of the vipayuktas of the Siddhi, p. 71, mentions the avipraṇāśa of the early Saṁmīttiyas, we are able to attribute this theory to the Vatsiputriya-Saṁmīttiyas. But other schools also admit the avipraṇāśa: the Karmasiddhi tells us that this dharma is called accumulation (upacaya) by some, avipraṇāśa by others; we read in the Madhyamakavṛtti, p. 318: yaś cāyam avipraṇāsō’smabhīr uktah sūtrāntaroktaḥ . . . [The Vaibhāṣikas of Kaśmir also employ the example of the debts; see Kośa, iv, p. 95].

This theory calls to mind the words of the Epistle to the Colossians 2:14: "Blotting out the handwriting of ordinances that was against us, which was contrary to us . . . "; cf. Origen, In Genesin, hom. 13 (p.G., 12, 235): "Unusquisque . . . nostrum, in hic quae delinquit, efficitur debitor et peccati
sui litteras scribit."

58 \( \text{yin} \) \( \text{ch'i} \) 起 = skyped = \( \text{ādādhātī} \).

59 On the dharmas disassociated from the mind, see Kośa, ii, p. 178 and following.

60 \( \text{tseng-ch'ang} \) 增長 = brtsegs = upacaya. [Compare Kathāvatthu, xv, ii, where the Andhakas and the Sāṁmityas distinguish kamma from kam-
maupacaya.]

61 \( \text{pu-shih-huai} \) 不失壞 = chud mi za ba = avipraṇāśa.

62 \( \text{te} \) 得 = mñon par 'grub pa = adhinirvṛt-.

63 \( \text{wen-i} \) 文義 = gzun = grantha.

64 During the absorption of extinction [of ideas and of sensation], the mind is interrupted for a long time. How upon leaving the absorption, can a new mind arise from a mind destroyed for a long time? There is no difficulty for the Vaibhāṣikas who admit the existence of past dharmas (see Kośa, i,i p. 211). But for the Sāṁmityas, the question is insoluble; since the mental series is interrupted during the absorption, their avipraṇāśa will not repose on anything.

65 \( \text{tzu-k'uang-chih} \) 紫礦汁 = rgya skyegs kyi khu ba dmar po = lākṣārasarakta.

66 If one paints the flower of a citron tree, the pip of the new fruit will be red. But if the pip is seeded, a new red pip fruit will not arise. Some comparison below, Para. 20, 32, 40, Kośa, iv, p. 299.

67 On the Sautrāntika saṁtānaparināmaviśeṣa of the series, see Introduction, Para. iv, 2, and Morale bouddhique, p. 198.

Detailed presentation in Kośa, ii, pp. 185, 272; v. p. 63; ix, p. 296; Madhyamakavṛtti, pp. 312–314.

68 “In the same way that when one paints the seed, the plant will give forth a flower the color of the paint, without this color being visible in the stalk or the sap; in this same way the mental series undergoes a subtle transformation by reason of the action, and flourishes after the action, assuming a certain body, experiencing a certain suffering, experiencing a certain” ecstasy. (Morale bouddhique, p. 198.)

69 For the Vaibhāṣikas, bodily action is \( \text{rūpa} \). Now \( \text{rūpa} \) cannot be either good or bad (see above, Para. 12c). The mind alone gives actions their moral value.

70 The two absorptions lacking mind are the absorption of non-consciousness (asaṁjñīsamāpatti) and the absorption of extinction (nirodhasamāpatti), Kośa, ii, pp. 200–214. The nonconsciousness gods are beings conscious at birth and at death. In the interval, consciousness is suspended among them. When, after this long time, they produce consciousnesses anew, they die.


71 In order to exactly define the nature of the series (saṁtāna) wherein action ripens, one should determine with precision the nature of the absorption of extinction (nirodhasamāpatti). On the one hand, the Buddha declared that during this absorption, the consciousness (vijñāna) does not leave the body; on the other hand, and by definition, ideas and sensations are lacking in this
absorption which is the arresting of ideas and of sensations (samjñaveditanirodha).
The discussion which follows will be clearer if one remembers the beginning of a conscious consciousness. In order and in dependence: 1. the mental organ (manas); 2. the object to be known (dharma); 3. the mental consciousness (manoavijñāna); 4. contact between the first three (sparśa); 5. sensation and ideas (vedānt, samjñā) which are lacking in the absorption of extinction; 6. thirst (ṛṣṇā). The whole question is to know whether the coming together of the first three elements necessarily involves contact, and if all contact necessarily involves sensation. In the affirmative, the absorption of extinction does not contain consciousness, for this last necessarily involves sensation and ideas which should be lacking in the absorption.

Certain schools pretend that the absorption of extinction is lacking mind (acittaka). If the Buddha affirms that, in this state, the consciousness does not leave the body, this is because the mind is produced anew after the absorption, whether the mind after the absorption has for its equal and immediate antecedent the mind previous to the absorption (a Vaibhāṣika thesis), or whether it arise from the material organs that the absorption leaves intact (root-opinion of the Sautrantika-Dārṣṭāntikas).

Other schools pretend that the absorption of extinction is endowed with a mind (acittaka), namely with a subtle consciousness (sūkṣma-vijñāna) which does not leave the body, according to the word of the Buddha. But they are not in agreement with respect to the nature of this consciousness: mental consciousness (mano-vijñāna) with all of the mental states (caitta) which are necessarily associated with it, exception being made for ideas and sensation (a thesis of Vasumitra, of the Vībhajyavādins, branch-opinion of the Sautrānikas); or mental consciousness without mental states (variant branch-opinion of the Sautrāntikas); or a retribution-consciousness (vipākavijñāna) better known under the name of receptacle-consciousness (opinion of the Sūtraprāmāṇikas). The references to these schools will be given below.

72 The Vaibhāṣika theory is given: a. in Kosa, ii, p. 211: "The past dharmas exist. Consequently, the mind previous to the absorption, the mind of absorption (samapāṭticitta) or the mind of entry into the absorption, is the equal and immediate antecedent (samanantarapratyaya) of the mind after the absorption, or mind of leaving (vyutthānacitta)"; b. in the Samgraha (Ch. pp. 334c8–9; Tib. 12a6–7), Bhāṣya (Ch. pp. 334d10–13; Tib. 164a1–3), Upanibandhana) Ch. pp. 395c6–9; Tib. 263b3–4); c. in the Siddhi, p. 205.

73 The mind of entry into absorption, which is past, cannot "give forth" the mind of leaving the absorption.

74 The root-opinion of the early Dārṣṭāntika masters is presented: a. in the Kosa, ii, p. 212: "When a person is born in Ārūpyadhatu, rūpa, or matter, is found to be cut off for a long period of time: if this person is subsequently reborn in Kāmadhatu or in Rūpadhatu, his new rūpa does not proceed from the series of rūpa previously interrupted for a long period of time, but rather from the mind before the absorption: it arises from the body endowed with the organs (sendriyakakāya). This is why the early masters say: Two dharmas are the seed one of the other (anyonyabājaka): These two dharmas are the
mind and the body endowed with the organs”; b. in the Sarīgraha (Ch. pp. 336a9–12; Tib. 12b4–6), Bhāṣya (Ch. pp. 336a13–21; Tib. 167b5–168a2), Upanibandhana (Ch. pp. 396b23–396c11; Tib. 265b1–8); c. in the Siddhi, p. 207.

75 See Para. 25.

76 huo-shih or時 = sydt.

77 The theory of the subtle citta is attributed: a. to the Bhadanta Vasumitra by the Kośa, ii, p. 212. This Vasumitra, called the Bhadanta or the Sthavira, is different from the Vasumitra of the Vibhāṣā. He is the author of a Paripṛcchasattra and of a Pañcavastuka commented upon by Dharmatrāta (Taishō vol. 28, no. 1555). See Kośa Introduction, pp. xlv-xiv; b. to a variant opinion of the root-system of the Sūtra-nikāya (tsung-ch’üan-chi 宗轉計) and to the Sthaviracāryas, by K’uei-chi and Siddhi, iv, 2, 18a; c. to the Dārṣṭāntikas and to the Vibhavyavādyācārya by th: Vibhāṣā (Taishō vol. 17, pp. 772c, 774a).

This theory is presented and refuted: a. the Kośa, ii, p. 212; b. in the Sarīgraha (Ch. pp. 334c14–21; Tib. 12a7–12b4), Bhāṣya (Ch. pp. 343c22–335c2; Tib. 164a3–166a2), Upanibandhana (Ch. pp. 395c16–396a16; Tib. 263b4–264b1); c. in the Siddhi, pp. 208–210.

78 The Siddhi, p. 204, quotes the entire passage: “The sarīskāras of the body, of the voice, and of the mind of he who resides (viharati) in the absorption of extinction do not let themselves be destroyed (nirūdhā); but his life (āyus) is not destroyed, his heat (usman) does not leave him, his organs do not deteriorate (praluj-), his vijñāna does not quit (ha) the body.” (Compare Majjhima, i. 296.)

The kāyasaṃskāras or bodily energies are the inspiration and the expiration of the breath (ānāpāna); the vākṣaṃskāras or vocal energies are enquiry (vītārka) and judgment (vicara); the manasaṃskāras or mental energies are volition (cetanā), ideas (saṁjñā), (see Sarīgrahabhāṣya, Taishō vol. 31, p. 335b20).

79 Same objection and same answer in the Kośa, ii, pp. 212–3:

80 Similar passages in Saṁyukta, 11,2; 13.4. Compare Saṁyutta, ii. 72; iv. 33 et passim: cakkhuṁ ca paticca rūpe ca uppañjati cakkhuviññānam; tiṇḍanā saṁgati phasso; phassapaccayā vedanā; vedanāpaccayā taṇhā: ayam kho dukkhaṁ saṁuddaya.

81 Saṁyukta, 2,4. Compare Saṁyutta, iii. 96: avijñāsamphassajena bhikkhave vedayitena phutṭassa assutavato puthujjanassa uppanṇa taṇhā.

82 This refers to the variant branch-theory of the Sautrāntikas presented and refuted in the Sarīgraha and its commentaries (see references in note 77) and in the Siddhi, pp. 211–214.

83 This special point is treated: a. in the Sarīgraha (Ch. pp. 335c3–4; Tib. 12b4); Bhāṣya (Ch. pp. 335c5–336a8; Tib. 166a2–167b5), Upanibandhana (Ch. pp. 396a18–936b19; Tib. 264b1–265b1); b. in the Siddhi, p. 213.

84 A mind is good through association (saṁprayogatas) when it is associated to the root of good which forms part of the good mental states (see Siddhi, pp. 319–320).

85 This is the thesis of the Kośa, ii, p. 203; iv. p. 33, in which the dharmas can be good or bad through their originating cause (saṁutthānatas).
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87 In fact nothing is defiled nor neutral in a good samāptti (see Siddhi, p. 213; Kośa, viii, p. 145).
88 Like every non-defiled-neutral (*anivṛtāvyākṛta*) dharma, the non-defiled-neutral mental consciousness can be: 1. arisen from retribution (*vipākāja*); 2. relative to the attitude of laying down, sitting, etc. (*ārīyāpāthika*); 3. relative to one’s professional work (*śailpasthānika*); 4. a created mind (*nirmanacitta*). See Kośa, ii, p. 265. But the absorption of extinction, good by nature, cannot contain any mental consciousness of this type.
89 One enters into absorption of extinction upon leaving the absorption of non-consciousness-nor-unconsciousness (*naivasanijñānāsanijñāyatana*), also called the summit of existence (*bhavāgra*), Kośa, ii, p. 203.
90 Namely the four ecstacies (*dhyāna*) and the four non-material (*ārūpya*) absorptions, Kośa, viii, pp. 132–4.
91 Good action belonging to the realm of desire (*kāmādhatu*) is called meritorious; good action belonging to the two higher realms (*rūpa* and *ārūpya-dhātu*) is called “non-agitated,” *āniñjya* (Kośa, iv, p. 107).
92 An unknown sūtra from a celebrated person; see M. Akanuma, *Dictionnaire des noms propres de bouddhisme indien*, Nagoya, 1931, p. 373. [In Sānīyutta, iv, 295, the three contacts are *suññatā*, *animitta*, *appañihita*.]
93 One should compare these three contacts with the three absorptions called *śānyatāsamādhi*, *ānimittasamādhi*, *apraṇātisasamādhi*, meditations on emptiness, on no-characteristics, and of not taking into consideration (Kośa, viii, p. 184).
94 “What proof does one have that the fruit of retribution which it constitutes is not already exhausted?”
95 Namely the four *dhyānas*, the four *ārūpyas* and *niroudhasamāpatti*.
On these nine absorptions acquired one after the other, see *Dīgha*, 17, 11; *Dīgha*, iii, 266; *Mahāvyutpatti*, 1498.
96 On the eight *vimokṣas*, of which the last is *niroudhasamāpatti*, see Kośa, viii, pp. 204–211.
97 *Niroudhasamāpatti* has for its sphere the summit of existence (*bhavāgra*), for its preparation (*prayoga*) the idea of stilling, and for its object the extinction (*nirūdha*) of the mind and mental states (Kośa, ii, p. 210).
98 The Chinese *tsung-ch’ing* 縱情 signifies indulgence in one’s own sentiments; this expression corresponds to the Tibetan *gzu lums*, “not listening to any instruction or order, selfish” (Chandra Das, p. 1105). But the Tibetan-Sanskrit Index to the *Nyāyabindu* by Obermiller (*bibl. Buddh.* xxv, p. 116) mentions *gzu lums* = *āhopuruṣikā* f. 128. 15, “great self-conceit or pride: military vaunting, boasting; vaunting of one’s own prowess” (Apte, p. 92).
99 In other words: “The Āgama says that the consciousness does not leave the body during the absorption of extinction. You affirm that this consciousness is the mental consciousness. Now this refers to the receptacle-consciousness.”
100 In Tibetan: “As some Sautrāntikas (*mdo-sde-pa kha-cig*) admit.” The Śūtraprāṃāṇikas are those for whom [only] the sūtras are an authority. The
Sautrāntikas are defined by the Kośavyākyā, p. 11, 30: सूत्रप्रामाणिकः na शास्त्रप्रामाणिकः.

On the Sautrāntika origin of Vijnānavada psychology, see the Introduction, II.

101 Compare the Saṁgrahopanibandhana (Taishō vol. 31, p. 395b26): “The sūtra says: The consciousness does not leave the body. Why is this? The absorption of extinction does not oppose (pratipakṣa) the receptacle-consciousness and this latter does not hinder the absorption from producing itself, because the object (alambana) and the aspect (ākāra) of the receptacle-consciousness are difficult to know [or imperceptible, (asamvidita) . . . Not being opposed, the receptacle-consciousness does not disappear [during the absorption]. But the absorption opposes the active-consciousnesses (pravṛttivijñāna) . . . because their objects and aspects are not calm, and are easy to know. Thus the absorption of extinction solely destroys the active-consciousnesses, but does not destroy the receptacle-consciousness.”

102 As we have seen (note 97), the antecedent or preparation (prayoga) for the absorption of extinction is the idea of stilling, which is incompatible with the presence of the six active-consciousnesses.

103 The “store-mind” is the receptacle-consciousness; the “multiple mind” is the six active-consciousnesses.

104 See above, Para. 20.

105 See Kośa, iv. p. 8 (Vyākhyā, 348): “By reason of its relationship with the fire . . . the ignited element which is present in the water increases and, increasing, causes the mass of water to be reborn in a more and more reduced quantity (ksāmakṣaṇa) until, being completely reduced (atikṣaṃmatā), the water stops renewing itself (na punaḥ saṁtānaḥ saṁtanuta iti).

Sūtrālaṁkāra, xviii, 83, p. 150; apām api kvāṭhyamāṇaṁagnisambhandhād alpataratatompattito’timandhyād ante punar anutpattir grhyate.

106 The arrow falls when its impetus is exhausted: Vibhāṣā, Taishō 27, no. 1545, p.103c; p.105a; Kośa, ii, pp.200, 217;iv.p.102 MCB vol. iii, 1934–5, p. 248.

107 She-tsang = sbyor ba = åtīya (MCB., ibidem, p. 174).

108 Saṁdhinirmocanasūtra, v, 7, a stanza frequently quoted: Saṁgraha (Ch. p. 324b24; Tib. 3b8); Triṃśikābhāṣya of Sthiramati, p. 34; Siddhi, p. 173; Madhyamakāvatāra, p. 196.

109 Manuals of Buddhist psychology have some more or less exact presentations of the psychology of the Yogācāra, but the publication of the Siddhi has informed us more exactly with respect to the ālayavijñāna. Later, “Note sur l’Ālayavijñāṇa,” in MCB., vol. iii, 1934–5, pp. 145–168.

110 On the names of the ālaya, see Saṁdhinirmocana, v, 3; Saṁgraha (in MCB., vol. iii, pp. 171–186); Siddhi, p. 166; “La Notation de Tréfonds,” in S. Lévi, Matériaux, p. 125.

111 For the proof of the ālaya, see Saṁgraha and Bhāṣya (Ch. pp.
112 The Chinese is unclear here. According to the Tibetan we have: “Where are the residues of the defilements to be found when they have been cut off by their opposition? In the same mind which opposes them, you would say. No; for, being bound by the said residues, how can you admit that it opposes them?”

113 When a being arises in a sphere of rebirth (gati) of the realm of non-form (drūpyadhātu), it is not only a mind, but a neutral (avyākṛta) mind from the moral point of view, for the “sphere of rebirth” is essentially a vipākaphala, a fruit of retribution (Kośa, iii, p. 12). If this sphere of rebirth-mind were to constitute a particular recompense distinct from the receptacle-consciousness, one would have to say that the being born in arūpyadhātu loses his sphere of rebirth from the time that he produces a good or bad mind: or one must admit that the sphere of rebirth is not solely a fruit of retribution, but also contains elements foreign to retribution. Now this is not admitted by anyone (Siddhi, p. 192).

114 A being born in the summit of existence (bhavāgra), or “the place of non-consciousness-nor-unconsciousness” (naivasamjñānāsaṁjñāyatana), is too much asleep to cultivate the pure (anāsrava) path which destroys the defilements relative to the summit of existence. In order to cultivate it, he should realize the absorption of the immediately lower sphere called “place of nothingness” (ākiṁcanyāyatana) (Kośa, viii, p. 175). However, by producing a mind in the sphere of nothingness, he keeps his sphere of rebirth in the summit of existence: there his receptacle-consciousness has been projected by his actions.

115 For the Vaibhāṣikas there exists, apart from the material elements and the mental states, a separate entity, a sattvasabādhāgata (the quality of a person, etc., “a samskara disassociated from the mind”). The Sautrāntikas and Vasubandhu see in sattvasabādhāgata only a similarity in the manner of being persons, etc., a similarity which is a mistake for the aggregates, and does not constitute a distinct substance Kośa, ii, pp. 196-8).

116 A subject developed in the Saṁgraha (MCB., vol. iii, p. 207-211) and in the Siddhi, pp. 178-182.

117 The text, corrupted, is easily amended. Line 14, ch’ih-t’ung ye 赤銅箔: replace ye which signifies “a metal sheet” (Couvreur, p. 960, col. 1) by its homophone ye 葉 signifying “leaf,” which then gives Tāmraparṇīya. Line 15, hua-t’a 化他: replace t’a with ti 地, and this gives Maḥāsākara. The Tibetan version differs: “The venerable Tāmraśāttīyas (btsun pa gos dmar sde pa rnams) called it bhavāṅgavijñāna; some, mālaviyādā.’

118 On the bhavāṅgavijñāna, notes and references in MCB., vol. iii, pp. 212-215. Its invention is attributed by the Saṁgraha and the Siddhi to the Ārya Sthāvira.

119 The mālaviyādā of the Mahāsākāhadhikas appears to be closely related to the ekarasaskandha, the aggregate of a single taste, which the Sautrāntikas,
in their thesis xii, 3, oppose to the mālaṇṭikaskandha, derived aggregates (see J. J. Masuda, Origin, p. 68).

120 The Upanibandhana (MCB., vol. iii, p. 211) teaches us that the Mahāsāskas admit three types of aggregates: instantaneous aggregates (ksanīkaskandha), the aggregates which last the duration of an existence (ekajamāvadhiskandha), and the aggregate which lasts until the end of transmigration (āsamsārikaskandha). It is perhaps to this last type that the thesis ix B, 9, of the later Mahāsāskas make allusion (= Masuda, p. 63): “The skandhas, āyatanas and dhātus are also always present.”

121 Same objection and same answer in Siddhi, p. 142.

122 Madhyama, 24, 1; Majjhima, 1, 53; Pratītyasamutpādasūtra quoted in Kośa, iii, p. 85 (Vyakhya, Index of proper names, p. 12).

123 Compare Kośa i, p. 28; Saṁyutta, iii, 60; Vibhaṅga, p. 144; Sumaṅgalavilāsīntī, p. 64.

124 All conditioned things which do not form part of any of the four other skandhas are included within the saṁskāraśraskandha (see Kośa, i, pp. 28–29).

125 See above, Para. 32.

126 See the Para. Receptacle-consciousness and action-consciousnesses, in Saṁgraha (MCB., vol. iii, pp. 251–5) and the chapter on the six vijñānas in the Siddhi, p. 289.

127 Compare the Saṁgraha (in MBC., vol. iii, pp. 203–207); the reason why the Buddha kept silent with respect to the receptacle-consciousness.

128 Above, note 118.

129 On the sūtras that have disappeared, see, Kośa Index, p. 138, and above all Bu-ston, History of Buddhism, Part II, pp. 169–171: On the Lost Parts of the Canon.

130 Shih-kuei lun = Rnam par bṣad pa ’i rigs pa = Vyākhyāyukti, a work by Vasubandhu (Tangyur, Mdo., lviii, Kośavyākhyā, p. 6, 1, 20). Obermiller rejects the edition from the monastery of Aga, 97b6.

131 On the reciprocal casualty between the receptacle-consciousness and the active-consciousnesses, see Saṁgraha in MBC., vol. iii, pp. 252–254, with the quotations from Abhidharmamahāyānasūtra (in Machyāntavibhāga, V. Bhattacharya-Tucci edition, p. 28; Yamaguchi edition, p. 34) and from the Yogācāryabhūmiśāstra (Taishō vol. 30, p. 580b10).


133 The Vaibhāṣikas say that the minds arise from the soul (Kośa, ix, p. 284.)

134 The problem of memory is studied in the Kośa, ix, p. 274 and Siddhi, p. 21.

135 Saṁyukta, 10, 7. Cf. Vyākhyā and Kośa, ix, p. 252; na caita āttamavbhāvah na caiteva ātmā vidyata ity anātmānaḥ; Sūtradhāma, xviii, 101 (p. 158): dharmoddānesu sarve dharmā anātmāna iti deśītam; Madhyamakavṛtti, p. 65: anātmānaḥ sarvadharma ity āgamāt.


137 On the ten pathways of action, Kośa, iv, pp. 21, 137, 168, 181–188,
138 See Aṅguttara, i, 230, where the Buddha explains in a summary fashion to aṇṇiṭṭara Vijjiputtaka the three sīkṣās: adhisṭhā, adhīcittā, adhipaṇñās-ikkhā. The Chinese Fō-li-chih [tzu] 佛果氏子 and the Tibetan 'bri rāsi ['i bu] are a phonetic transcription of Vṛjī [putra].

139 According to the Tibetan: byun ba dan 'byun ba las gyur pa; the Chinese ta-tsaao 大造 suppose an original mahābhūtāny upādāya rūpāni.


141 We have the expression svatādṛṣcitā in the Madhyamakavṛttī, p. 57.

142 In other words, action is essentially and exclusively volition (cetanā). It is volition which “constructs,” which “models” (abhisamāskar-) action in its moral quality, good or bad (Morale bouddhique, pp. 136–7).

143 This is the thesis of the Sautrāntikas (Kośa, iv, p. 12) and the Vijñānavādins (Siddhi, p. 51).

144 Compare Siddhi, p. 52. We have shen-lū 寧慮＝'gro ba=gati; ch′ueh-ting 決定＝nes pa=niścaya; and tung-fa 動發＝gyo bar byed pa=kīraṇa. But La Vallée-Poussin (Siddhi, p. 52, note 1) proposes upanidhyāna, samākṣara, cēṣṭā or viśpanda.

145 Among the ten pathways of action, the first three are pathways of action and bodily actions, the following four are pathways of action and vocal action, and the last three are solely pathways of action (see Kośa, iv, pp. 168–9).

146 Siddhi, p. 52: “The third cetanā which moves the body and creates the voice, being abhisamāskṛta, modeled in good or bad, is called action (karman), and also pathway of action (karmapatha): 1. because it is tread upon, like a path, by the cetanās of deliberation and of judgment; 2. because it is the pathway of agreeable or disagreeable retribution.”

147 The Tibetan differs. Compare the Saṁcetanāyaśūtra (Madhyama, 18, 14; Aṅguttara, v, 292; Majjhima, iii, 207) quoted in the Kośa, iv, p. 136: kathām ca bhikṣavāṁ saṁcetanāyaṁ karma kṛtam bhavaty upacitam iha bhikṣava ekatyāḥ saṁcintya trividham kāyena karma karoty upacinoti caturvidham vācā trividham manasā.

Samcintya is rendered here in Chinese by ku-ssu 故思 in Tibetan by ched-du bsams-pa.

148 On the etymology of the word manas, see Laṅkāvatāra, x, 400: manasā manyate punah; 461, mano manyati vai sadā; Kośa, ii, p. 177; Sāṅgraha (in MCB., iii, p. 192).

149 These are very simple ideas expressed in scholastic jargon. It is volition positively expressed which creates in its author the state of discipline or indiscipline. This state lasts, even if the person is distracted or sunk in unconsciousness. It ceases from the time a person positively retracts it (cf. Kośa, iv, pp. 93–94).

150 In other words, the sūtra here studies only properly human actions; conscious actions, voluntary and morally retributable; it does not occupy itself with the purely mechanical activity of the senses.
NOTES TO THE MADHYAMAKAVṚTTI

1: The Vibhajyavādins affirm the existence of the present and of a part of the past, namely the action which has not given forth its fruit; and the non-existence of the future and of a part of the past, namely the action which has given forth its fruit (see Kośa, v, p. 52).

2: There then follows a story taken from out of the Ratnakūta translated by Th. Stcherbatsky in his Conception of the Buddhist Nirvāṇa, p. 129.
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